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AIDS is here 
HIV-positive native woman shares 
her painful, story and counsels 
caution\NEWS A3 
Role models 
Native students can learn from- 
aboriginal actors and herbologists 
in camps\COMMUNITY B3 
Rock hounds 
Local mountain bikers grind gears 
as they climb to 
prominence\SPORTS B5 
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Gay tolerance rallies planned 
Crusader's visit here 
triggers opposition 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
RALLIES both for and against he teach- 
ing of homosexual tolerance in schools 
are plan.ned here for Wednesday, July 
16. 
Contro~¢ersial speaker Karl Simpson, 
head of the Langley-based Citizens Re- 
search Institute, is to lead a rally that 
night at "7 p.m. at the Terrace arena. The 
group wants more rights for parents and 
wants to restrict he teaching of tolerance 
for what they call the homosexual life- 
style. 
Simpson's plans have sparked an op- 
posing rally --'starting at the same time 
,p the street at the Skeens Health Unit 
auditorium - -  to discuss why tolerance 
in schools is important. 
Simpson has spoken to more than 
20,000 people throughout the province in 
the last two months, as she battles 
teachers' efforts to eliminate 
homophobin the schools. 
In March, the B.C. Teacher's Feder- 
ation passed a resolution to develop "a 
program to eliminate homophobia nd 
heterosexism in the B.C. public school 
system." 
The information could be taught to stu- 
dents within the context of the Career 
and" Personal Planning classes - -  
mandatory for graduation. However, 
whether it goes ahead and what form it 
takes has not been decided. 
The Citizen's Research Institute, of 
which Simpson is one of five founders, 
takes' the view that homosexuality is an 
unnatural lifestyle, and therefore 
shouldn't be portrayed to students as 
I I Wearing the flag 
Canada Day celebrations. People gathered in Kitlmat Tuesday for events that In- 
cluded the Kitimat Hill Climb. Drag racers from across the Northwest converged 
for the event. Other activities on the nations Included International Days celebra- 
tions in Stewart/Hyder. 4 
Phone rate 'greed' assailed 
BC Tel is aiming to 
double local rates 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
A FORMER MP is urging B.C.'s At- 
torney General to put a stop to what 
he calls the "rapacious greed" of 
telephone companies looking to in- 
crease ]ocal rates. 
Ray Skelly, a former NDP MP. for 
North Island-Poweli River is now an 
elementary school pHncil~al in Green- 
ville. He says BC Tel's proposed rate 
increases are unfair and outrageous. 
"This is a huge, multibilllon dollar 
cash gnb," he says. "I can't think of 
a bigger attack on the public punge." 
Terrace residents have already seen 
their monthly phone rates increase this 
year from $13.50 to $15. And accord- 
ing to BC Tel's plan, the rates will go 
up by another $3 in January of 1998. 
• That's just another step in the com- 
pany's march to have basic local ser- 
vice rates doubled within four years 
- -  to between $25 and $30 per month. 
BC Tel isn't alone in their bid for 
higher ates. All nine provincial tele- 
phone companies across Canada have 
joined in asking the Canadian Radio 
and Telecommunications Commission 
(CRTC) for permission to hike their 
fees, 
On May 1, the CRTC told the phone 
companies they could formally apply 
for the rate increases, making their ap- 
panies some $2.34 billion in added 
revenue. 
EC Tel alone could stand to make 
an extra $400 million annually. 
According to Skeily, the increases 
are totally unjustified, so he's asking 
B.C's Attorney General Ujjal Dosanjh 
to step in. 
Skelly says Dosanjh has the power 
under the Trade Practices Act to order 
a public inquiry into the rate in. 
cresses, 
And in a letter to Dosanjh, Skelly 
says if the CRTC doesn't hold off 
with llleir decision until ater the in- 
qu~J, the Attorney General should 
proval seem imminent, seek a federal court injunction to pro- 
If accepted, an exam $15 per month 1 ,~ent the application from proceeding. 
added to the 13 million phone lines in" Continued Page A2. 
• Canada would net the telephone corn- 
being normal or acceptable. 
The lnstitute's mandate is to protect 
"traditional family values." 
"We are not anti-gay," said Simpson. 
"We promote tolerance and respect for 
the individual." 
She believes parents have the right to 
control the moral values taught o their 
childrela in schools. 
When Simpson spoke at a Vancouver 
rally on June 7, protesters pushed, 
shoved and ripped up the signs of Simp- 
son's supporters. 
Pro-tolerance rally organizer Karla 
Hennig, of the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, isn't predicting a 
violent reaction to Simpson's rally here. 
"Themore attention you give her the 
worse it is,'! said Hennig. 
But organizers of the Simpson forum 
aren't aking chances. Entry is by invita- 
tion only, and the back of the ticket 
reads, "organizers of this forum reserve 
the right to deny a pass or access to any 
person or person's the organizers believe 
may be of a disruptive intent." 
Continued Page A2 
Skeena solution 
is weeks away 
Gov't waits for analysis of banks' proposals 
]By JEFF NAGEL 
DON'T EXPECT any last-mlnute deal that 
will keep Skeena Cellulose's Terrace saw- 
mill ~om shutting down on July 11. 
Provincial government officials ay it will 
take well beyond that date for consultants 
to give them an indepe|ident analysis of the 
restructuring proposal tab!ed by the Royal 
At issue is how much money needs to be 
spent o modernize the aging and inefficient 
Prince Rupert pulp mill. 
The banks say they want the province to 
put up a significant chunk of the $278 mil- 
lion they say is needed over three years. 
Determining the validity of that claim 
will take comultants "at least a couple or 
three weeks" and "probably closer to the 
end of the Inonth," Job Protection Com- 
mission managing director Eric van Soeren 
said Friday. 
The consulting firm to look into the mat- 
ter hasn't even been hired yet, he said. 
• All statements by employment and invest- 
ment minister Dan Miller tend to confirm 
that the provincewill take what it considers 
the necessary time to consider the situation. 
Van Soeren said the province and the 
banks are still far apart on issues other than 
the total amount of dollars needed. 
"There are a lot of elements till to be 
resolved before any commitments can be 
made," he said. 
"We have said we are prepared to partici- 
pate financially," Miller said Friday. 
"We are talking about a considerable 
amount of money. And it is the taxpayers' 
money, so we're carrying out our due dil- 
ligence on that." 
The Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of 
Canada local 4 have also hired consultants 
to look into the banks assertion that a third 
of the pulp mill's 750 workers must go to 
make the operation viable. 
All logging ground to a stop on Friday 
and the Prince Rupert pulp mill shut down. 
At least 500 loggers and contractors are 
out of work in the Terrace area, with anoth- 
• er 250 mill workers to work their last days 
next week. 
The planer portion of the mill will con- 
tinue operating until about the end of the 
month. 
Mills in I-lazelton and Smithers are ex- 
pected to go down around July 11 as well. 
A mass elnployment insurance claim tak- 
ing for the Prince Rupert pulp mill workers 
is underway there this week. Similar claim 
takings are expected in Terrace and the mill 
gets closer to its shutdown date. 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht said 
he's getting less optimistic that at least a 
short-term shutdown can be avoided. 
He said he has difficulty with the amount 
of money the banks are asking of the tax- 
payers, adding the ~ banks are as much to 
blame for the situation as Repap manage- 
menu 
"The ba~ have a responsibility and 
they should be prepared to swallow real 
hard and not expect hat they are going to 
come out of this with all of their money 
back," Giesbrecht said. 
In the event he company ultimately goes 
bankrupt, he added, the province will look 
out as mu~ as possible for the contractors, 
suppliers, and employees in the region. 
"You can bet that every effort will be 
LAST DAY: Truck driver Randy Kluss 
hauled his last load of logs into Skeena 
Cellulose's yard on Friday. All logging 
ended, and the samwill closes July 11. 
said. 
But Skeena Cellulose vice-president 
gudy Schwartz is optimistic the operations 
will eventually restart. 
"I 'm confident we're eventually going to 
solve this," Schwartz said. "It's in every- 
body's interest - -  the community's, the 
union, the government, the company, the 
banks m everybody. We'd certainly be 
doing the world a disservice if we didn't 
find a way to solve this." 
And Schwartz says selling the operations 
piecemeal isno answer. 
Symbiotic relationships exists between : 
chips, sawmills and pulpmiils, he said. 
No matter how efficient and profitable the 
sawmills are, he said, they depend on the 
pulp mill to deal with the less valuable 
. chips. 
[] Mayors met here from 
across the northwest last 
week. See story page A2. 
"More than anywhere lse in the pro- 
vince, the relationship between the saw- 
mills and pulp mill is absolutely key (in the 
Northwest)." 
But while operations are winding down in 
the northwest, Schwartz says it's too soon 
to talk about possible layoffs at the compa- 
ny's Vancouver head office. 
"We're going to be selling pulp for some 
time yet and ~¢e're going to be selling lum- 
ber for some time yet," he said, "It (head 
office) has a job to do, it has to get rid of 
product.,, 
Community committees are being set up 
this week in each affected town to deal with 
displaced workers. 
Michael Riseborongh, community liaison 
officer for the Jop Protection Commission 
is behind the effort. It's being backed I by 
the ministry of education, skills and train. 
made• to emnre the banks pay and other lng, Forest Renewal B.C., and Human 
people's pain is minimized," Giesbrecht ResoUrces Development Canada, 
t 
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Mayors call for more 
talks to resolve crisis 
"If we don't have a home for the 
chips, we don't have a lumber indus- 
try," said Weeber. "That's what 
binds us together more than anything 
else." 
And Talstra said both Victoria and 
the banks listen more closely to the 
communities if a united front is con- 
tinned. 
"We are hopeful this will be of 
short duration," Taistra said of the 
shutdowns of company operations. 
"All the parties are still talking and 
as long as they're talking there is 
hope." 
The Toronto Dominion and Royal 
banks say they won't give the compa- 
ny raoney to continue operations 
without a deal in which unions would 
slash nearly 250 jobs at the Prince 
Rupert pulp mill and in which the pro- 
vince would hand over millions of 
dollars to upgrade the mill. 
The mayors' conference adopted 
three resolutions, in anticipation of an 
eventual sale of the company's assets: 
[] The northwest imber supply, if 
changed, be allocated first and fore- 
most o facilities in the northwest. 
[] The government ensure the share 
of U.S. lumber quota given to Skcena 
Cellulose remain with operators in the 
northwest. 
Timber should stay 
with area operators 
MAYORS from across the northwest 
carefully maintained a united front 
Thursday in calling for a resolution of 
the Skeena Cellulose crisis. 
"This is a crisis for all our com- 
munities," said Prince Rupert mayor 
Jack Mussalem. "When things get 
tough we stick together." 
The conference of mayors was 
organized to review the situation 
facing the region's largest forestry 
employer. 
They were also expected to adopt a 
report and recommendations drawn up 
by a "blue ribbon" task force of 
northwest forestry experts to ensure a
more stable industry. 
But the report included proposals 
that went too far for some mayors. It's 
being rejigged, and Terrace mayor 
Jack Talstra said they expect to 
release the revised document next 
Monday. 
The mayors dismissed suggestions 
the failure to release the report now 
means there are divisions in the group. 
"We are united," said Smithers 
mayor Brian Northup. "We support 
each other because without each other 
we don't have much." 
New Hazeiton mayor Pete Weeber 
said that although Skeena Cellulose [] And any transfer of timber 
• licences in an eventual sale of Skeena has different operations'in each com- 
munity, none of them will ultimately Cellulose be contingent on payment of 
function without the p,dp mill in outstanding debt to local contractors 
Prince Rupert. and suppliers. 
HIGHWAY 16 west traffic was single-lane alternaUng last week after the high- 
way there was dug up adjacent to the Canadian Tire construction site. Highways 
crews are to widen the highway there and put in an turning lane for the store. 
FROM FRONT 
Mmsalem said it may be possible to 
reduce the impact on Prince Rupert 
expected from the banks' demand that 
the union agree to cut 246 jobs at the 
pulp mill there. 
Mussalem said he understands 
enough employees may leave through 
attrition or early retirement to make 
up as much as 100 of that otal. 
The union is asking all employees 
aged 61 or over to consider early 
retirement, he added. 
Kitimat mayor Rick Wozney 
warned that Kitimat is not immune to 
the difficulties. Besides being part of  
the regional economy, he said, West 
Fraser's Kitimat pulp mill is some- 
what dependent on trading chips with 
Skeena Cellulose. 
Port Edward mayor Ed Wampler 
said the district of Port Edward and 
the City of Prince Rupert are waiting 
for an order-in-council from the 
provincial government that would 
permit hem to put a hold on tax sale 
proceedings cheduled to go ahead 
against Skeena's properties there July 
29. 
Terrace is owed $915,000 and has 
agreed to put a six.month old on a 10 
per cent penalty that would have been 
assessed for the company's failure to 
pay by today. 
But Port Edward and Prince Rupert 
faced tighter estrictions on how much 
leeway they could provide because the 
company is already in arrears for three 




A TERRACE man was 
killed early Saturday 
morning in a head-on col- 
lision on the highway near 
Kitwanga. 
Duane Travis McCar- 
ron, 31, of Terrace, died 
instantly when the Ford 
FI$0 pickup truck he was 
westbound Jeep YJ, New 
Hazelton RCMP said. 
police said four other 
family members in McCar- 
ron's vehicle were injured, 
one seriously, and they 
were taken to, Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
A 36-year-old Vancouver 
man driving the Jeep 
received head and chest in- 
juries and 'was also taken 
to hospital in Terrace. 
RCMP Cpi G. Aiford 
said police believe the Jeep 
crossed the centre lane 
and the collision happened 
in the eastbound lane. 
BC Tel to jack basic line rate 
"It's the Attorney General's respon- 
sibility to defend the consumer in this 
process," Skelly says. "The individu- 
al has no other agency to appeal their 
vaSe. "  
Skelly says he simply can't believe 
how low key the changes have been 
and how public input has been vir- 
tually excluded. 
"This is disgusting," he says. "The 
CRTC cannot be allowed to conduc( 
closed door meetings between them- 
selves and BC Tel." 
Bet Joanna Wyatt of BC Tel says 
the increases in monthly charges are 
necessary to balance out lost long dis- 
tance revenue. 
"Historically, profits from long dis- 
tance charges and some business lines 
subsidized residential service," she 
FROM FRONT 
says. "However, with increased com- 
petition for long distance service, 
that's no longer possible." 
Wyatt says it costs BC Tel about 
$30 per month to service a single line 
residential customer. That's consider- 
ably less than the average charge of 
$19-  a difference which resulted in 
a $400 million deficit for the compa- 
ny's local phone service in 1995. 
"We're looking at this from two 
sides," Wyatt says. "We're increas- 
ing local rates to move them closer to 
actual costs while decreasing long dis- 
tahoe charges. In a competitive world, 
it doesn't make sense to price too far 
above or below actual costs." 
But Skeily isn't buying that argu- 
ment. He says BC Tel is just trying to 
raise the benchmark so when other 
telephone companies enter the local 
sewice market over the next few years 
there will be more room to 
manoeuver, without losing much prof- 
it. 
And he says the increases will mean 
poor people will have to go without 
telephones - -  further marginalizing 
them from mainstream society. 
"A large number of low income Ca- 
nadians imply won't be able to afford 
basic telephone service," he says. 
"That isn't right." 
Skdly hopes the Attorney General 
orders an inquiry. If not, he says the 
only recourse for the consumer is to 
put the heat on BC Tel's long distance 
service. 
"People could move to another ear- 
Her to protest the increases," he says. 
"They (BC Tel) could wind up with a 
runaway train on this one." 
Twin rallies take on tolerance 
School officials, doctors, pastors, 
teachers, lawyers, parents, Fi/st Na- 
tions leaders and government repre- 
sentatives have been invited to attend. 
Simpson will be speaking about he 
"pro-homosexual lobby" and how it 
has opened "up the way for pro- 
homosexual education in public 
schools." There is concern that this 
curriculum would redefine marriage 
attd family, said a news release put 
out by organizers of the Terrace rally. 
Earle gateliffe, a gay 19-year-old 
man living in Terrace, says going to 
school at Caledonia Secondary would 
h,~ve been easier for him if tolerance 
of homosexuality had been taught in 
the classroom. 
He graduated from Caledonia in 
1995, and at the time hadn't "come 
out" yet, except to close friends. 
"A few students made life tough," 
he said, with their insensitive com- 
ments. He thinks kids get most of 
their intolerant attitudes from parents, 
but says that change has to start some- 
where. 
When people are young it's easier to 
change their attitudes, he says. 
He doesn't understand why Simp- 
son's supporters object o the teaching 
of tolerance. 
"I don't see what their problem 
really is. They're not trying to teach 
(students) to be homosexual," he said. 
"Most gay people know that can't be 
taught, just as they can't be taught o 
be straight" 
Elizabeth Snyder, one of the 
organizers for the tolerance rally who 
is openly lesbian, said she wanted to 
"provide another view of what's hap- 
penisg in the schools," adding there 
was s lot of fear and misinformation 
about he issue. 
She said there is no basis to fears 
that sexual orientation can be taught. 
"It's amazing there are any gay 
people at all. There are no role models 
for them." 
She's not sure how many parents in 
Terrace would object to teaching 
tolerance of homosexuality, but said, 
"my sense is, as a lesbian, it's not a 
large majority." 
Snyder has lived in Terrace since 
1982 and says she hasn't experienced 
much discrimination. 
She couldn't say whether people at 
the tolerance rally will picket or try to 
speak at the gad Simpson forum. 
Tickets for the Simpson rally are 
being distributed by local organizers, 
No passes are required for admis- 
sion to the pro-tolerance rally. 
An independent royal commission chaired by Provincial Court 
Judge (]urmail Singh Gill, with co-commissioners Gerry Stoney 
and Oksana Exell, is reviewing British Colunibi~'~s.i.workers' 
compensation system. This is the first comprehensive review 
in 30 years. 
Interested individuals are invited to attend the hearings to 
watch as presentations are made to the commission. 
Royal Commission on Workers' Compensation 
Suite 1440-625 llowe street, Vancouver, BC V6C 2T6 
O 
Greater Vancouver: (604) 660-0130 
Toll Free: 1-800-522-0312 
Fax: (604) 660-0199 
Emaih gschive@bcroyalcom.org 
Internet: www.bcroyalcom.org 
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By CRIS LEYKAUF 
FEAR AND PARANOIA about catching AIDS 
is something Charlotte Brooks copes with all 
the time. 
The HIV-positive mother of four boys spoke 
in Terrace June 20 at a workshop during the 
Firs1Nations Women's Summit. 
"There's going to b e a lot of our people com- 
ing home from the big city, saying they have 
HIV or AIDS, and the community will try to 
push them out," said Brooks, 35, of Prince 
Rupert. " I  really feel our First Nations people 
need to be educated." 
Brooks was diagnosed with HIV, the infection 
that leads to AIDS, i l l  December, 1991. She got 
the infection from a man she had been dating 
for three years, also the father of a baby boy she 
delivered a month after being diagnosed. Her 
son was born HIV-negative. 
,He didn't tell me he had AIDS. He was a 
nice looking guy. He didn't look sick." 
A few months after being diagnosed she was 
asked to speak at an AIDS conference inPrince 
Rupert. " I  wanted to put a voice and face to 
HIV and AIDS. I don't think people realized it 
was this close," she said. 
Since then she has travelled across Canada, 
speaking at conferences, in native communities 
and talking to high school students. 
"Small communities have a hard thne talking 
opetdy about AIDS." 
Being able to travel and meet other people 
whose lives have been affected by AIDS has 
made a tremendous hnpact on her. But iu return 
she's paid a high price. Her battle with her past, 
including her addictions, has become very pub- 
lic. And that's meant coping with derision when 
she slips into back into bad habits, such as binge 
drinking at the bar, or doing cocaine. 
"It 's pretty hard to spill everything out on the 
CHARLOTTE BROOKS, an HIV-positive woman from Prince Rupert, spoke recently at a 
workshop in Terrace. She's told her story across Canada and has been featured on 
poster, brochures.such as this one here, and now a video. 
table - -  all my good and bad stuff." 
Brooks was raised ill the Prince Rupert area, 
aud says she was mentally, emotionally, physi- 
cally attd spiritually abused at: she grew up. 
After being diagnosed with HIV, Brooks 
moved down to Vancouver in 1993-94, and ad- 
mits to being a cocaine addict during those 
years, once almost dying from an overdose. 
She moved back to Prince Rupert in Juue 
1994, during a low point in her life. She aud her 
husband had separated, aud she tried to commit 
suicide bY taking a bottle o f  sleeping pills. A 
friend drove her to the hospital in time to save 
her life, Brooks continued to use cocaine oc- 
casionally up until this year. 
" I  was offered it two times this January and 
turned it down,', she says proudly. "Every once 
in a while I hear a voice that says, 'lust one 
hit.'" But she's been able to resist. 
Alcohol is a demon she hasn't yet been able to 
put behiud her. "But I 'm trying my best to 
make good changes for myself and my boys. 
I 'm still learning and growing from lny mis- 
takes and I 'm learning to set boundaries." 
She's tried to protect her sons from her prob- 
lems. She says she was a closet cocaine addict, 
but has a harder time Mding the binge drinking. 
'! I 'm trying to talk myself into dropping the 
bottle. I don't want my kids to start turning to 
alcohol and drugs when things get tough." 
Despite her problems with alcohol aud drugs, 
Brooks is remarkably healthy. She's uot on 
medication and has no symptoms. 
Telling her story across Canada has helped 
boost her self-esteem, aspeople tell her they ad- 
mire her opemtess and honesty. 
Speaking out has helped her cope with the 
harder parts of living with I-IIV. She describes 
encounters with people afraid to touch her, or 
anything that she touched. 
"Some people are living in so much fear 
when a person or someone they know has HIV 
or AIDS is in their home. They wash everything 
down with bleach, they even throwaway the 
things that we use." 
Living with HIV or AIDS in a small town is 
particularly hard, she says, because of the lack 
of support and cruel rumours. 
She also tells young native people that they're 
not invincible, and to be careful if they decide 
to move to the city. 
" It 's  out there. Be careful and watch out." 
HI'/infecting smaller communities, docs think 
THE MEDICAL community An ongoing study of HIV rates in reported to.. the health unit in the stuff," adds Martin. 
suspects HIV and AIDS might be 
worse in native populations, but its 
difficult to say for sure. 
That's because people often leave 
small commuuities, such as Terrace 
or the Nass, to get tested in greater 
anonymity in Vancouver or other 
centres, says Dr. David Martin, the 
public health adviser for native 
reserves in B.C. 
"We don't have a lot of really 
firm data," he says. 
native alcohol and drug treatment 
ceutres hows that the rates are the 
same as the rest of the population, 
says Martin. However, the study is 
voluntary. 
Other lab studies which include 
First Nations people tested in larger 
centres indicate a higher percentage 
of HIV positive tests. 
Dr. Jim Lugston, of the Skeena 
Health Unit, says there have been 
32 cases of HIV positive people 
last five years. The health unit 
covers most of the northwest. 
"There's probably many more 
cases." He says HIV and AIDS are 
gradually moving into smaller com- 
munities. Infected people are also 
staying in small conunmfities 
longer, since medical treatment is
now easier to get in small centres. 
"Even though you might live in 
an isolated commnnity, ou should 
used condoms and all that good 
That's the message public health 
nurses in the Nass are sending out. 
Kelly Peter`son would like to see 
more people coming into the 
Aiyansh health centre to get free 
condoms. She and other nurses 
usually give two talks a year to dif- 
ferent grades on AIDS and other 
sexually transmitted diseases. 
"There's always room for more 
educatiou," she says. "There's till 
a sense of it won't happen to me." 
News InBrief 
FIVE PEOPLE were busted last week where Terrace 
RCMP conducted a drug raid on a home in the 5000 
block of Agar Ave. 
Police say the June 26 raid uncovered $200 to $500 
worth of heroin, along with a significant amount of 
paraphernalia associated with selling the drag. 
The cops also found a uumber of marihuana plants 
growing in the residence and around the yard, as well 
as a small amount of dried marihuana. If sold, the total 
narihuana harvest would have a value of about $4,000. 
Five people were arrested in the bust but only four 
will face charges. Two men and two women will face 
charges of possession of heroin for the purposes of traf- 
ficking, producing marihuana nd simple possession. 
Street closure requested 
KEEFER STREET residents want their street 
blocked off to limit traffic they fear will invade their 
neighbourhood once the Real Canadian Wholesale 
Club store opens its doors, 
Residents there, led by Maryka Gregg, presented a 
petition to city council Monday night requesting the 
closure of Keefer where it intersects Feeney Ave. 
"It 's always been a very quiet and peaceful ittle 
place," Gregg told council. "This is our little neigh- 
bourhood. We don't want the business to change the at- 
mosphere of the neighbourhood." 
Union week marked 
UN[ON LABEL week will be marked by the City of 
Terrace this year. The proclamation, atthe request of 
the Kitimat-Terrace and District Labour Council, 
celebrates the achievements of workers in the first 
week of September and encourages people to "buy 
union and buy Canadian." 
It was an about-face from last year, when council ig- 
nored the request and then faced charges from the 
council that he city is unfriendly to unions. 
Labour slams banks 
THE KITIMAT-Terrace and District Labour Council 
is denouncing the Royal and TD banks for what the 
labour organization is calling a "total disregard of the 
employees ofSkeena Cellulose in Prince Rupert." 
President Norm Lavallee noted the two banks are the' 
new owners of Skeena Cellulose but still have financial 
ties to former parent company Repap E~terprises, 
which some people have accused of taking money out 
of its B.C. operations before jettisoning them. 
"Are the banks going after (Repap founder) George 
Petty for siphoning off millions of dollars from the 
northwest to the coffers of eastern Canada7" Lavailee 
asked rhetorically: "The banks are not." 
He said the banks are "punishing the workers for 
being the easiest and most vulnerable targets in a mess 
that was not of their doing." 
"Shame on them for their callous aud heartless dis- 
regard," he' added. 
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PROJECT REPORT SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE 
GREENVILE-KINCOLITH ROAD PROJECT 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways (MOTH) has made an application for a 
project approval certificate under the Environmenta/Assessment Act tEA Act) for 
Greenville-Kincolith Road Project. The application is for approval of the design and con- 
struction of approximately 23 kilometers of two-lane gravel road along the north side of 
the Nass River from the village of Greenville to Mill Bay. This new road will connect to a 
road being constructed by Nisga'a Economic Enterprises Incorporated between Mill Bay 
and the Village of Kincolith (initially for logging purposes) and will eventually become a 
public, low-volume highway connecting Kincolith to the Nisga'a Highway, Highway #16, 
and Highway #37. 
Prior to any government decision on the project, MoTH is required to submit a project 
report. Theinformation to be included In this report is documented In draft project report 
specifications available for public review. 
The provincial Environmental Assessment Office invited comments on the draft project 
report specifications to ensure that public issues and concerns are Identified and 
addressed as part of the environmental assessment review process. All comments 
received by July 28, 1997 will be considered as part of the review, All submissions will 
be available to the general public through the Project Registry as originally submitted 
and required by the EA Act. if your submission does not indicate that you wish your 
address to be treated in confidence, your name and address will be filed in full on the 
Project Registry. 
The draft project report specifications and the Greenville-Kincolith Road project applica- 
tion may be viewed at: . . 
Prince Rupert Public Library, 101 6thAvenue West, Prince Rupert, BC VSJ 1Y9 . : ,-...;=...: 
Terrace Public Library, 4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1V6 ~: 
Smithers Public Library, PO Box 55, Smithers, BC VOJ 2NO " .... i 'i .i~i 
Vancouver Public Library (Business and Economic Division) 350 West Georgia St,, Vanco'uvetBC : .~ : 
Nisga'a Tribal Council Office, 100 Gitzyon Street, New Aiyansh, BC VOJ 1AO 
Laxqalts'ap (Greenville) Band Council Office, 322 Church Street, Greenville, BC V0J 1X0 
Git.Cinc01x (Kincolith) Band Council Office, 1304 Broad Street, Klncolith, BC VOV 1BO ' " ~. ~ 
Lax-Kw'alaams Band Council Office, 206 Shashaak St,, Port Simpson, BC VOV 1HO 
,, 
or at the Environmental Assessment Office Project Registry at 1st Floor, 836 Yates 
Street, Victoria, British Columbia, V8V lX4, Tel (250) 356-7441, Fax', (250) 356-7440, 
emaih eaolngo@galaxy, gov.bc.ca 
A copy of the draft project report specifications is also available for review on the BAO 
Web Site at: http://www.eao,gov.bc,ca 
Comments on the draft project report specifications for the Greenville-Kincolith Road 
project must be received by July 28, 1997 and should be forwarded to: 
David Johns, Project Committee Chair 
Greenville-Klncolith Road Project 
Environmental Assessment Office 
2nd Floor, 836 Yates Street : .  i ~:~ 
Victoria, British Columbia V8V 1X4 ~ ; : ,~i;~ 
Telephone: (250) 356-7479 Fax: (250) 387-2208 . . . .  
i i 
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Intensive care 
THE APPOINTED keepers of Mills Memorial 
Hospital have been accused of basically being 
lapdogs of the provincial government. 
City councillors last week said the Community 
Health Council, because it's appointed by Vic- 
toria and includes local New Democrats, can't be 
trusted to vigorously defend the hospital. 
Calm down, the group says, suggesting they'll 
accomplish more by quiet backroom lobbying 
than by going to war against Victoria. 
But the issue of democracy in health care is a 
legitimate one. And the suggestion that an ap- 
pointed council might water down its criticism of 
the government is surely a good argument for 
restoring democracy and holding elections to 
give the group legitimacy. 
The province's aborted New Directions health 
reforms had briefly created a northwest regional 
health board, whose elected representatives were 
to find efficiencies through the northwest so 
more would be done with health care dollars 
here. Many services could be delivered in the 
northwest, saving tremendous amounts of money 
now used to fly patients outh aboard Lear jets. 
With that regional planning abandoned, there's 
no clear indication of a new plan. Will Victoria 
bureaucrats once again make all the decisions 
about regional health delivery? Or will the health 
ministry simply continue to consider Vancouver 
to be the northwest's regional health centre? 
Name game 
JUST CALL IT it the Great Bear Seam. 
Yes, we're talking about Greenpeace's 
campaign to preserve as much of the coast as it 
possibly C~i(fi:~"[o'gg~.@'. '~/{ ;. ,i~.(, .;,.i, i . . . .  
Before the summer.silly season cranked the is- 
sue to a full' boil, campaigners referred to the 
area as the "mid-coast". The same moniker was 
used in government land-use planning roups. 
Unfortunately, "mid-coast" wasn't a particu- 
larly sexy term, evoking a logger's waistline bet- 
ter than pristine rainforests. It clearly was not ex- 
citing enough to mobilize mass protests. 
So Greenpeace veterans concocted a dramatic 
new label:"The Great Bear Rainforest". 
There's no particular reason to call it that. 
Bears are found all over B.C., including 
downtown Terrace. But it was reminiscent of 
other big environmental battles, like the Great 
Whale hydroele&ric project in northern Quebec. 
Aside from the name game, it must be noted 
that this group does not respect due process. 
Otherwise it would participate in and respect 
goverlunent-run processes that decide what areas 
should be logged or preserved. 
Greenpeace has not once lodged a complaint 
about logging to the Forest Practices Board, a 
body in charge of investigating alleged violations 
of the Forest Practices Code. 
By refusing to respect the institutions of the 
province, and by violating court injunctions, the 
organization shows no interest in the rule of law. 
Premier Glen Clark is right to call these people 
"enemies of British Columbia." 
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Thumbs up t() timber accord 
VICTORIA ~ What, my 
more than comfortable 
businessman friend asked me, 
did I think of Premier Glen 
Clark's Jobs and Timber Ac- 
cord? 
I said I liked it. 
Wouldn't it be far better if 
govermnent stopped meddling 
in the economy, got out of the 
way and let business look after 
things? 
I said no, explaining as gent- 
iy as I could, without hurting 
his sensitive capitalist feelings, 
that he had better get one thing 
straight: close to 95 per cent of 
the trees in this province 
belong not to the multinational 
forest companies, but to me, 
him "and every other British 
Columbian. 
I also explained, again very 
gently, that the forest industry 
,: had donea bloody lousy job in 
the past of making sure that fu- 
ture generatious would have 
enough trees left to cut. In fair- 
ness, I added that 100 or even 
20 years ago, we didn't kamw 
what we lomw today, and that 
the iudustry, by and large, has 
been willing to change its 
ways. 
The Jobs aud Timber Accord 
is a remarkable achievement. I  
is Clark's first successful at- 
tempt o make his mark. I f  suc- 
cessful, and I believe it will be, 
the accord will make up for his 
administration's budget bun- 
gling. 
HUBERT BEYER 
The accord is to create al- 
most 40,000 forest industry 
jobs over the next four yearn. 
The $1.5 billion seed money 
for the program will come 
from Forest Renewal B.C. 
funds which, .in turn, come 
fro m thei.ndustry itself, i .... ~,  
The nearly 40,000 jobs "-- 
22,400 direct and 17,400 in, 
direct ~ are to be created by 
intemified tree cutt!ng, where 
possible, more for~t restora. 
tion, stepped-up silviculture, 
and requiring existing employ. 
ees to work shorter weeks, 
without overtime. To make 
sure nobody loses out, the 
government will provide $20 
million a year to top up 
workers' paycheques. 
The accord also involves a 
boost to secondary industry. 
Manufacturers of things such 
as furniture, doom and 
windows will get up to 18 per 
cent of the province's awed 
lumber. That alone is expected 
to create more than 6,500 new 
jobs. 
To ensure that the industry 
plays ball, there's a built-in 
stick-and-carrot provision. 
Companies that live up to the 
spirit of the accord and create 
more jobs will get preferential 
access to timber. Those who 
don't could see their cutting 
rights curtailed. 
The idea to tie timber access 
to job creation came out if a 
simple statistic, according to 
whieh every other North 
American jurisdiction records 
more jobs than British Colum- 
bia per cubic-nietre of thnber 
cut. 
The reasons are many-fold, 
Jake Kerr, Ligature Ltd. 
Ike Barber, president of 
Slocan Forest Products, said he 
had made a career out of 
"unemploying people," but 
would now try to save as many 
jobs as he can. 
Among the few who aren,t 
happy with the Jobs and 'Tim- 
ber Accord are the militant en- 
vironmentalists, who have 
stepped up their demands for 
protected areas to more than 40 
per cent of the province's land 
base. 
Well, I suppose some people 
like the idea of shutting down 
the forest industry aud tnndng 
chaiu saws into good-tuck 
charms. 
Pol Pot thought it was a 
dandy idea to turn Cambodia 
into an agricultural society. He 
including difficult terrain and failed, but uot before the' coun' 
:, chmatel b~;4ilso.:/m~c]aanma-., try's flourishing ecouomywas 
:' 1ton'. If'p~i~Fafia,)el~,{~ ,  • devastated an d a few niilhon 
owa devi ls ,  the forest indus-: 
try would gladly harvest our 
trees without having to pay a 
single . employee. Machines 
don't get sick, lhey don't want 
paycheques, they don't need 
pension plans. 
Now, my friend, the Fraser 
Institute apostle, may not like 
the accord, b~t here's what 
some of the industry people 
had to say: 
"British Columbians as land- 
lords of the forest resource 
have good reason to expect a 
lot from the forest industry." - 
people had sta/ved to death. 
Mike Harcourt's achieve- 
ment was to bring relative 
peace to the woods. The uext 
couple of years will show 
whether Glen Clark's plan 
works. If it does, he will have 
brought security to the people 
who work in the forest aud 
stability to the communities 
that depend on forestry. Not a 
bad legacy either. 
Beyer can be reached at Tel: ~ 
920-9300; Fax: 385-6783; E -  
Mail: hubert@coo/corn.corn 
F'at ting brings back memories 
SATURDAY our baby 
granddaughter moved out. 
When her mother came to 
take her home after a two-hour 
visit, she packed not only four 
Orco's to share with her sister 
- -  a routiue step in leave- 
taking but also the last two 
of four jigsaw puzzles she and 
her sister had kept here shies 
Christmas. 
I wasn't expecting my 
stomach to lurch so. As I held 
the plastic ba~ open for her to 
fit in the lmzzles, I felt as I did 
ten years earlier watching a 
daughter pack for college. 
Ever since her older sister ar- 
rived with a rattle and a bottle 
of formula, we've kept a col- 
lection of toys and craft 
COMMUNITY: CdsLeykauf materials in a big cardboard 
OFRCE MANAGER: Kathleen Quigley box. Over the past five years 
CLAUDE'ITE SANDECKI 
with felt tip markers, a folded 
checkerboard and beside it the 
plastic checkers in a hair gel 
The puzzles were more than 
a pastime. The 48-piece 
puzzles taught her to build a 
flame first, then fill in the 
centre. By writi~=g one letter on 
the back of each border piece, 
in alphabetical order, she was 
able to do a puzzle by hemelf, 
from first piece to last. 
Accomplishing this task, 
eventually wilh ease and. 
speed, boosted her self- 
confidence and ability to rea- 
son, desirable traits for a child 
facing sehool. 
Then last Thursday, with her 
mother, my baby grand- 
daughter attended an intro- 
ductory session of morning 
kindergarten. 
Before noon she burst h~ 
reported the teacher declared 
her four-year-old baby ready 
for kindergarteu. 
Naturally. Hadn't we all 
done our best to ready her? 
I'd sat for hours coaching her 
in tower building, snng Christ- 
mas carols at the piano, held 
her hand as she climbed the tot 
lot ramp. I 'd read mountains of 
library books, baked tray s of 
her cookies, spelled words for 
her to print, cut out shapes lbr 
her to collage, recounted 
"olden day" stories of my 
ehUdhood growing up on  a 
farm. 
She was well prepared. I 
wasn't. 
I shall miss her bouqnets of 
purple clover picked on her 
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the toys have gradually rotated 
from squishy noisemakers to 
blocks to dishes to puzzle 
books. 
A few special items stayed 
on my kitchen library shelves: 
a baking powder can stuffed 
jar, and since Christmas, a 
stack of four jigsaw puzzles. 
From thne to time she'd take 
home a toy she'd been playing 
with, a doll, or a mirror, or a 
miniature truck. The jigsaw 
puzzles always ended back in 
their proper box, piled on one 
end of the bookshelf. 
waving a giant pink polka- 
dotted butterfly and a broad 
headband with her name in 
bold ball-point flanked by an 
array of stickers. 
She told of tnaking a new 
friend, sharing ~ tea party with 
her, and playiog together in the 
classroom playhouse. Mmn 
walk here with Morn for mid- 
morning coffee; looking after 
her while Morn volunteers iu 
her sister's classroom; having 
her crayon beside my sewing 
machine as I welt cushions. 
Those jigsaws might as well 
have been a diploma, they left 
such a gap in my life. 
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F 0( '97 
COUNTER-CLOCKWISE FROM THE TOP: Avery Archibald, Felecia Arbuah, 
Kelly Austin, Karyn Audet and Sharlene Barger had mixed emotions about gradu- 
ating - -  they were looking forward to university and the future, but sad about 
leaving behind friends; lan Bohle receives his high school diploma from 
Caledonia principal Geoff Straker; Emotions ran high as grads celebrated an end 
to school; Students waited patiently for ceremonies to begin --fol lowed by a 
night of parties. 
Looking to the future 
THIS YEAR'S graduating whole lot larger than our- 
class at Caledonia selves and that we weren't 
Secondary said goodbye to on thetop of the food chain 
13 years of school at,grad! anymore. ' . 
ce/emonies last"  Frida~ Oii6 i~ing I remeifiber 
night. Valedictorian K0sta about junior high was meet- 
Sainis revisited the past with 
classmates, hitting on 
highlights of growing up to- 
gether. Below are excerpts 
from his speech: 
"Tonight is a night filled 
with memories, realized 
dreams, and a pack of unru- 
ly teenagers ready to toss 
their caps and get the party 
underway. True, this chapter 
of our lives, known to us as 
formal education, is coming 
to a close. However, we're 
not leaving without taking 
with us countless recollec- 
lions of the good times and 
bad. 
Looking back, it seems 
like only yesterday that we 
~rere first dragged kicking 
and screaming through the 
doors of our first year of 
.pro-school. Here, we 
learned to incorporate nap 
time in our everyday lives. 
It seemed like a worthless 
skills then, but it sure came 
in handy during CAPP 12, 
didn't it? 
As time passed, we floun- 
dered through numerous 
sandboxes and school yards 
as we made our way to 
grade 7, where we lived the 
high life as the 'big kids.' 
Then, sadly, we were sent to 
junior high where we real- 
ized there were people a 
Kosta Sainis 
ing up with our now princi- 
pal, Mr. Straker. We seemed 
to make quite the impres- 
sion on him back in those 
days, because for some rea- 
son, he tried to escape to 
Caledonia. Little did he 
know that we were hot on 
his heels, cause when we hit 
the double digit grades, the 
class came back the very 
next year." 
"Now on the last leg of 
our journey, we made our 
way to Caledonia, home of 
the Kermodes, the "Chen- 
stand," and a certain math 
teacher sporting a cow 
bell." 
" In our lives we have set 
goals and have had dreams 
of the future. Some of these 
dreams are coming true ~ 
even as I speak. For we 
have accomplished what we 
have set out to do for 13 
long years. The right to 
stand up here, proud, 
honoured, wearing a cap 
and dress to receive a piece 
of paper that signifies all 
that you have all accom- 
plished something reat." 
"No matter what we de- 
cide to do, if we are 
determined and strive for 
what we believe in, then I 
have no doubt in my mind 
that we, the graduating class 
of 1997, can accomplish 
anything that stands in our 
path. 
We will never forget the 
parents who have raised us 
m we thank you. Class of 
'97 will never forget the 
teachers who have taught us 
m we thank you. But most 
of all never forget the 
memories we as the class 
have shared together. 
Tonight we awake and the 
dreams arc now all a reality. 
They will inspire us and 
help us to move on." 
"Class of '97... when I see 
you all ten years down the 
road - -  I will Io0k back 
proud and honoured, to see 
that we have all become 
successful and have aceom. 
plishcd our dreams." 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Tolerance issue silly 
Dear Sir:. 
This issue of teaching homosexual tolerance in 
schools is getting somewhat silly. So let me add to the 
silliness. 
Sure it can be cruel to call names and make fun of 
people, and as the saying goes kids can be cruel. But 
how far should we take this teaching tolerance. What 
about he child that is over weight or has a b!g nose7 
These children are target of name calling and abuse 
fatso, fatty fatty two by four, beaker etc.. They go 
home crying and ridiculed, so should we then have a 
class to teach over weight and big nose tolerance7 
What about bald people, they are called baldy, 
chrome dome etc.. should we have a class to teach 
tolerance of baldness? 
How far do we take this? Do we have to have a 
tolerance class every time someone feels offended or 
feelings get hurt? 
On a more serious note, this teaching of morals and 
values in school does concern me. 
I feel an institution or government shouldn't be tak- 
ing away the parents responsibility and right. Morals 
and value teaching is the parents job. We can't have a 
institution telling people what our morals and values 
should be. 
School is reading, writing and arithmetic, not how we 
should think. It borders on society mind control, which 
is a scary concept. 
You can't have others imposing their view on people 




Gay protest alarming 
Dear Sir:. 
On Saturday, June 7, two opposing groups rallied in 
Vancouver. Parents rejecting homosexual curriculum 
in schools were confronted by a crowd of homosexuals 
and their supporters. The event was recorded on 
BCTV. 
Pushing and cursing, the homosexuals houted a 
chant over and over: "Ten percent is not enough. 
Recruit, recruit, recruit." 




Radar critics confused 
Dear Sir:. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel's latest rejection of photo 
radar misses three major points. 
He states that because he was elected he can say what 
is brought into his city and what is not. 
He overlooks rules and regulations et down by such 
statutes as the Criminal Code of Canada, the civil laws 
of Canada and B.C., and the B~ie under which,all 
councillors live, the Municipal Act of B.C. .... 
And he overlooks the wishes of his constituents (a 
common fault of politicians after election day). 
Photo radar is just a high tech tool of law. I f  you 
don't like the law, change it, eliminate speed limits and 
let the carnage begin. 
Councillor Hull notes that Harris in Ontario got rid of 
the radar, (but makes no mention that Klein in Alberta 
allows photo radar) and congratulates him for that. 
But Harris is going to use other high tech tools, the 
notable one being a 'hand scanner' to positively I.D. 
welfare people so there will be no cheating (similar to 
Clark's ID card that got him into trouble). 
It is now obvious that, in common sense Ontario 
people on welfare are subject o all the high tech scan- 
ning, while the people with a $60,000 Mercuries can do 
120 in a 30 zone and risk only a high speed chase 
against a cop on a bicycle. 
Why all this fuss against radar? Because it's an NDP 
idea. 
When you get in your car you know the laws and the 
risks, be they photo radar or black ice. Drive accord- 
ingly. If you want to steal the government's 'cash 
cow', don't speed. 
Los Watmough 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rock climbers scary 
Dear Sir: 
Recently I have seen some scary scenes at the Onion 
Lake Crags rock climbing site. Those involved were in- 
experienced or worse yet, were being introduced to 
climbing by someone who had limited knowledge of 
the sport, but had a bag full of gear. 
Two examples are: 1) a belayer not watching his part- 
ner struggle through an overhang, while the belayer's 
brake hand wasn't even on the rope; and 2) the use of 
tow slings to rig a top rope with no carabiners for the 
rope - the rope was passed through the slings and they 
were lowering form this set up. 
To the belayer I suggest an experiment. Tie a 150 ib 
bag of rocks into your next top rope and hoist it 60' in 
the air while you have it on belay with your figure 8. 
Have someone behind you hold and then release the 
rope while your brake hand is held in front of you - try 
to catch the fall. Have gauze nearby for your hand and 
use an old bag you don't care about. 
To all climbers, it's in your best interest o fully in- 
struct and watch your belayer. To the dimbers using 
slings, throw the ones you were using away - -  the heat 
generated by lowering climbers has made them 
suspect. Buy two locking biners for the bolt hangers 
and two oval biners used in opposition for the rope. 
Cheap, safe, almost fool prooL 
If  you are thinking of trying rock climbing or are new 
to the sport, do yourself a favour and learn the basics 
before you hit the rock. Enroll in s basic climbing 
course (available in Terrace), or buy some books on 
rock climbing. 
Nobody would - -  I assume - -  purchase a parachute, 
pack it themselves and jump from 9,000 feet without 
instruction. 
Why would you rock climb in ignorance of the forces 
applied to you and your equipment, where hitting the 
deck from 60 feet would result :in your being jest as 
dead? ........................ ' 
• Mur ray  Mlnehla 
• . ~ Te l~ee i lk  C • .. 
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Police Beat 
Jail for sex assault 
A TERRACE man has been sentenced to six months in 
jail and 18 months probation for sexually assaulting an 
ll-year-old girl. 
Chad Miller, 26, was sentenced by Judge Edmond 
deWalle in Terrace court Friday, June 20. Miller will 
serve his time in the corrections centre in Prince 
George. 
Conditions of Miller's probation include participating 
in an intensive supervision program for sex offenders 
and psychological counselling. 
He is also not allowed to engage in activities or 
employment that would bring him into contact with 
children under 16 years, and is forbidden from being in 
the company of children under the age of 16 without 
supervision, except with his own child. 
Miller's charges temmed from an incident occurring 
September 1 1995 when Miller was babysitting for a 
family in Terrace. 
Man jailed for puncturing 
ex-girlfriend's ear drum 
A WOMAN who's ex-boyfriend hit her hard enough 
to puncture her ear drum will likely sleep easier for the 
next six months. 
Ian Jay Morven, 26, will spend that time in prison for 
assaulting his girlfriend on April 20, 1996. Judge Paul 
Lawrence also sentenced Morven to two years of 
probation June 6. 
Conditions of the probation include having no contact 
with the victim and only indirect contact hrough a 
counsellor to gain access to the couple's children. Mor- 
yen is also to attend violence counselling. 
Morven had been previously convicted of assaulting 
the victim, who says she suffers some hearing loss 
from the most recent attack. 
Three strikes, he's out 
has received a three month jail term at th'61~Terrace C0r- 
rcctionai Centre. 
On June 9, Robert Gordon Elliot, a repeat offender, 
was sentenced by Judge Edmond deWalle to three 
months for each of three separate assaults, to be served 
concurrently. 
Elliot had been convicted of one count of assault and 
two counts of assault causing bodily harm, stemming 
fzom an incident hat occurred March 22 in Terrace 
against three different men. 
Stereo equipment nicked 
SOME $1,500 worth of stereo equipment was stolen 
from a vehicle parked outside a Thomhill residence on 
June 24. 
Police say the theft occurred sometime between 1:30 
a.m. and 9 a.m. Tuesday morning. Items stolen in- 
cluded a Pioneer CD player, Kenwood amplifier, and 
Rockford Fosgate subwoofer. 
Driver hurt in crash 
A TERRACE person had to be flown to Vancouver 
with spinal injuries uffered in a car accident June 26. 
The accident occurred at the comer of Kenney and 
Walsh Streets and involved two vehicles. 
Police are continuing their investigation and ask any- 
one who may have witnessed the accident o call the 
Terrace detachment a  638-7400. 
n Speed 
check 
RCMP OFF ICER J.R. 
Walker keeps an eye on 
cars driving past the city's 
new speed board set up 
on Halliwell Ave. last 
week. The board flashes 
up the speed of passing 
motorists to serve as a 
reminder for people to 
slow down. It will also be 
available for citizens, 
groups concerned wi~ 





By CRIS LEYKAUF 
DETAILS OF sexual 
harassment charges against 
Dr. Art Thtdill, former prin- 
cipal of Nisga'a 
E lementary -Secondary  
school, have been revealed. 
Tindill came to the Nass 
two years ago, after being 
forced to resign his 
$100,000-a-year job as as- 
sistant superintendent in 
Surrey. 
Six women working with" 
him in the Surrey district 
complained he sexually 
harassed them from 1985- 
1994. 
A disciplinary panel with 
the B.C. College of 
Teachers unanimously 
recommended in April that 
Tindill's teaching certificate 
be cancelled, because of 
professional misconduct. 
Tindill left his job in the 
Nass this April when he 
learned he would lose his 
certificate. 
Teachers at the Nisga'a 
elementary secondary 
school were in disbelief 
when they heard details of 
the disciplinary report, said 
current Nass principal, Ed- 
ward McMillan. 
McMillan served as vice- 
principal under Tindill, and 
left the school. 7 
"He was an ~ excellent ad- 
ministrator," said McMil- 
lan. "Everyone appreciated 
his professionalism." 
He said there were no in- 
dications of any problems in 
Tindill's relationships with 
staff or parents. 
Ravi Gill, head of the 
teacher's union in the Nass,. 
said Tindill was cooperative 
and had good relationships 
with teachers, parents and 
the union. 
Doug Smart, registrar with 
the B.C. College of 
Teachers, said he also 
wasn't aware of any prob- 
lems between Tindill and 
teachers in the Nass school 
district. 
Smart also added that it 
wasn't considered in- 
appropriate that Tindili 
remain teaching in another 
district while the dis- 
ciplinary committee looking 
into the charges readied a 
report. 
Gill said the union knew 
about Tindill's investigation 
when the district hired him, 
and adopted a "watch and 
see approach." 
The hearing on .Tindill's 
behaviour was held last No- 
vember, and the report was 
presented to the College of 
Teacher's council in April. 
Details of the ease were 
recently released to 
teachers. 
The disciplinary report 
The First Nations Education Centre, Iskut Band, Kermode 
Friendship Centre, Kitselas Elders Group, Kitsumkalum Band, 
Nisga'a Tribal Council - Terrace Local and Tahitan Band 
gratefully thank the following individuals, organizations and 
businesses for contributing to the First Nations Achievement 








Northern Lights Gallery 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
Ikon 
Paul & Laurie Mercer 
Northern Drugs 
Virginia Morgan 
Iskut Band Council 
Drake Morven 
Kitselas Elders 
Kitsumkalum Band Council 
Madeline Radcliff 
Geraldine Gunanoot 











Science & Nature 
Moses Stewart 
Katherine Davis 
Toronto Dominion Bank 
Brian Mclean 
Sandra Wesley 
First Naitons Education Centre 
Dr. Kenn Whyte 
Tahltan Band Council 
Frank Donahue Insurance Company 
Safeway 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd 
Jim McEwan 
Datryland' 
Blue Ridge Graphics 
Central Flowers 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Charles McKay 
Charles and Eunice Swanson 
Caroline Danlels 
Amber Kozacek 








WADE DAYS tn 
J~  Mr.Mike's team member Wade Kennedy isoff m Costa Ric~ as part of Youth Challenge 
Z International. The group will be going over for three months to improve such things as schools, 
health clinic* and water supplies, build bridges or collect environmental d ta. All without pa)~ 
MR,MIKES GRILL WILL CONTRIBUTE $1 TOWARDS WADE'S TRIP 
FROM EVERY MIKEBURGER SOLD ON WEDNESDAYS. 
4736 Lakelse Avenue (across from the Skeena Mall) Tel: 635-3077 
stated "Dr. Tindill engaged 
in conduct which amounted 
to a pattern of abuse of 
power and discriminatory 
sexual ha rassment." 
The six women involved 
were administrators, 
teachers and clerical 
workers. 
"The harassing tm- 
haviours included unwanted 
touching of the shoulders, 
neck, back, buttocks and 
jewellery of the women as 
well as kissing on the lips, 
licking the back of one vic- 
tim's hand in a restaurant 
and putting his head in one 
victim's lap under a table at 
a district social event," said 
the report. 
The report also found that 
many of the incidents of 
harassment "took place in 
full viewof the mOStrSenior 
~administrators ,,twithini~ ;the 
district,, l~ying the, ~'jctims 
feeling they had no one to 
whom they could turn to 
report Dr. Tind ill.' ' 
Tindill couldn't be 
reached for comment on the 
report. Nass school district 
heads weren t available. 
Tindill can reapply for 
membership n the College 
of Teachers after two years. 
McMillan says Tindili's 
leaving was difficult on the 
school. "There was a lot of 
silence here when he first 
left." 
McMillan said he learned 
a lot from Tindiil while he 
was at the Nisga'a school. 
During Tindill's tenure the 
school went through a very 
successful accreditation pro- 
cess. 
Tindill created close ties 
between the school and 
parents, changed the school 
to a semester system and 
had administrators become 
more closely involved in the 
classrooms, aid McMillan. 
TERRACE CO-OP H I~H IIKIt.~lll P 
Summer Sale 
IN 
upstairs in the Terrace Coop 
@ @ @ @ • @ 
I~,i~i ~ i~4r~ ~4~ All Men's, Ladies 
~ ~ v ,  dff" ~ & Children's 
ii! 
li .1" T .GHIRT£ 
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REGULAR PR ICE  ITEMS 
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REGULAR PR ICE  ITEMS 
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REGULAR PR ICE  ITEMS 
4617 Greig Avenue-635-6347 
For your room, the k 
,,-o-,. .,.= 
OUN ION .& FOUNDATION 
*399 *699 
Factory autkorized prices for instore stock only. supplies are limited so don't delay. 
I 
Totem's Countrywide 
IV rF'  Furniture & Appl iance 
'The value has.ever bee. better' ~ ~ i  
4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Lql_l, 
, 1-800-813-1158. 638-1158 
Busn ESS REVIEW 
Out & About 
Suppliers move 
LAST MINUTE construction 
work continued over the weekend in 
preparation for River Industries to 
move into its new building at Keith 
Ave. and Kalum St. 
Store officials expected to open ill 
the uew 9,000-square-foot building 
this week although exterior work 
remains to be done. 
Another change coming to the hi- 
tersection where the new store is 
going up will be a traffic lighL 
Parachutes set 
SENIOR executives at Repap En- 
terprises will have a soft landing no 
matter what happens to the finn. 
Repap's precarious financial posi- 
tion led it to cut loose B.C. mills 
now run by banks as Skeena Cel- 
lulose. Stock plummetted when a 
merger bid with Avenor failed. 
Now the company is accepting 
bids for its operations in an effort to 
raise nearly $250 million. 
But the Financial Post reports that 
Repap executives got agreements 
with the company a year ago that 
ensures they get rich payouts even if 
they're removed by future owners. 
Founder and chief executive 
George Petty would be paid $3 mil- 
lion, or five times his annual salary. 
!! Slurpee palace rising 
7-ELEVEN construction at Lakelse Ave. and Ottawa St. is well  un- 
derway, with general contractors aiming for an Aug. 28 completion, 
That's Karl Penner, of Abbottsford, cutting wood. 
Tourism promotion flounders 
• Regional directors 
lukewarm on city 
request for money 
THE CITY of Terrace has run into an- 
other oadblock on the drive to get out 
of the tourism marketing business. 
On Friday, the Kitimat-Stikinc 
Regional District tabled a bid by the 
city to collect seed money to pay for 
operations of the Terrace Tourism 
Council. 
The council is to be responsible for 
increasing tourism in the area, by 
marketing its strengths. ~ ~ 
Terrace has agreed to ilwest $45,000 
this year and $35,000 next year 
towards the project. The plan is to 
eventually get out of the tourism 
promotion business entirely and have 
the private sector pick up the tab. 
But the city needs more start-up 
money. 
A proposed two per cent hotel 
room-tax would have brought in an 
estimated $60,000, but that plan was 
widely rejected by hotel operators. 
The idea of a straight additional levy 
put on businesses was also abanffoned 
as it would violate the Municipal Act. 
So on Friday the city requested the 
regional district invest $15,000 this 
year and $11,000 next year, on the 
premise, that the tourism council 
would bring more people to the whole 
area, not just :'?errace. 
But that concept didn't wash with 
some of the RD directors. 
"All I see in this plan is Terrace," 
RD chair Jeanne Monaghan told 
tourism ~ouncil propp~ent Ken Ve!d- 
man. "Terrace, Terrace, Terrace. 
Nothing about Kitimat or Hazelton or 
Stewart. I have deep concerns with 
that." 
Veldman admitted the focus was on 
Terrace, but insisted there would be 
regional benefits. 
Stewart director Andy Burton 
agreed, saying he thought Monaghan 
needed to be more open-minded. 
"I think Terrace has taken a leader- 
ship role here and they should be con- 
gratulated," he said. "I  think this is a 
very reasonable r'cquest. I don't live in 
Kitimat but if I did I 'm sure I 'd be 
happy to see this go forward." 
Director Dave Broeklebank echoed 
Burton's comments, saying it was 
uearly impossible for Terrace to boost 
tourism without benefiting the region 
• as a whole. 
"It's like the old saying, what's 
good for General Motors is good for 
U.S.A." 
But Kitimat director Jim Them 
argued Veldmau.had jumped the line 
by gpingto the:board first instead of 
selliiig the concepf the' to~,us ifi the 
district. 
Them put forward a motion to table 
the board's decision until other town 
councils in the region had a chance to 
discuss the issue. The motion passed 
seven votes to four. 
"You're all a bunch of wimps," 
Burton said after the vote. "You 
should have called Kitimat's bluff." 
JOB POST ING 
JOB TITLE: CLIENT SUPPORT WORKER 
EMPLOYER: WlLP SI SA'I'XW HEALING CENTRE 
BOX 429 
KITWANGA, B.C. VOJ 2A0 
JOB SUMMARY: 
Responsible for the safety and security of clients at the Hea ing centre during evening 
(3:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.) night (11:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.) or weekend (8:00 a.m: - 8:00 
p.m.) shifts. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
• 2 years experience,in similar position 
• Knowledge of substance abuse 
• Demonstrated maturity, stability, reliability 
• Ability to act independently 
• Provide brief reports 
• knowledge of First Nations Cultural Practices 
• If recovering, minimum of three years alcohol and drug free 
• Abstinence from alcohol and drugs is a prerequisite 
• have a personal wellness plan 
• willing to provide an updated criminal check 
• possess a valid B.C. license (Class 5) 
DUTIES: 
• Provide a safe and secure environment for clients 
• Security checks on buildings on a regular basis 
• Enforce house regulations 
• To review evaluations and maintain a log of shift incidents 
• Log observations of clients 
• Exercise initiative and good judgment 
• Interact with clients 
• Participate in day to day workload as an active team member. 
SALARY: Negotiable pending qualifications 
CLOSING DATE: July 4, 1997 
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Terr. Peaks Terrace 
Gymnastics Minor Softball 
Club Tar. Anti-Poverty 
9 Terrace 10 
Community Terrace 
Volunteer ~le theatre 
Bureau Ter, Anti.Pove~y 
Canadian 5 ' 
Paraplegic Terrace 
Association Cudinq 
Nisga'a Tribal Kinsmen Club 
Council Search & Rescue 
t B~g 
= Brothers 






Tar, Skating Club 
13~om,i,i 14 15 
Junior Terrace Kermode 
Secondary Minor Friendship 















Te~. Youth Soccer 
Big Brothers 
& 8i 9 Sisters,, 
20Caledonia 21 22 
Senior Terrace Canadian 
Secondary Minor Paraplegic 





































Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 

















Peanut Butter lkg 
S349 
Reg, 4.99 
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LAURA REIBIN is upset at the dissappearance of 
her late husband's grave stone from the cemetery. 
Desecration of 
grave mourned 
HERE LIE the ashes of John Reibin, but the only way 
anyone would know is by the small marker placed 
there by the city's Parks and Recreation department. 
The grave stone was discovered missing by Reibin's 
wife Laura on June 7 when she went to visit the site. 
"This is a deliberate desecration of my husbands 
grave," said Reibin, who is quite upset about he whole 
thing. 
"John loved the sea, so I had a big ship engraved on 
the stone," she added that she has a good idea of who 
might have committed this offelme. 
"I just wish they'd let John rest in peace," Reibin 
added. 
John passed away on September 11, 1996, and was 
well liked by the community. 
Parks and recreation superintendent Steve Scott, who 
also oversees the cemetery, is aware of the missing 
grave stone, but only said that the circumstances of the 
inmident are "quite peculiar". 
inconsistent 
7 ~'~ '  ~ - - : .  d:..m " 
I 635 TIPS I Loggers call ! .= ; iX lP lq . - I i .= ;  • 
road  s tandards  .,.....-..............---.---------: 
THANK YOU ." 
get away with 
board told 
reviews of forest ministry 
decisions. 
The Steelhead Society's 
Bruce Hill wondered why 
the board gives companies a 
month notice of plans to 
audit logging. 
Hill suggested that could 
give offenders time to clean 
up their act. 
" I f  you warn somebody 
it's going to skew the 
results," he said. 
Moore said the board 
doesn't specify which cut- 
blocks will be audited. 
"We think it's pretty un- 
likely that an operator is 
going to be able to cover 
their tracks," he said. 
The board's biggest pro- 
ject right now is a coast- 
wide investigation of poor 
road-building practices al- 
leged by the Sierra Legal 
Defence Fund. That body 
issued a report claiming 
nearly half of new logging 
plans propose cutting trees 
on unstable or potentially 
unstable slopes. Kalum dis- 
trict cutblocks logged by 
Skeena Cellulose, West 
Fraser and small business 
operators will be part of that 
probe. 
The practices board is also 
investigating at a specific 
public complaint against 
Skeena Cellulose and the 
ministry of forests that re- 




THE HIGHWAYS ministry 
sometimes gets away with 
lower road-building stan- 
dards than loggers in the 
bush. 
That was one of the ac- 
cusations levelled at Forest 
Practices Board members at 
a public meeting last Wed- 
nesday. 
Terrace-based forestry 
consultant Rod Arnold said 
rural roads maintained by 
the highways ministry often 
get smaller culverts than are 
used when a logging road is 
built on the same stream. 
He said that situation ap- 
plies to highways- 
maintained roads like North 
Eby, just outside city lhnits 
and some roads around 
Thomhiil. 
"Don't they have to meet 
the same standards?" 
Arnold demanded. "It 's 
kind of hard to explain to 
someone why you're putting 
in a big culvert on a forest 
road when down the road on 
the same stream, highways 
is putting in a culvert half 
that size. It just doesn't 
make any sense." 
Board chair Keith Moore 
responded that the highways 
ministry is not subject o the 
Forest Practices Code. 
The independent board 
handles complaints about 
poor logging practices that 
might violate the code, and 
conducts periodic audits and 
Web page training for youths 
nical skills as well as an op- 
portunity to communicate 
their needs on the world 
wide web. 
This is not the first time 
TWO TERRACEyouths are The Terrace Public Li- 
buckling up for a fast ride brary is one of ten in the 
on the infomlation super- province to receive a 
highway this Thursday, to government grant of 
participate in a government $10,480 to help set up a web 
sponsored youth and Inter- page to serve the needs of 
students develop web sites 
for world wide access, ex- 
plained Curell. 
When the students return 
from Vancouver, a 12-week 
nat pilot project2 ° ': 
Martin Ouilet and 
Oleepeeka Roaches will be 
heading to Vancouver to 
meet with corporate mentor 
Hewlett-Packard for a two 
day intensive Internet rain- 
ing session. 
program will be set up to the Terrace Public library 
youth. ": prf~'iddg'~fi 6 ~iSofftih'h f f:(/i: I ; r~ jvau  ,;a ,~rai'ii:':tbt ~ 'ii~in 
"The program will help youth and anyone else who y0uth'on the latest in corn- 
local youth learn Internet is interested, to get a better munication technology. 
skills," said Ed Cureli from understanding of the Inter- Last year, youth were 
the public library, net. respons~le for setting up 
The corporate mentors The goal of the project is the computers for Internet 
will provide on.line teehni- to provide youth with teeh- access at the library. 





IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VSG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address end the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. The 
Chill 
Finding it hard to Party 
in the Heat??? 
FRIDAY, JULY 4 & 
SATURDAY, JULY 5 
Dr. Paul I. Clark, 
Optometrist, 
would like to 
thank his patients 
for the past 16 years of support 
in his optometry practice. 
As of July 1, 1997, 
patients will be seen by: 
Dr. Meg Sexsmith 
Phone 638-2020 
On behalf of the Terrace Kitimat Construction Association, we would like • 
to thank all those who contributed to the 1997 Norm Schmidt Memorial • 
Golf Tournament. Your generosity was geatly appreciated. • 
101 Industries Ltd. Acadia Northwest Mechanical Inc, • 
Aggressive Pump All West Glass • 
Altex Drywall Installations Ltd, Aqua Plumbing • 
Auto Choice Mechanical ~ ~ Auto Marine ElectrioLtd . . . .  • 
BC Tel Blue Ridge Ventures • 
Central Gifts Coast Mountain Electric • 
Convoy Supply Ltd. Copperside Foods • 
E.B. Horseman & Sons E,H, Price Ltd. • 
Effective Fitness Elan Travel 
First Choice Builder's Supply Ltd Frank Donaue Insurance • 
Grinnel Corporation Heat & Glow • 
Hilti Canada Ltd I & I Ent. Ltd. 
Independent Industrial Supplies Kalum "fire 
LEJ International Lennox Industries ltd. • 
MTR Controls Martex Sprinkler Inst. Ltd/ • 
Mr. Fireplace Neid Ent. Ltd • 
Northern Motor Inn Northern Savings Credit Union • 
Pacific Northern Gas Pacific Post & Beam • 
Red Carpet Food Service ~ River Industries 
Rudon Safeway • 
Terrace Builders Do-it Centre Terrace Home Hardware • 
Terrace Totem Ford The Design Group • 
TL&T Electric Ltd. Univeral Work Wear World • 
Valley Oxygen Westburne • 
Western Supplies Ltd. Work Word • • • 
0 0 0 0  O • O O O O O • 0 • O O O O O 0 0 O O O  0 0 0 0  O O O e O O •  
Bike Winners of the 5th Annual Bike Rodeo 
Cris Wilson'. Clarence Michael Elementary 
Christopher Sexton. Uplands Elementary 
Congratulations toChris Wilson and Christopher Sexton 
. . . . . . .  winners of 1 bike and l helmet each from the, 
":I¢I P"*J/,t/.  ',*'~:iqiL~/!i l : l i l ; ' . , / ,  CI : , l i ; i J  L i t i  [~.l ~/:,qiH ,:,lll.i" ; : ' : "  
5th Annual Bike, Rodeo 
Compliments ofthe Terrace Co-op 
Environmental Health Issues: Blue. Green Aleae 
Historically, many of lhe amount of toxin consumed and throughoutlhearea. *'a 
recrealional lakes in northwest lhe individual's uscptihilily. What about filtering lake 
BC bloom with blue.green algae Can il be prevented? waler for drinking? 
in the summer sun. In addition to Although blooms occur naturally, Activated carbon filters will 
the distasteful appearance it water bodies which hove been remove the loxin, but this must 
gives lhe water, (sort of like enriched wilh plant nulrienls be only one part of lhe lrealment 
swimming in pea soup), there system. Many germs nat only 
are serious public heallh risks, scoff at the filters but actually 
What ureblue-greenalgae? make them Iheir breeding 
Simple planls without leaves or grounds. That means mare hac- 
flowers which are usually found terio is coming out from the filter 
growing in or on water. 1bey pro- than went through. An effective 
duce a fluorescent'pigment which process would have Io filler the 
makes them brilliant blue-green waler and kill bacteria before use 
in cohur. When conditions are of lhe charcoal filler. 
fovouroble (most often during What's Ihe safest thing Io do? 
hal, calm weather), algae mullip- The Health Unil continues to rec- 
ly rapidly into Ihe visible ommend thal home owners 
"bloom'. develop a secure waler supply 
Heahhlmplicnlions: thai is protecled from outside 
Many strains produce a toxin Ihal from municipal, industrial and contamination. It is belier to hove 
can make you very sick when agricultural sources are purlieu- a safe water supply Ihat is deify- 
consumed. Either swimming in, lady susceptible, ered to all tops in your house, 
(we all choke down o lillle water Can I boil the water to remove than to depend on o trealmenl 
when we play in lhe lake) or it? device Io remove germs al o sin- 
drinking water from a surface The strain of blue-green algae gh lap. This safe water supply 
source can expose you to the tax- found in Tyhee Lakehst summer should be used for nil cooking 
ins. "[he rehliva risk is dependent forms u heat stable toxin that is and drinking purposes including 
on the size and type of the not removed By boiling, chlorine- brushing teeth and washing fruits 
bloom, amount of toxin released, lion, azonolysis or ultra-violet and vegetables. 
light. This species con be found 
SHOPPERS "J'* 
DRUG MART 
4635 Lakelse Ave. Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitimot Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. 
WE ALL WANT THE SAME THINGS. 
At the Forest Alliance 
of British Columbia, we don't see 
environmental protection and economic 
stability as mutually exclusive, And we're 
not alone. Fact isl the vast majority 
of Britlsh Columbians upport 
the direction forest 
EST 
management has taken In recent 
years. And support is growing for a 
balanced approach toward the issue. But 
we need your help, Join us. And have a voice 
in the most important issue facing 
British Columbians today. 
Call 1-800-576-TREE (8733L : 
ALLIANCE 
. . . . . . . . . .  Of BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Common sense, Common ground, i wwwj0rest,0rg 
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Health council's ~I~] i I~11111|  etectr0nicaily, wewe~c~me ietteis;;!i;ii;i!i;ii~i!i!)!:l 
efforts insulted ~ c°ntrib~'011': fi~dilfe'db'ck i" :al[::~P~i~:):i!:~i 
MLA leaps to defence 
, f.appointed group 
SKEENA MLA Helmut Giesbrecbt says 
one city councillor's comments are an in- 
sult to the work and dedication of the mem- 
bers of the Terrace and At'ca Health Coun- 
cil. 
City councillor David Hull last week ac- 
cused the appointees on that body of being 
',hand-picked" by Giesbrecht, and went on 
to suggest hey won't do enough to fight 
the NDP govenunent because of their con- 
nections to the party. 
"Some of the comments are an insult to 
the independence of some of the people 
there," Giesbrecht said last week. "They 
are not party hacks." 
The health council has taken over control 
of Mills Memorial Hospital and other 
facilities from the Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society. 
"I don't direct the Community Health 
Council in what they do," Giesbreeht 
added. 
Giesbreeht said the people on the couueil 
are unpaid volunteers. 
"I  take some exception to the arrogant 
su~estion that commitment to a health 
council appointment is any less than those 
who are on city council." 
"There's a lot of fear been spread by 
council," he added. '"Pais is the second oc- 
Giesbrecht Hull 
casion that they've stepped in to the sur- 
prise of the hospital board." 
He said the city has spent a surprising 
amount of time discussing health matters of 
late. 
"Council should find enough work in the 
area that they normally have jurisdiction 
over," he said. 
"The minister ,ShOt going to do anything 
down here because city council believes the 
hospital has done everything possible to cut 
costs . "  
Giesbrecht also suggested city councillors 
are exaggerating the current plight of the 
hospital. 
" I  have yet to find anyone who was 
denied a bed when they needed it," he said. 
Hospital aims to reduce 
both patients and beds 
MORE PATIENTS are 
routinely admitted to Mills 
Memorial Hospital now 
than will be permitted under 
the hospital's latest budget 
plan. 
The hospital, struggling to 
deal with a nearly $450,000 
shortfall, has passed a 
budget hat will reduce the 
number of beds on the main 
medical services floor from 
39 down to 32. The seven 
deleted beds would be put 
into storage. 
Also planned is a system 
limiting the number Of 
patients in the medi- 
cal/surgical wa.rd iffho more 
than 25. 
The province gives the 
hospital enough money to 
operate about that many 
beds. 
But hospital statistics for 
two and a half months 
ending Nay 31 show the 
hospital had more than 2.5 
patients admitted on 35 days 
or almost half the time. 
The number of patients 
was only within the target of 
2.5 on 39 days. And the 
number of patients was over 
30 on seven days during that 
period. ~: 
The beds restrictions are 
just one part of a multi-stage 
attack on the hospital's 
deficit. 
Other measures include: 
them to operate' the nursery 
at a higher level isn't 
forthcoming, the hospital 
expects having to hnpose 
"extremely restrictive" 
guidelines on access to the 
nursery, meaning many 
babies would be shipped out 
for treatment elsewhere. 
[] Once again try to 
determine how much ser- 
vice the hospital provides to 
the region, with an aim to 
getting money recognizing 
the regional service. 
An increase of $75,000 in 
the hospital's $11 million 
[ ] ,  Closing m,: ~-ooera[ • ~ ouage[ ,was granted by the 
r0olns,ln~r¢._of, ae rune L liealtli m] ry earher this i
reduce tl:e'amount 0fmoney ~ year. 
spent. But that increase was 
[] Efforts to get more more than eaten up by infla- 
money for the hospital's tion and pay equity pray,. 
nursery. If money to allow sions. 
~i l i i~ i  l / l ]  
,. i, ,, 81=i/1/ l)! 
New single-wide modular home complete with skylight, 
stove, fridge, drapery, delivered, blocked and leveled 
within 200 miles. For  Only 
CALLUSNOW! 
Valley Ridge HomeS 
' 43 ,900 .  °° 
L~/ER < 
purcUas  
1956 Har t  H ighway ' , 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2K 2X7 ~ : : ~ 
Tel: (250) 563-5412 . . . .  
" 1 
CALL TOLL  FREE:  
1 888 301 2288 W, nf,eld SYSTEMS . . . .  • 
OF KELOWNA 
I i 
Totem Serv ice  
Summer Vacation Special 
Lube, Oil & Filter Change 
$399s  * 
Plus - FREE Vehicle Safety Inspection 
*most cars & lighl trucks * Up to 5 L engine oil 
(N&J Service Centre Ltd.)3504 Kalum St. Terrace 635-27 '49  
First Nations 
Achievement Raffle 
June 7, 1997 
Raffle #88-028 
Prinl ......................................... Neil Morven 
Book and Video ...................... :.James Dennis 
Woven Baskel and Pill Box ........ Bob Audel 
Cedar Box ................................ Marls Walls 
Jewellery Box ........................... Brian Squires 
Jewellery Box ........................... Dave tufkin 
The Board of the School Trustees of 
Coast Mountains School District 
,:: wish to 
apologize for the actions 
of an employee 
during a performance of the Tahltan Dancers 
on June 6, 1997, at Kiti K'Shan Primary 
School. The verbal and phy=sical actions o f, the 
;~ ~pJpy#.e, ',~e.r 6 ~ :i0appr0pria.te :and, Unac6ePi~i. '~. 
able: • the individua is no longer in theemploy ~: ,~ 
of the Board and the Dancers have been cam- i 
pensated for the damage caused to their 
1 properties. The Board believes in recognizing and 
respecting the diversity of all cultures in our 
community, :has initiated extensive consultation 
and involvement with the First Nations 
Community, and apologizes for the lack of  
respect the employee displayed to First 
Nations People and to their culture. . 
George Neumann 
Chair ~ ~, 
Board of School Trustees 
STFETCL, u 
YOO 
i SERVICE  1 CERTIFICATE l [ $69,  ' Save $20.00 on ' 
I any part or service | 
We will inspect and chemically flush ] of $I00.00 or | 
fuel Injection and Install additives to ' more.  I 
I eliminate moisture, carbon and I * Excludes taxes I 
varnish build-up to help your engine i Cannot  be I 
start easier, Improve Idle combined with any 
performance and save you costly ' other purchase i fuel InJectlon repalrs. 
I Recommended every 60,000 KM I I 
I OfferexpiresJuly 15/97 I I 0fferexpiresJuly 15/97 I 
i with coupon only l~  TOYOTA i I_~__=2£ °"°"~.~J2TOY__OTAI 
f.~!:;::{:iiii~. ' . . . . . . . .  
[ 'COOL ING SYSTEM II FREE BRAKE] 
I SERVICE II INSPECTION I 
' $49 I .95 I I offer ~xpiresm, tSm I I II ~m cou-on onl~ I 
' "SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY ' L_=_  ~o2,L  J 
I * Flush cooling system and I 
I pressure test I TOYOTA 
j : Check drive belts 
Check all hoses and connectors i I*W '~"'*'='~*a'J['= 
I I 
Lwi Offer expires July 15/97 I TOYOTA cou2.o£.o~_  T,..O,.Y 2 ~ i 
TERRACE MOTORS tOYOTA I 
4912 HIGHWAY 16W - 635-6558 
• Prince Rupert • Ter race  • Smi thers  
r 
~;~ !,;ii;:(,!iii)i , 
;~ • i ~ • 
• Campbell River 




THEY SAY that every cloud has a sil- 
ver lining. 
Dave Ralston is definitely con- 
vinced, after a ray of sunshine illumi- 
nated his otherwise gloomy day. 
Last Monday, Ralston was on his 
way to Prince Rupert for a .lob inter- 
view when his car broke down by 
Shames mountain. 
Frustrated and broke, he hiked back 
to town to try to figure out how to pay 
for the tow truck. 
Ralston went back to his car a few 
days later to see what he could do 
about the car only to be pleasantly 
surprised. 
"On the front scat was an envelope 
with 'God bless you. Hope this helps 
to fix your car,' written on it," said 
Ralston, who is still stunned by the 
anouymous gift. 
The envelope had two $100 bills h~ 
it, more than enough to pay for a tow 
track. 
STUNNED DRIVER Dave Ralston wants to thank the Good Samaritan 
who anonymously left money in his stranded car. 
"I just waut to let whoever did this 
hew how much I appreciate it," he 
said. 
Ralston, who has receutly moved 
here from New Brunswick, was laid 
offa month and a half ago. 
Needless to say, Rolston didn't 
make it to the interview, but says that 
he would like to pay back who ever 
did this when he gets the chance. 
Crews start road to buggy wood 
$2.6m of work 
for people in 
Stewart area 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
contracts are now being let 
for a $2.6 million road and 
series of bridges to open up 
access to bug-infested tim- 
ber in the upper Nass. 
The ministry of forests is 
paying for the road so the 
forests of the lower 
Kwinageese River, attacked 
by the green-striped forest 
looper, can be logged before 
the pest spreads further. 
The ministry decided to 
pay for the road itself when 
it became clear that Skeena 
Cellulose, now in the pro- 
cess of shutting down opera- 
lions, would be unable to do 
SO. 
Road construction work 
could start as early as next 
week, providing some 
needed jobs to desperate 
contractors in the Stewart 
TERRACE INN.  
Noon to Midnight 
with the best dance music in 
town slartin D at 6:00 p,m. 
I 
'[Aue,.' t.onee s. rdOy 
I "Brin~ Your Instrument" 
! ! 
! ~ ' :  ,mi .~:/~'~l:::~i:::i::'i:"=.:":l 
1 S TU,O  
~ ' S  ~/ :~ '~ 
~k4 ~-"~eOt ~t~lrt~|.te lattt  
.~ue  ~"~Zlekt |  V 
From Louisiana 
DANCE EXPRESS 
area, some of whom have 
been out of work for more 
than a year. 
"We're hoping it will get 
some of our guys back to 
work," said Stewart mayor 
Andy Burton. 
When the road is com- 
pleted in the fall, Downie 
said, the ministry will sell 
about 150,000 cubic metres 
of wood initially. 
But Burton says the road 
is important because it will 
open up aecess to a much 
larger volume of wood 
down the road. 
Logging contractors in the 
area are trying to organize 
into a group that would 
work, cut the wood and 
market it. 
Downie said the wood 
would likely be sold to that 
group. 
Even if Skeena Cellulose 
isn't operating, it's expected 
the wood can be sold. 
"The wood is not that 
bad," said Burton, "they're 
hoping there's 30 per cent 
plus sawlogs there." 
The looper infestation at- 
tacks the vegetation, so 
some stands there are entire- 
ly defoliated, but the wood 
is still good. 
The looper is attacking a 
20,000 hectare area, con- 
taining up to six million 
agree to share the logging cubic metres of timber. Andy Burton 
l 
Restaurant 
FRIDAY LUNCH BUFFET 
'ALL YOU CAN UY I h30, ~r30 
Check Out I 
Our lx tnn=lve l  e,e~,8! 
Greek  Menu {"~ 
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WCB oya commission  arrives 
ANYONE WHO has arty Concerns about publiehearing addressing issues relevant to 
workers' eompetmation will have the the changingtechnologies. 
chance to have their say next Tuesday. The hearing is scheduled to take place at 
The chairman of the Royal Commission the Coast Inn from 1:30 to 5:00 and later 
o,t Workers' Compensation, Judge Gunnail that evening from 7 to 10 p.m.. 
Singh Gill and Co-commissioners Gerry Anyone wishing to make a presentation at
Stoney and Oksam Exell will be holding a the hearing can call 1-800-522-0312. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
The Caledonia Awards Committee is grateful to the following groups and 
individuals for their continuing interest and financial assistance: 
Donors of Course and Program Awards 
A&W Restaurants (Campbell Stewart Enterprises) 
All Seasons Source Far Sports 
Bert's Delicatessen 
Elker Auto Supply 
Emerson Medical Clinic 
Gemma's Both Bouliqua Ltd. and Gemma's Kitchen 
Home Hardware Stores 
Ikon Office Solulions 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
Main Lagging Ud 
McOonalds's Restaurant 
1he Medical Clinic 
Hat/anal - 111den Rent-a-Car 
l(orthwest Loggers' Association 
Pizza Hut 
Terrace Builders Do-it Centre 
Terrace Interiors Ltd 
Terrace Totem Ford Soles Lid 
Totem Beverages end Distributors Ltd. 
Donors of Scholarships 
Aknn Smelters &Chemicals Od 
Blue Back Swim Club 
Caledonia Sr. Sac. School 
City of Terrace Employees C.U.P. E 2012 
1he Family' of Marshall Graham 
Dawn & Gerry Marlin 
J & F Distributors Lid. 
Kermode Friendship Society 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace Sdmloarships 
Mdlpine & Company 
Norlhern Drugs ttd 
Northwest Real Estate Board 
RCMP Terrace Oetotthment 
Skeena So,mills Lid 
Terrace & Oistrid Arts Council 
Terrace Insurance Brakers 
Terrace Miner Hockey Association 
Terrace Parents for French 
Terrace Skeena Volley Rotary Club 
Hans G. Muehh Scholarship 
Terrace & District Medical S~ciuty 
Terrace Dental As~ciation 
American E.xpress~an Travel 
Bodrd of School Trustees Coast Mountains #82 
Clarence Michiel Ehmentory 
Don Diego's Restaurant 
Dudley G. Little 
Frank Morris Scholarship 
Kdum Forest District Steering Committee 
Richard & Paul King Memorial Hockey Scholarship Funcl 
Lamak Transport Corporation 
Mohawk Stop It Shop 
Northern Savings Cr~it Union 
110rthwest Education 88 Foundation 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
Terrace Bar Association Scholarship 
Terrace & Distrid Credit union 
Terrace Kitimat Airshew 
Terrace 01d Age Pensioners' Organization 
Terrace Rotary Club 
Jim Vallauce 
Northwest Community College 
Terrace Co-op Association 
Terrace District Teachers' Union 
Izz. ° 
24 MONTH LEASE 
$1,900 downpayment 
or equivalent trade or 
PURCHASE FOR 
$15,499 
2 litre eng ne, 5-speed manua trar~sm sson * Remote keyless entry * Rear heat ducts 
, Dual air bags * Atr condlhonm , Power brakes * AM/FM stereo with premium speakers ... . 
Plus loads oJ ,thor swell stuff/ " " 
• r-------" 
FaKe =O VKW ,,,It 
m_ 
• = '- ~x~pji~n~{bu~u~t~erm~n¢~n~s~g~436/~4~1us~ax~.S~r~yde~$2`!~na~ntmn-t-hpa~ymen~reg~re~ [easeintaptlon.Lkonse lax n I . . me " Oe 
: : 30,OOG km over 24 months apply. Yah{do must be returned ingodwormno cand~on with no vls}bJe aamaoe suS{ed t areal wear and lear. '~abale to Dealer" t ]~  t i~er .  Dealers ray loose for tess. RCall leases only. See deahr for 
~ m F 
4631 Kel~ Avenue ~ ~  ~ = = 
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UMMER VACATIONS are just 
around the corner. 
The various ages of family mem- 
bers, make plamfing a holiday that 
suits all no easy task, but the plans of young 
adults have only to suit themselves. 
Visiting the pyramids, the Taj Mahal, kissing 
the Blarney Stone or just partying on Corfu 
these and more are open to .them, Wahool 
Parents of these go-anywhere, do-anything, 
try-it-all offspring age rapidly when the heirs to 
the family fortune trot out their smamertime 
itinerary. 
Some of the selected sites are so remote or so 
just plain dangerous that Morn and Dad suffer 
sleepless nights, frantically trying to think of 
something - -  anything - -  to dissuade their dar- 
lings from their Grand Plans. 
Notions of touching the Wailing Wall, explor- 
ing Mayau ruins or journeying to the head- 
waters of the Amazon are fabulous to ponder - -  
except when our children do the pondering and 
this parent is no exception. 
Several years ago, one of our daughters an- 
nounced that she was off to Thailand for two or 
three months, on her own, My first thought was 
"How exciting!" My second was "Thailand? 
Tlmiland!! Ye gods..." 
I'd always hoped our children would be inde- 
pendent, creative and ever thirsty for kamwl- 
edge. But travelling solo to Asia wasn't what I 
had in iniii~l."BeatilifUl;exotieThailand 
was...was too far from home! All the "what 
ifs" flashed before me and, of course, I shared 
them with my husband who had a few of his 
own to discuss. 
But off she went, leaving us resigned to 
spending a great deal of thne telling each other 
that everything was fine. ;~ 
Oldy when she returned id ~ve learn that she 
had, indeed, had at least one Close Encounter of 
the Ominous Kind. After staying in Bangkok 
about a month, she decided to take a trip into 
the northern region. After talking with a water 
taxi operator for a few minutes (she'd learned 
just enough Thai to feel over-confident), she, 
along with nearly a dozen other passengers be- 
gall the trip to Chiang Mai, then on to Chiang 
Rai and the northern border. 
Somewhere along the way, the taxi operator 
went off course. After proceeding some distance 
:Beautiful, exotic Thailand was...was 
too far ffom home] All the "what ifs" 
flashed before me and, of course, I 
shared them with my husband who had 
a few of his own to discuss. 
through unfamiliar territory, he pulled the boat 
up to all old piling and tried to get his bearings. 
As the taxi touched the dock, several soldiers 
jumped from the trees, yelling words 'our 
daughter couldn't find in her English-Thai dic- 
tionary and waving ominous looking Ouzi-type 
weapons at the small band of travelers, 
It wasn't a welcoming cmnmittee and it sure 
wasn't Chiaug Rai. Ill fact, it wasn't even 
Thailand. The waterway divided Thailand and 
Myanmar (Burma) and, at that particular mo- 
ment in history, Myanmar wasn't too happy 
with its eastern eighbour. 
After a few minutes that must have seemed 
like several hours, the soldiers' leader appar- 
ently decided that hauling ill a newbie taxi 
driver, his trembling cargo and one young 
woman with a steely glint in her eyes and a de- 
cidedly resolute jaw lille wasn't worth their 
bother. So with more noise and menacing es- 
tures (including a point ill the right direction), 
the "boat people" were sent on their way. 
She finally made it to Chiang Rai, walked 
across Ihe border into Laos and later, back ill 
Thailand, rode all elephant on her birthday. 
When it became known that Cambodia and 
Thailand were "on the outs" over the Khmer 
Rouge and Pol Pot, Mother called Daughter and 
suggested it was time to come home. One giant 
step ahead of me; she'd already booked the 
flight land landed safely in Victoria a few days 
later. 
She had a "great ime." We aged a decade ill 
90 days. She'd return in a minute. We'd just as 
soon not add another 10 years quite so quickly, 
For her next vacation, whether she begtns it in 
June or January, I hope she opts for something a 
little less fabulous. As a parenti you understand, 
So...where are your: kids going this year? 
OVER 5,000 people turned out for the 14th an.. 
nual Midsummer Festival in Smithers June 20-. 
22, and plenty of those visitors were from Ter- 
race. Clockwise from the top: The festival is a 
family event and there was plenty to keep the 
kids occupied. These four were happy just 
watching the Mainstago show; This clown was 
like the Pied Piper - -  flocks of children fol- 
lowed him wherever he went; The Clumsy 
Lovers were the highlight of the Saturday eve- 
ning show and their Celtic rock tunes inspired 
mosh pit dancers to try stage diving, so'me- 
times right at the security guards; Lachlan Cle- 
ment and the Rain Band fnanaged to keep 
away the wet weather for record crowds on 
Saturday night. 
Student wins heritage essay contest 
STORIES FROM her gr~dfather's 
GRADE SIX student Chantel Nadeau found out that 
her grandpa did a lot of chores when he was growing 
up.Her story of his childhood won an essay contest, 
childhood, growing up in a small town 
in Manitoba, gave Chantel Nadeau the 
inspiration she needed to win a heritage 
essay contest. 
Nadeau was one of ten winners from 
360 entries across B.C. She's a grade 
six student at Copper Mt. Elementary. 
"My grandpa was very happy whenI  
told him I won," she said. 
Nadeau was particularly fascinated b~," 
the games her gi'andpa played, and by 
the amount of chores he had to do. Be- 
low are excerpts from her story. 
"Whe[ my grandpa was our 'age, he  
lived in Manitoba nd he went to a one 
room school house that had grades 1'10 
and had only one teacher for 22 stu- 
dents." 
"In those day families were large'and 
on the farms they lived in two and three 
rooms and houses without oil'eta, .Most 
children wore homemade clothes or 
hand'me downs and had one pair of 
shoes. From early spring to late fall 
they went barefoot instead o'[ wearing 
shoes." 
"His normal day started at six in the (Horse apples are frozen horse poop,)" 
morning when his dad woke his ehil, 
dren up. His job was to start a fire in 
the kitchen stove to cook breakfast. His 
brothers helped with the barn chores, 
like feeding and watering the animals 
and cleaning out the barn, while he 
milked six cows. After breakfast he 
would leave for school and return about 
5 p.m. 
H is  evening chores would again be 
feeding and watering the.cows, horses, 
chickens, sheep and pigs, cutting and 
bringing fir.tweed into the house and 
• milking 'th'e cows. After supper he  
would do his homework by the light of 
a cohl oil lamp." 
" In  the summer their fun consisted of 
• swimming in the nearby creek, playing 
cow pie throw (when cow poop got 
very dry, it would be shaped like a Fris- 
bee, and could be thrown the same way. 
Mind you they broke apart quite often, 
so it was necessary to have a lot of 
them.)" 
"Another game he would play with 
his brothers or his friends in the winter 
was  horse hockey, He would use bent 
stick and horse apples for a puck. 
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Did you know, in the last I0 years, B.C's Childnn's llosp~t ,.~%~ t~ q.~, 
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iGEORGE'S :  
• ; PUB MU , presents, g l 
.i LIVE MUSIC  BY i 
| ODDYSSEY l 
; THURSDAY,  FR IDAY 7, 
i s  u.o v ; 
! TONIGHT AND EVERY I 
II WEDNESDAY IS KARAOKE! II 
[] Sing and you could win a $100 bucks I 
i ~  and°thergreatprizes, i 
II (" , ;~--~ A. ~" Get KNOCKED OUT l 
_m ~.~3~,~ ~, ,  by George's new __ 
i l~  ~\  -~-~A b state-of-the-art 10 ft. 1 
n ? so...., m 
[] ~ ) : ~ Enjoy the G ,o~_ , Times • 
[] ~ at George s Pub. [] 
George Clooney as the caped 
himself, plays at 7 and 9:15. And I ~"1  ~ ! 
7:15 and 9:30 p.m. Mike Meyers [] ~,& ~,~ ~ . • 
Austin Powers. l l I I i  i l I ! ! I I ! I 
Wednesday~ July 2 
SUMMER READING CLUB 
registration starts at 10 a.m. in per- 
son only at the library. This pro- 
gram is free for kids aged six and 
up and includes special programs 
throughout he summer. For more 
Info call 638-8177. 
Wednesday~ July 9 
SUMMER PRE-SCHOOL 
STORWrlME at the library starts 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call Robert Oliver at 638-0913. 
THE KINETrE CLUB OF TER- 
RACE, a service club for young 
women, meets every second Wednes- 
day of every month from Sept. to June. 
New members are needed. Call Fiona 
at 635-1854 or Debt• at 635-3262. 
July 16. But you can register today SCO3[TffiH COUNTRY dancing 
at 10 a,m. by phone or in person, happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
Program is free and is for children in the Kmox Umted Church Hall at 
aged 3-5. For more info call ~".~i~49~, &Laze l le~ For m0re'info call: 
' ; ' ¢¢ ' ,~"  '~ - " ' ' " ! '  ~ ' I3" ;  ~ ~,  F~:", ' . '  ' ,~ ' . , ' , '  8177. ~* .'~ ~',' ~5~i63 .~ ~ ,.', ~'~ ,: 
FAMILY PLACE WORKSHOP - -  
Simple Science. This fun time from 
10 a.m. till noon Is for parents, kids 
and child care providers. Simple 
science activities will be set up for 
children using common household 
items. Suitable for toddlers up to 
kindergarten age. For more info call 
638-1863. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
Thursday, July 10 
TERRACE.KITIMAT Air Show 
Society holds its AGM at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Masonic Hall, 4915 
Lazelle Ave. 
Tuesday, July 15 
ATrN. BANDS AND ENTER- 
TAINERS - -  Today is the deadline 
to get your entry in for Showcase 
'97. That's the annual Fall Fair 
show of local and out-of-town 
bands and more. There's lots of 
categodes and cash prizes. Entries 
and rules are available at Sight and 
Sound on Keith or call Tracy at 
635-0779. 
Saturday, July 19 
FAMILY PLACE WORKSHOP - -  
Cookin' Without Cookin'. This work- 
shop from 10 a.m. till noon is for 
parents and child care providers. 
Cooking with children is the theme 




TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Wednesdays at7 p,m. and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more into 
call 638-6114. 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more into. call 638- 
8396 or 635-9242. 
THURSDAYS 
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays from 7- 
8 p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 
638-0263. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact Lois at 
635-4232 for more info. 
SINGLE PARENTS support group 
meets every Thursday from 9:30-10:30 
a.m. at the Family Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. to discuss parenting topics. Su- 
pervised children's activities available. 
Another group is being planned, so if 
this time isn't suitable, phone 638- 
1863. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
KINETI'E CLUB OF  TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Utdcom Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes. 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the aklXn~ For more lnfo. call LiMa at 
635-5567, 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
every second Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
:Thursday of~ ev,ery ~mon~ ,flom 7:30- 
:~:9:0Q p.m:*'~,:3!it~, St~piag Stone Club- 
,,,. house at,3302,Sparks St;,For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-0296, 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit audi!:orium. 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more into call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
FRIDAYS 
THE TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CEWI'RE laosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
first Friday of each month. For more 
info call 638-0228. 
SUNDAYS 
BEE KEEPERS meet he last Sunday 
of each month at 2 p.m. at the library. 
If you want to find out more about bee 
keeping, drop by. More info, call 
Martin at 635-3289. 
BIBLE MEETINGS are held every 
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the Happy 
Gang Centre for adults, teens and chil- 
dren. For more info call 635-9292. 
MONDAYS 
ATrENTION SQUARE DANCERS: 
every month at 8 p.m. at The•hill Jr. 
Secondary in the library. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the mouth in members' 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
The Skeena Squares meet Mondays at Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
Carpenters Hall at 7:30 P~m. ~1 ~fl.are ,:/, hours:are11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday to 
dancers are welcome. Beginner classes ; l~riday;!Call 635-3907 ,or call the 24- 
start at 7 p.m. on Oct. 2 I. F, og,r~or~., hour, hotlineat'l-SO0-550.~t900. 
info call 635-6989 or 635-2325. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at I p.m. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
L~ at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meet~ the second Monday of 
The Terrace Stahdard offers the 
eommuniOt caloufar as a public set. 
vice to its readers and" community or- 
ganizations. 
This eolurim is intended for non. 
profU organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charg~ Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thur~lay before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submbsiom should be typed or 
primed neatly. 
Ach iev ing  . 
your  f inanc ia l  
goals. . .  
New at Terrace & District 
Credit Union... 
"MEMBERS" CHOICE" Term 
Deposits. 
With "MEMBERS" CHOICE" 
term deposits you don't have 
to worry abo:~t being locked 
out of raising interest rates. 
Take advantage ofthe higher 
long term interest rates today, 
'~and tf rates go up you can ask 
for your term to be "bumped 
u~" to the new rote! 
That's right .... MEMBERS" 
CHOICE"term deposits have a
one time bump feature that 
wilt maximize the earnings on 
your investment. 
We have several p ans to 
assist you in saving the mon- 
ey you need to achieve your 
financial goals. 
There's regular savings 
which is a great way to begin 
saving i f  you're just getting 
started in the work world. 
We also offer Term Deposits 
and Mutual Funds all 
designed to make your mon- 
ey grow. 
• Start saving today. 
Phone or drop in today 
and we'll help you with 
your f inancial goals. 
635- 7282. 
We belong to you." 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned institution... 
we belong to yo u . 
. . . . . .  ~ _ _ ~ E i ' ~  ~" , . 
Canoe trip will 
raise money for 
addictions centre 
A JOURNEY that is both very new attd very old will begin 
hi Hazelton tomorrow when a canoe enters the waters at 
'Ksan, and arrives in Terrace later that evening. 
The 1,000 mile journey for Vision Quest will see a team 
of RCMP officers, native youth and private citizens pad- 
dllng together to raise money for a new and different heal- 
htg center. 
The centre will be a recovery facility to help people and 
their families face and overcome all types of addictions, 
from alcohol and drugs, to sex, power and control. 
"Thereis nobody that has not been touched by addiction 
attd we pay a tremendous price for it," says RCMP Insp. 
John Grant. He's the officer ht charge of the canoe trip, 
and he also heads up Aboriginal Policing Services in B.C. 
The izwolvement of the RCMP in the project signals the 
slart of a new direction for the force. 
Historically, addictions have been viewed as a social 
problem, not a police problem. Yet Grant says there is a 
direct relation between recovery and crime prevention, as 
95 per cent of crime is directly related to addictions. 
"Nobody on earth is unaffected by addictions," says 
Grant, attd offering a chance at healing is better than 
throwing people in jail. 
hwoivement of the entire family will have an impact on 
the wider conununity, extendhtg to the global community, 
says Grant. 
The RCMP in B.C. will be the otdy police force m the 
world with a traditional west coast canoe, named Jounleys 
1997. Designed by Roy Henry Vickers and James vau 
Nostrand, the canoe was modeled in traditional style and 
made of modem materials. 
Described as "a journey towards healing by sharh~g eul- 
SHELLY BRI'I-rON of the RCMP Surrey Detachment akes the bow as she prac- 
tices paddling. She's one of 50 RCMP officers and natives taking part in a unique 
canoe trip to raise money for an addictions centre. 
tures, traditions and history," the canoe will follow ancient 
alongtravel ther°uteSInsideattdpassage.St°p a  villages downthe Skeezta and : 
I f  the weather holds out, the crew has been challenged to 
a baseball game by the Kitsumkalum youth group. 
A crew of 50 will take turns paddling, 10 at a time. 
Team members will include RCMP officers, young natives 
ou their recovery path, artist Roy Henry Viekers and pri- 
vate citizens. 
The crew will be leaving Hazelton at smtrise to make the 
125-km trip to Terrace, the longest stretch they'll have to 
make on their month long journey. 
Other canoes will join on the journey, and the secoud all- 
nual Tribal Journey of traditional canoes from Port Hardy 
will arrive at the same time. 
All the canoes will be arriving ht Victoria on August 3 
for the opening of the ?'lorth American Indigenous Games. 
The RCMP hope to raise about $8 million for the 
recovery centre. 
Ca, students ': ;;" = liii  ii[ 
g=ven awards 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 2, 1997 - B3 
BC Women's  is  the  on ly  hea l th  care  . ~ /  
fac i l i ty  in  Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  devoted  to  
women and newborns.  
YOUR QUIET DOWNTOWN CHOICE 
4702 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6302 • Fax 635-638:3. 




br ian  l indenbach  
The Terrace Standard is pleased to 
welcomesales Team.Brian Lindenbach toour 
Brian comes to us with several years 
advertising/sales experience and is a 
long term resident ofTerrace. 
I TERRACE ~ 
S T A N D A R D  
CALEDONIA GRADS The top business tud_ent is
were presented with aca- ,  .Erin Earle, while the top . .  ' ' 'THE: BEST"' 
demic and athletic awards career'~,,prep .... student ,~iS: ~ ': . . . .  ~, * ~ ...... :., . . . . .  : 
last week. at  a ceremohy 'in "KHste? Pal'tel." . . . . . . . . . . .  ~;'"" ':/ -"~" ........ ................ ~ 
, , ;  t " , " "; 
the ILEM Lee'Th~itre. ' (~.alldiic6 Rois was recog- 
TO KEEP YOUR 
CHRYSLER VEHICLE 
RUNNING SMOOTHLY.  
3. Commi f fed  to  your  convenience. 4 Cm~rteous  a t tent ion ,  
Ihank you and " 
reciote your businessl 
2. Mope -; " 
The or 1 . :, 
Chrysl - - 
vemcm OeSII 
Below is a partial list of uized for her skill in per- 
award wimlers. Look for forming arts, while Kathlee= 
scholarship wizmers next Duffy took the top science 
week. student award. Tyler Wilson 
The wizmer of the was named best technology 
Goveruor-General's Aca- student. 
demic medal is Kathleen The top male athlete for 
Duffy, 1996/97 is David Kelly, Top 
Caledonia named two out- female athlete honours go to 
standing students this year Felecia Arbuah. Nell Halley 
- -  Melissa Da Silva and was named most sportstnan- 
Ryan Orr. like athlete. 
Awards were handed out And finally, the top grade 
in a number of courses as 11 student award went to 
well. Solveig Adair. 
Summer camps 
help FN students 
CULTURE CAMP starts today for native high school stu- 
dents. 
The camp, the first to be offered in Terrace, is to en- 
courage First Nations students to be enthusiastic about 
school, said coordinator Caroline Daniels of the First Na- 
tions Education Centre. 
From today till July 9 native actor Floyd Faval will be 
doing a theatre workshop. 
That will be followed by a workshop a drum making, 
then one on cedar headband making. Culture camp will 
wrap up with a few days of storytellhtg with First Nations 
elders and a mini-feast. 
There might still be room in the culture camp for high 
school students. They can register by phoning 638-6395. 
For students with a more scientific bent, there's cience 
camp, from Aug 4-23. 
This camp will feature native scientists uch as herbal 
specialists, azl audiologist who will do a workshop on 
science and everyday life, a fisheries and oceans officer, an 
authropologist aztd First Nations elders. 
The first week of the camp will be workshops, followed 
by learning ccutre activities, then job site visits and i,ter- 
pretive walks. 
Students will leant about herbal medicine attd elders will 
do demonstrations on readiug the weather and the respect 
attd preparatiou of salmon. 
"We're hoping to encourage students to pursue sciences 
ill school and promote the knowledge of traditional 
sciences," said Daniels. 
Cost for each camp is $50. 
OS. 
:%1!i: 
-7  ¸• 
If you own a Chrysler car, truck, minivc, n or Jeep®, we have a simple plan to keep your vehicle on 
the road. It's called Chrysler Five Star Service, and it's the best friend your vehicle could ever have: 
s 
i'J J!lll  /jt I I],l j 
It's time to prepare for spring driving! 
S]999 o rns~t front end rear brake s~em 0 InSpe~l coorln O o~ • Pressuetest, ch~ hos~ and O~ps, water PUmO, radiator, cldch • Insoecl exhausl system • Muffle, calarylJc ran/efeclric On • CIEk and ~]usl engine AJp~/patw c°nvetlet P i~'  manil°ld 0askata, tmnoers dri~ ~lts • Check coolant condition anti slrengln r, tuw at~,t ~ 
and clamo$ 
@ [ns~l.~spensiofl • Shocks. slruls ~f  
O Inspect eloclrical system. Batlely, ~pefs, sle~ino components, ho,~.s and steeling linkage 
washers, horn. lights and dean ~t l~ 
terminals O Road ~ and reDoe results 
• Inslall up to 5 litres el Mooar Premium 0il. a quality Mol~ar oil 
lilter and lobe chassis (where applicable)in your Chrysler Canada 
vehicle • Inspect air filter, hoses, drive ~lts. wiper blades. 
shacks/struts exhaust, lires and all fighls • Check and ted UD 
the following Ilulds: brake, power sleet,gO, w ~dshield washer 
• Ask about our Chrysler Five Star Service guarantee 
"READY WHEN PROMISED 
.... OR YOU DON'T PAYI" 
Thank You 
I)enr Sir: 
I would like to thatR all the women who took part in my 
"Empowermettt Doll" workshops, offered through the 
Wolne l l JS  cent re .  
It's always such a kick for me to see 10-20 womelt all 
using the same materials, create a totally unique, beauti- 
ful,expression of art in the form of a clay doll. 
I would also like to thank Kenna and Jo for their physical 
presence duri.g cleauup, I hope we all get together and do 
it again very soon ..... happy karma, 
Janet Harris, artist 
CHRYSLER 
FIVE STAR SERVICE 
• B4 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 2, 1997 





SOMETIMES A HOBBY, 
such as making crafts or 
gardening for the fanner's 
market, can turn into a full 
time business. There are 
number of market success 
stories in Canada. 
Celia Cox of Halifax took 
cuttings, collected dried 
moss and filled pets with 
dried flowers. Her arrange- 
meats appealed to other 
people and she set up a 
small business to make ar- 
rangements for weddings 
and restaurants. 
Soon her small garden 
couldn't supply all the flow- 
ers. Se she went into part- 
nership with a friend, and 
they bought a 160 acre farm. 
Now they run "Naturally 
Nova Scotia," a retail shop 
in a restored barn. 
When Christine Lepard of 
Cambridge, Ontario needed 
~a job, she began selling 
perennials. She was flab- 
bergasted at the response. 
She purchased green 
houses to grow plants in the 
winter and now operates 
"Canning Peremfials," 
Pat Crocher of Mt, Forest, 
Outario has made a study of 
herbs and their uses. She 
now shares her knowledge', 
in classes, nature walks and 
luncheons. She has invested 
in 250 types of herbs in her 
teaching ardem. . . . . . .  :.~: 
There are; a few~ tJa. ings: t o.i : 
remember when cu!!!vat!ng : 
a garden busiuess: 
[] Getting established takes 
time and preparation. 
[ ]  Make sure there is 
demand for your service or 
product. 
[] Star small, (the farmers 
market is a perfect size). 
[] Be professional. 
[] Be realistic about pricing. 
[] Advertise. You can reach 
people through the market. 
One of our own young 
market vendors has quite an 
entrepreneurial spirit. Con- 
gratulations Jeff Towtt, on 
winning the K.ittsmett's 
KNOW NO LIMITS Youth 
Award, last fall. 
FIVE GENERATIONS gathered for this photo. Ken Fuergutz, recently retired from 
Sight and Sound, sits on the couch with his mother, Eva Fuergutz, age 87. She's 
holding her great-great-granddaughter, Michaella Collier. Michaella's morn Carrie 
is on the left, and her mother Brenda is sitting below Ken. 
Retiring to family life 
]T'S NOT often five generatious of a fam- 
ily can gather together. It's an experience 
Ken Fuergutz recently enjoyed. 
Many of you were used to seeing Ken for 
years at Sight and Sound. Well, he's now 
retired and doing what he loves best 
that's pending time with his family. 
Ken's mother, Eva Fucrgutz, recently 
travelled here from Kamloops for a small 
family gathering, which included Ken's 
daughter Brenda, her daughter Carrie and 
her baby Michaella Collier, all from 
Kitimat. 
Ken's parents, Chaflie and Eva, originally 
came from Saskatchewan. Charlie was a 
partsman at a garage there. Later he became 
a mechanic and a blacksmith. 
In 1952 Ken moved to Kelowna to join a 
school buddy. He worked at mauy jobs, 
finally ending up as a bank teller, making 
$900 a year. It wasn't bad money in those 
days, and Ken says it was one of his 
favourite jobs. 
Later Ken moved back tO Kamloops to 
live with his parents who'd also tnoved to 
B.C. While there in 1956 he met his future 
wife - -  Isabelle. Isabella was one of the 
young ladies taking part ill the Miss Kam- 
loops contest at that time. Since Ken was a 
siugle guy he was asked to escort her to dif- 
ferent functions. 
And of course, one thing led to another 
and on May 4, 1957 Ken and Isabelle were 
married iu Kamloops. 
At that time Ken was working in the of- 
rice of a sawmill. Unfortunately the saw- 
mill burned down while they were on their 
honeylnoon. 
SoKen held a variety of jobs until 1969 
when he moved to Terrace to work for Pa- 
cific Northern Gas. Finally he weut to work 
for Gordi McCounell at Sight and SouBd as 
a photo developer. 
From here Ken purchased Portrait Studio 
and started his owu business in 1975. tMld 
now, Ken has retired froln Sight attd Sound. 
Keu and Isabelle had five children and 16 
grandchildren. Great-granddaughter 
Michaella was born last December. 
Happy retirement Ken! 
7%.. 
~ ~i~ 
'[he costs for psychdogicd 
set vices.or.e.ofl.en cove~ by 
exlended hea]lh benefits 
Dr. Tom St rong  
Registered Psychologist 
Now Regularly Pradkhlg from Mils 
Mem~al Hos#al 
: Relationship & Family ~eropy 
Full Range of Individual I~ythotherepy 
• Training and Seminars 
• Brief resulfs oriented 
• Chronk pain & illness ¢nnsullolions 
Ask about the couples consultations 






Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13- Terrace 
mm m B I m in l  B B m I l im II m i I m 
First Friday of Every Month 
Juicy Steak - Baked Potato - Salad 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
True I~a~id ~,larsh;dl McMillan ?achary William Thomas 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
June 24, 1997 at 9:45 p.m. June 23,1997 at 6:15pzn 
Weight: 8 Ibs 6oz. Sex: Male Weight: 6 Ibs 3oz. Sex: t, tale 




Baby's Name: Benjamin Marc 
Baby Th~di Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: June IO, 1997 at 1 I:O0 pm 
June 18,1997 Weight: 8Ibs 5oz; Sex: l~ale 
Weight: 61bs 12 oz, Sex: Female Parents: Natasha &Ravin 7agar 
Parents: RaJinder &Shamsher l~andl 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: $hoshaana Monelsha Fremont 
Jonas Micheal Jeffrey Magee Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: June 13, 1997 at 8:02 ant 
June 20,1997at4:21 am Welght:61bs loz. Sex: Female 
Weight: 5lbs IOoz. Sex: Male Parents: Brandy Fremont & 





(S imple ,  huh?)  





TO MINIMIZE AIR 
POIIUTIOH FROM 
YOUR WOODSTOVE: 
-m#l Burn only ,, ..... 
t, right fires. Sty! 
the fire using ~,,,d,, 
oieces 0f wood 
~indling, and keep 
~ the fire moderately' hot, adding larger pieces 0l split w0od as required. Do not 
damper down the 
~:~ lira 100 much, as 
this will produce a
~ sm0ky,0xygen- 
r=-~oo starved fire. 
A message from the ~. : BRITISH COLUMBIA LUNG ASSOCIATION 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Summer Hours 
DATE .HOURS 
July 2-4 9 a.m.- 3 p.m. Wed.- Fr 
July 7- 11 9 a.m.- 1 p.m. Mon- Fri 
July 14 - 18 9 a.m.- 12 Noon Mon- Fri 
July 21 - 25 Office Closed 
July 28 - Aug 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
............................................................................................... Tues- Fd 
Aug 11-15 . . . . .  ~9 a.rn: - 1 p.m. Mon- Fri 
Aug t8-22 9a.m,- 3 p;m, Mon. Fri 
Aug 23 Regular Hours Mon- Fri 
1 8a.m.!4p.m. 
Phone 635-6531 Fax: 635-5390 : 
Note: Report Cards may be picked up from the office, they 
WILL NOT be mailed. 
Terrace Co-up Meat Manager Brad Lussier (centre) was awarded recendy with the tide of 
Meat Manager of the Year for 1996. Federated Co-operatives annually awards the best 
meat department i  each region based on overall improvements forthat department. 
Brad's department was chosen umber one out of 52 retails in the Edmonton Region. 
Presenting Brad with his award are (left) Bob Thurs 'tan, EC.L, Retail Sales Co-ordinator 
and Brad Tait (right) Terrace Co-op Food Manager. 
L4637 Greig Avenue, Terrace • 635-63471 
You BE THE JUDGE 
w , a t  c0u~a ~'~':"~ i ~ ~ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
I BI Iili}ddl'dSoiitLadies Night? 
The waiter took away the "Reserved" O'~LX .~---.i~ 
sign as the five ladies squeezed around the 
small ringside table, u 
"Enjoy the show, ladies. What would BASED O N ACTUAL ¢ .g~ 
you like to drink?" COURT CAS F~ ~r~m 
As the ladies ordered their drinks, one 
of the women at the next table recognized 
her neighbour in the new group. : 
"Gilllan, what a surprise;q thought you 
were so straight-laced. What are you doing paper at Ben and shouting at the top of his 
at the Superbar's male striptease Ladies voice, 
Night?" "You know who that guy was standing 
Gillian blushed. She mumbledl "It's 
my birthday. My friends Insisted that we 
come here." Suddenly GIIlian screwed up 
her courage. 
"And what are you doing here, Miss 
Woman of the World." 
Gillian's neighbor grinned from ear to 
ear. "1 wouldn't miss Ladies Night for the 
world. Too much fun. Just you walt and 
see." 
The lights dimmed, and the male strip. 
tease routine started. The crowd of women 
went wild laughing, joking, yelling at the top 
of their lungs. 
"Take it off, take it off, why are you 
taking so much timelllllllll" 
In the back of the room, the two own- 
ers were standing counting the crowd. 
"Jerry, the smartest hing we ever did 
was to turn Monday's into Ladies Night, who 
would have thought he ladies would pack 
the place?" 
Jerry, the other owner, looked a little 
worried. "Ben, have you seen that guy over 
there before? Looks like a shakedown 
artist." 
Jerry peered over and returned to his 
counting. "Nah, nothing to worry. He's been 
here several Ladies Nights before. Must be 
one of "those." 
The next day, Jerry was paclng back 
and forth in his office and waving a piece of 
around last night? An Inspector from the 
saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming. Authority. 
See this paper, They're closing our restaur- 
ant down for five days. Says we've violated 
the Alcohol Control Regulation section 
which forbids a striptease In a place which 
has a liquor license." 
"So what are you going to do?" 
"Fight it, that's what. We stand to 
lose too much money if we shut down 
Ladles Night. That section is unconstitu- 
tional. Against freedom of expression. Put 
on your coat, Ben. We're going to court." 
The Superbar was still hot when it 
argued'. "Your Honour, the provision In the 
Alcohol Control Regulations that prevents 
striptease routines Is against the Charter. 
It violates the freedom of expression guar- 
antee. Make the Commission lift the sus- 
pension of our restaurant permit." 
The Liquor and Gaming Authority 
replied: "Your Honour, the provision In the 
Alcohol Control Regulations does not 
violate the Charter's freedom of expression 
clause. The provision is part of the condl- 
tlons to obtain a liquor license. If the bar 
wishes to keep its Iicence, it must obey the 
rules," 
Should the suspension against the 
Superbar be lifted? 




"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigrat ion 
• Wrongful D ismissa l  
• Wil ls 
• Small  C la ims 
638-1764 
Fax 638.7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Mr. Liquor and Gaming Authority, lift that suspension. The ban on striptease In your 
law Is unconstitutional nd against the Charters freedom of expression rights. 
Yogi BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases. Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and the 
law of Canada. If you have e similar problem, please consult LINDSEY & GRUEGER. Claire Befnsteln Is a Montreal law- 
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ROB BROWN 
Fishing plan '97 
T 
his year's proposed commercial 
fishing plan for the North Coast is 
hot off the presses. What a depress- 
lug document i  isl I was under the 
impression that salmon fisheries management i  
the North was moving toward some kind of en- 
lightened management over the last few years, 
but this latest plan demonstrates that he Depart- 
ment of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) still puts 
the immediate needs of thek buddies in the 
commercial fishing sector ahead of the needs of 
First Nations peoples, sportsmen, and, more im- 
portantly, the fish themselves. 
The scheme for 1997 is replete with the kind 
of oily lauguage that seems logical and im- 
pressive at a cursory glance but turns out to be 
the linguistic blancanange of pseudo-seience. 
Corrsider Section 8.1 of the drafty document 
which states: "The fishing plan attempts to 
direct fisheries onto surplus stocks while mini- 
mizing impacts on depressed or weak stocks". 
Now this statement looks impressive. The im- 
pression given is one of surgical precision, that 
is until one realizes that the tools of this opera- 
tion aren't lasers or scalpels but great big, fish- 
ing boats wielding unwieldy nets. Weaker 
stocks of fish swim with their stronger relations. 
Netting stronger stocks will inevitably wreck 
weaker uns offish. 
This oh-so-obvious, well known phenomenon 
is the root problem of our salmonid fisheries. If 
you are using a wheel or a fence or a dip net 
somewhere up river, you can target certaht 
stocks. I f ia ~net fishery you cannot, and the 
people wfi6' c~)bbled together this latest fishing 
plan know that as well as anybody. 
Managerial dysfunction is an inescapable 
result of the absurd structure of the west coast 
sahnon fisheries. En route to the spawning 
grounds the fish are pounded by the market 
fisheries. During those fisheries fishers are re- 
quired to report catches, which they do in a 
notoriously haphazard and incomplete fashion. 
This is reprehensible but understandable. If 
commercial fishers report high numbers of 
steelhead or coho they know their fishing time 
will be cut back ill future fisheries. The hlcen- 
rive to uuder-report is obviously very strong. 
The fish then move into the fiver where they 
are enumerated in a test fishery. By the time all 
the data is in it is too late to make meauingful 
adjustments. Clearly, the only way to deal with 
this dilermna is to set minimum escapement 
targets and when those are met, as estimated in
the test fishery upstream, set harvest rates Ac- 
cordingly. This is management based on 
abundance, something the DFO was supposed 
to be moving toward, yet it is not evident in the 
draft plan. 
"Where steelhead escapement is estimated to 
exceed requirements..." is another opaque 
phrase used by the authors of this year's fishing 
plans. All the DFO knows about steelhead is
that their uumbers have declined precipitously 
as a result of a century of overfishing which the 
department has vigorously aided and abetted. 
• How will they be able to tell when escapement 
requirements are met? Certainly not at the test 
fishery at Tyee which is run by a commercial 
fishennan under contract to DFO and has no ob- 
servers in the vicinity to attest to the validity of 
the netted samples, thereby lending the program 
some degree of credibility. 
while we re on the subject of credibility /Mtd, 
and observers, the fishing plan slates there will 
be a selective seine fishery once again, but no 
observers to give it the stamp of credibility. 
Even more bizarre is the plan to test selective 
gillnet gear. In a lame attempt to keep a waste- 
ful, inhumane fishing technique alive, the DF0 
is proposiug to introduce larger gill nets but 
sink them deeper in the water colunm and to try 
a mesh called Alaskan twist in the absence of 
any method by which the impacts of these 
innovations can be adequately assessed. 
The eud result of this ill-conceived fishing 
plau will be that the highly subsidized commer- 
cial fishery will once again take too many fish, 
the Natives will take the rest, and the sportsmen 
will be forbidden to harvest steelhead or coho. 
Selective in-river fisheries are now a proveu 
techuology. Traps and weirs will create a stable, 
sustainable fishery which will allow for surgi- 
cally precise harvest sensitive to the needs of 
endangered stocks. Instead of fiddle farting 
around gillnets and wasting its energies trying 
to manage the munauageable, DFO should be 
doing all it can to implement selective harvest. 
Shnilarlyi our premier, who seems in the thrall 
of the commercial fishers these days, should 
realize that iu river selective fisheries would not 
only be self sufficient, like the connnereial sport 
fisheries, but  would ultimately make such 
nuisances as the Cauada/U.S. talks mmeeessary, 
Mountain 
Men 
Local riders are out to 
prove the best are 
made in northwest 
WET LEAVES reach out, slapping skin, lapping 
limbs. 
Focus. 
Rubber tires bounce off roots and rocks, cutting 
through forest silence. 
Breath. 
Switchback cuts into a steep turn, wheel sinks into 
the soft earth, suspension creeks, body lifts, gravity 
pulls ~ a rush of wind, a crashing blow. 
Silence. 
Pain. 
ADAM SPENSELY manoevers a steep grade on Terrace Mountain. 
You've just bailed. But 
hey, what a rushl Get up 
and try it again right? This 
is what mountain biking is 
all about. 
If this is your attitude, 
then you'd fit right in with 
the racing team from the 
JUMPING FOR JOY. That's Jeff Meeks taking a flying leap off a five-foot rock. 
Terrace Off Road Cycling 
Association (TORCA). 
These guys are good. And 
they're rapidly gaining a 
reputation as the boys to 
beat in the northwest. 
Adam Spensley, Brandon 
Smoley, Jeff Meeks, Mike 
Christensen, Chris Sear- 
borough and Dave Andrns- 
zyn of Team MeBike and 
John Lambert of All Sea- 
sons form a powerful ocal 
punch at area races. 
And with several of the 
guys heading to the BC 
Summer Games, they have a 
chance to gain some provin- 
cial level exposure. 
"There's endless op- 
portunity for riding around 
here," says Christensen, the 
most experienced mountain 
biker and team coach. "And 
I'm really impressed with 
the quality of riders we're 
ttlrning out.' ' 
Smoley, 16, has won both 
the Shames Mounlain. 
Hillclimb and?'~tlie iSmithers:ii 
Flatlander even~ ~h~year i 
in his age category, . . . .  
Adam Spensley, 17, won 
the Hudson's Bay Hillclimb 
overall ~ beating everyone, 
including many older, more 
experieuced racers. 
Christeusen snagged sec- 
ond overall in the Shames 
Hillclimb, Andrnszyn was 
fifth in the flatlander, Lain. 
bert consistently hits the top 
three at races and the list 
goes on. 
These guys love to ride 
and ii shows. 
"It's totally cool," says 
Smoley. "I'm going to be 
doing this for quite a 
while." 
Smoley, Spensley, Meeks 
and Lambert are all going to 
the Summer Games iu 
Burnaby July 24-26. 
Mike Christensen 
That means lots of training 
and Christensen is making 
them work pretty hard. The 
four riders regularly pound 
their favourite trails at Ter- 
race Mountain, Onion Lake 
and along the power lines 
both for practice - -  and for 
fun. 
They make it look easy, 
ripping through the trees, 
flying over jumps and hop- 
ping off rocks as ~thougk" 
' , ' , "~ ' :  : ;  . . . .  ~ . . . .  ,d7 their bxV~ ~,ere just/~xt~/i- 
• Especially imp~e~iXid; is
the performance of young 
Andrnszyn. At only 14, he's 
the team's youngest rider 
but still manages to keep up 
with the pack. 
And this is his first year of 
serious biking. 
"Four months ago he was 
still riding a hardware store 
special," says Christensen. 
"He's come a long way in a 
real short ime." 
Over the weekend 
Andruszyn, Smoley and 
Lambert ackled the Copper 
Mountain Hillclimb. Look 
for their results in an up- 
coming Standard. 
The next big biking event 
in the northwest is the 




WANT TO hit the trails? You'll need a few things 
before you get rolling. 
Bike - -  $ZO0 m $5,000 
Obviously your most important piece of hardware. 
You can spend as little as $200 on a mountain bike 
flora department stores. But if you're planning to do 
lots of riding off-road you'll need something more sub- 
stantial. Expect o spend $500-$600 for a basic bike in 
the middle of the quality spectrum. $1,000 will get you 
a pretty sweet machine. $5,000 bikes are for psychos. 
Helmet - -  $40 - -  $150 
A helmet is absolutely necessary to protect the nog- 
gin fi0m inevitable crash-landings. More expensive 
helmets tend to be lighter and more comfy. 
Lock -  $20E$85 
Bike theft is a problem everywhere, even small 
towns. Consider it cheap insurance. 
Lights - -  $15- -$ I35  
Necessary for safe evening cycling. Bright hi-beams 
cost more but enable night rail riding, a real scream. 
Get out 
and ride 
YOU DON'T have to be a 
crazy bush pilot to get in- 
volved with TORCA. 
The club promotes active, 
recreational cycling as well 
as the hard-core stuff. 
TORCA club president 
Mark Forgie says there are 
all kinds of great trails out 
there for everyone fiom 
beginners to professionals. 
He hopes to spread the word 
to get more people on the 
trails. 
The club hosts both week- 
ly hard and easier ides. All 
you need is a bike, a helmet 
and little sense of adventure. 
For more information on 




OK, YOU'VE got the basics. Now you want to 
get serious. Bring on the toys. 
CHpless pedals and shoes ~ $150 - -  $250 
Better power transfer means going faster with more 
control. These things make a big difference. 
Shocks n $250 - -  $350 
Another major upgrade. Suddenly our bike becomes 
a rock crawler. Helps absorb impact. 
V-brakes - -  $130 
The latest in braking technology, grip up to 50 per 
cent better for shorter stopping distances. 
Cycling computer ~ $30 - -  $150 
Figure out just how fast you're going and how far. 
Fenders ~ $15 - -  $30 
Perhaps these should be considered necessities in 
Terrace, they prevent nasty wet streaks on your butt. 
Pump m $ I0 - -  $50 
This, along with a patch kit, will let you ride out of 
the woods, as opposed to walking your bike home, 
cursing and swearing. 
i 
Appaloosa rider returns from down under 
KIRSTEN MULLER of 
Terrace recently returned 
from an international Ap- 
paloosa horse riding compe- 
tition in Australia. 
She was one of only five 
young Canadians at the 
competition, which involved 
many aspects of riding and 
caring for the breed of 
ipotted horses. 
• The Canadian team placed 
fifth out o f  seven teams, 
which Muller felt was 
"pretty good considering 
the horses weren't ours." 
There were five teams from 
Australia and another from 
New Zealand. 
It would have been very 
expensive for the Canadian 
team to bring their horses to 
Australia, so some Austra- 
lian Appaloosas were 
loaned to them instead. 
Muller, aged 17, said she 
was impressed by the quail- 
ty of the horses, adding that 
they were well trained. 
The competition consisted 
of showmanship, jumping, 
western classes and dres- 
sage eveuts. It was a diverse 
range of classes, requiring 
the riders to be skilled in 
many types of riding, 
to take part ill showmanship Muller acted as groom, get- 
classes. Riders walk beside ting horses ready to show 
horses during theses events, and wanning them up. 
eilcouraging the horse to Muller said she found the 
pose and move well. trip to be a great learning 
"I got to show a cute little experience. She picked up 
mare who was quite good at some useful riding tips from 
showmanship, but I didn't the team coach (loaned to 
know all her particulars, the Canadian girls just like 
Muller was the team's such as her unsureness of the horses) and some 
alternate, so she wasn't able crowds, but we did all grooming secrets, includiug 
to ride during the competi: right/, said Muller, how to pull a mane qUickly 
tion, but did have a chance For the rest o f  the show andbrald efficientiy: i?i 
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TION ADS 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Werd Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 e.m. for ell dlselsv and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, ViSA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser I insertion $7.,51 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch.' 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ca. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONRDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.78 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edit ion of the Weekend Advert iser.  
OVER 30  
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Mlec 
85 To Give Away 
90 Care For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Alroraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
• 160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus OpportuniUee 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the doht to class~ ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expIw of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Bo~ Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advedisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advediser for only one incorrect insedlon for the portion of the adverti~ing space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone .Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credi t  Card No. Expiry Date_ 
r7 V ISA  n MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD )ER SP~CE 
2 
7 
12  11 
16  17  
6 .75  6 .90  7 .O5 





C!ip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
4 5 
9 10  
14, 15  
19  20  - $6 .60  
7 .20  7 .35  
8~ 15  8 .30  
For  longer  ad .  p leaso  use  e ~eparate  shoot  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 STANDARD 
::IO:REAL: ESTATE 
1.07 ACRES, 1200 sq ff, fin- 
ished basement, 3 bedroom up, 
2 bedrooms down, 2 bath- 
rooms, 2 fireplaces, built in 
dishwasher, barn with loft and 
triple storage, carport, deck, 
double driveway, greenhouse. 
Asking $162,500. View 5039 
Medeek, phone 635-452B, 635- 
7601 ask for Carol, serious off- 
ere only please. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE IN excel- 
lent condition, recently renovat- 
ed, newly landscaped yard in 
very clean & quite nelghbour- 
hood, close to schools and hos- 
pital. Must be seen. $123,000. 
Call 635-1151. 
2422 SO ft, log and frame home 
on 50 private acres with 30 x 50 
Ouonset, creek, prime views of 
surrounding mountains, good 
recreational possibilities. Excel- 
lent water supply, 30 acres in 
hay, fenced and cross fenced. 
Has aeparate 1981 14 x 70 
Manchester mobile home on 
own well and septic, currently 
ranted out $279,000. Call 846- 
5348. 
3 BEDROOM house for sale, 
full finished basement, newly 
renovated, with hardwood and 
ceramic floor, plus 600 sq It 
shop on one acre lot. Must be 
seen. Asking $150,000. Phone 
635-3476. 
! ~ , ~  LocatiDn and Value I 
~ 1 ~ ~  Bland new family home with 4 bedrooms, 
~ ! ~ 3  baths and over 1870 sq. ft. Full 
~~[~i i i i i~~l~l Jbasement  and an over-sized single 
~ "  ~ -ara-e NO GSTI $199 900 MLS L ~  ........ , ~.u u, 
======================================================================================== ~i~::~  , !i;~  i~!~ ~iii::~ i~ili::~i~i~i~i~!~i~t~ Exceptional Value 
~ii~i~::~i::~i;i,i! This executive home offers over 3500 sq. 
~ r ~ i ' ~ ~ : ~ f t .  of elegant living. 4 bedrooms, 3 
fireplaces and a spacious living room. 
[ ~ ~ ~  $289,000 MLS 
Bench Building Lots 
A few quiet cul-de-sac lots still available starting at $42,500 + G.S.T. 
Average lot size 73x132. Don't wait cell today. MLS 
No Competition 
New 2 storey home with custom 
woodwork, upgraded fixtures and unique 
decor, Out-standing quality throughout 
this 2 bath, 3 bedroom home. $149,000 
÷ GST MLS 
. ~ Family Living 
~~"~:~ Are you looking for affordable family 
1:/! i:~ r r ~  living? Check this outt Nearly new 14 x 70 
I~ i i :~!~ mobile in excellent condition. 3 bedrooms 
and over 930 sq. ft. Set up in park, 
$59,900 MLS 
~~i : :~:~ You Can't Afford to Miss Thisl 
.... =============================== 1326 sq. ft. of comfortable living In this 3 
~ bedroom home situated on 1.36 acres. 
Yard is fenced and has shop, green 
house and fruit trees. Needs TLC. 
$79,900 MLS 
II 
i:::i !ii~.:;.:~ii:;i~1 Reduced 
L ~!"~;~i~J  Private 2 acres with a 3 bedroom 2 bath 
~ ~  custom built home, Spacious kitchen with 
~ ~ ~  a separate dining area and a private deck, 
~ ~  Only $189,900 MLS 
! ~  Spectacular View 
276 acres of "nature lover's" haven 
situated along the dver south of Kitwanga. 
This outdoor paradise offers a lot el 
potential. Awesome view of Seven 
Sistersl $198,000 MLS 
Affordable Acreage 
1256 sq, ft, shell built around a mobile 
~ ~ i  situated on 1.2 acres. This is an excellenl 
~ l ~ ~ o p p o r t u n i t y  for s contractor or 
~ handyman. $69,900 MLS, 
5'.9 Acres Ready for Development 
Excellent Hwy commercial site for motel, convenience/gas bar etc. 
5.9 acres of prime highway frontage only $204,000 MLS 
~ ~  Freight Terminal for Lease 
Good Hwy 16 East exposure. 2900 sq. ft 
dock level with 1280 sq. fl. office adjoining 
on 1.25 acre gravelled site. Open to 
Offers. 
~ ~  Call Steve Cook 
Todayl 
II mB IZml l 
320 ACRES along Kispiox 
River, 1/2 mile river frontage. 
Also year round creek 
$230,000. Call 842-5434. 
4 ACRES riverfront property in 
town (Smithers). 3 bedroom 
house, 2 1/2 bathrooms, 
!whirlpool tub. Walk ip pantry off 
;large country kitchen. Built in 
alJpliances, vacuum system. 
Full basement with shop. 
Satellite dish, $269,500. 847- 
2791. 
5 BEDROOM house on 62 acr- 
es, 1/4 mile Skeena River front, 
Hwy 16, goes through property, 
house is remodeled in/out. 3 
other buildings, 35 fruit trees, 
one of the nicest places on the 
Hwy. 7 miles west of Ki~anga. 
~ . I.. i 
FOR SALE 
, 5323 MTN. VISTA DR. 
, STRY & 1/2 CUSTOM BLT 
EXECUTIVE STYLE HOME 
9 YRS. NEW 
, OPEN FLR PLAN 4 BDM 
STUDIO & LOFT 
• 2 FL BATH N/GAS HEAT 
WOOD FP 
• ATTACHED CAR LOTS RV 
PARKING 
• TOTAL AREA 2900 W/RN 
8SMT& COLD RM 
• PANORAMIC VIEW & MUCH 
MORE 
OFFERED AT $237,900 
63~2973BY APPT ONLY 
47 mile east.of Terrace.iAsking 
$165,000 drY'Will trade,vehicle 
o1:' R.Vi 1-250-849-5458.t ,
3 LEVEL SPUT HOME, 4 ap- 
pliances, fireplace, central va- 
cuum system, deck, concrete 
patio, finished basement, en- 
closed basement entry, covered 
front entry, double paved ddve 
way, double garage/openers, 4 
bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
yard with garden, flower beds 
all r~ound. Asking 184,500. 
Phone 638-8089. 
1800 SO ft, 3 bedroom rancher, 
2/3 acre nicley landscaped 
quality home in excellent area, 
3808 Spring Creed Drive, 
$239,900. Call 635-3559 no 
aqents. 
5 BEDROOM house on 62 acr- 
es, 1/4 mile Skeena River front, 
Hwy 16 goes through property, 
house is remodeled in/out. 3 
other buildings, 35 fruit trees, 
one of the nicest places on the 
Hwy. 7 mile west of Kitwanga, 
47 mile east of terrace. Asking 
$165,000 abe. Will trade vehi- 
cle. 1-250-849-5458. 
80 ACRES PRIVATE recrea- 
tional property in Hazelton area. 
For more Into call 1-250-468- 
7885 eves. 
ACREAGE AND building ven- 
dor to carry mortgage, down 
payment available, call collect 
1-250-845-2593. 
AVALOlq SUBDIVISION, cul- 
de-sac, one level 1,456 sq. ft. 
ranch; 8 1/2 years old; well kept 
3 bedrooms; 4th extra room; 1 
1/2 baths; electric heat, wood 
fireplace, crawl space, garage, 
fenced yard, shed ridge, st 
dish~/ast'ler & blinds, $133~ I 
Calf~lotJston 845-7032. t 
BRAND'NEW 3 bedroom home ~ 
in Two - Mile, Hazelton. 1300 
sq fl, with 3 baths, 2 car garage, 
1/2 finished basement on 1 
acre. Phone 842-5808. 
CHOICE PROPERTY 2 acres, 
fully treed lot with good soil at 
Jackpine Rats, mobile home in- 
cluded. Fully renovated, 2 bed- 
room, very private. $110,000. 
Call 635-3756 or 635-6995 
days. 
~ i ]  FENCED 5 acres, 4 bedroom 
house, sunroom, greenhouse, 2 
barns, 2 sheds, pond, gardens, 
7 minutes to Smithers. 
$279,000. 847-4858. 
L0VelV 3 bedroom, 11/2 FOR 2 weeks onlyl 26 June un- 
,am name. modern colors, i 
nnlsneo oo ~ment on 
large landscaped 10I. 
Asking 162,000 
4024 Munr0e 63H639 
LAKELSE LAKE RETREAT 
86' sandy beach frontage with dock. A-framed cabin is 
vinyl sided, has three skylights, and wrap around deck. 
Located on west side of the lake with road access and 
power. Priced to sell at $195,000 ML.~ 
Call GORDIE OLSON or SHEILA LOVE 
RF/'/HI  of Terrace 
638-1400 
til 9 July, 1997, 1600 sq ft 
house $85,000, 40 acres agdc 
govt lease. For more informa- 
tion S.A.S.E.G. Mclnnis Box 
535, New Hazalton, B.C. V0J 
2J0. 
FOR SALE: ten rental units 
producing 15% refum. Call 638- 
2099. 
LAKESHORE (BURNS Lake) 
on beautiful clear Tchesinkat 
Lake. Great fishing and recrea- 
tional activities. 1.7 acres of 
deeded land with small cabin. 
Lots of trees for privacy. Hydro 
available. $95,000.00 1-250- 
892-3989. 
i t  
Frivale Country Setting 
Cozy Ponob~e log hem IocCd in 
Gossen Subdivisisn sn 2 plus acres. 
1320 sq.h., full finished 5memenl, 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 balhs, large 
counlry kitchen, vaulled ceilings 
wilh skylights, brick fireplace in liv- 
ing room. 35'X40' 2 bay shop, 
wired & insulated, double car 
garage, concrels patio with nicely 
landscaped yard. Serious inquiries 
only. For appoialmenl toview call: 
635-2414 
Collect 1000 Bonus Air Miles when you 
purchase any of these Homes from Derick. 
4427 Scotton St, 4107 Yeo St, 2618 Braun St. 
$115,000  $147,500  $121,500  
Dedck Kennedy 
Home 635-3042 or 
Office 6356361 
Call 
Derick Kennedy • 
Today! 3227 KALUM STREET 
INDEFENDE~L YOWNED AND OPERME9 
HEALTH REASONS say sell. 
1460 square foot main floor, full 
basement. New gas fireplace, 
brick front, raised slate hearth, 
renovated inside and out. New 
lifetime colored metal roof, cov- 
ered RV storage, shed, double 
carport, large raised sundeck, 
beautiful view BabJne Lake, fan- 
tastic fishing. Hall, kitchen, both 
bathrooms line. Rest all quality 
carpet, 4 bedrooms, large living 
dining room, L shaped. Most 
new vinyl windows, all 
screened. Large paneled and 
carpeted rumpus room and den. 
Large shelved storage room. 
Large workshop, benches, 
'drawers. Large washroom. New 
gas hot water heater. Comes 
.with stove, ridge, washer, dry- 
er, chest deep freezer. Fully 
fenced. Much more, must see 
to appreciate. Open house all 
July, 42 Fulton Street, Granisle, 
697-2402 or 697-2427. 
KITIMAT - Whitesail. 2300 sq ft. 
Four bedroom basement home. 
2 full baths, separate living and 
dining rooms, family room, stu- 
dy, storage, workshop, n/g heat, 
p~va, te,, . ferlcpd ,backy.ard ,, ~,on 
Park, Ideal for ;joungfa~iJy!, 
near-school:'- $1.50,000.- pho~e - 
632-2018. • ~: v .., : - .  
LAKELSE PROPERTY at 
Chambers Lake. 32 acres, 
$154,000. Reply to Box 14, Big 
Lake, BC VOL 1 GO. 
LARGE EXECUTIVE home. If 
you wish to own a home that is 
on one floor, no stairs, 4600 sq 
tt with attached two car garage, 
has spacious rooms beautifully 
decorated. 4 bedrooms, excel- 
lent fishing, beautiful view of 
Mountains and river, on 4.92 
acres, prime waterfront proper- 
ty, 15 mln. frrom Terrace. This 
home is a must see phone 635- 
9475. 
MUST SELl Over 1250 sq ft 
renovated home in Horseshoe, 
large living room, 3 bedrooms, 
new flooring, new kitchen cabi- 
nets, french glass doors, fenced 
yard, patio, and garage. Quick 
possession $129,909. Call 835- 
5510. 
NEW HOME: 1372 sq It, 3 
bedroom, 2 bath, full basement, 
2 car garage, close to upland 
school, 4211 Thomas, 635- 
3948 or 638-9174. 
NEWER RANCHER, 3 bed- 
room, one bath, 1168 sq fi, 2 
appliances, recently land- 
scaped. 5137 Medeek, 
$139,900. Call 635-7278. 
RECENTLY RENOVATED mo- 
bile home on wide, entirely 
fenced in property. Includes 
new; 12' x 16' addition, patio, 
landscaped yard, fence, and 
natural gas furnace. Ideal lot to 
build a shop. Located at 3930 
Walker St. Asking price 
$87,000. Phone 635-9061. 
REVENUE PROPERTY. 3 bed- 
room bungalow, with a 2 bed- 
room basement suite, Excellent 
location, 8 appliances, 2 fire- 
places, shed. Asking $159,000. 
638-0797. 
SERVICED LOT for sale. 71 x 
135, zoned for duplex. McDeek 
$40,000. Call 635-2986. 
== 
W A Y N E  
M O B I L E  
H O M E S  
2033 1 't Ave.  
Prince George 
562-2338 
PROPERTY FOR sale: 58 acr- 
es in the Nasa Valley. Informa. 
tion can be obtained on inter- 
net, Si's web page; 
http:/www2.netcom.com/~ha- 
pal/canada.html or phone 638- 
7899. 
SPACIOUSLY LAID OUT, 
1000 SQ tl, two bedroom, semi 
detached, house. Less than 1 
year old, backing on to a treed 
lot, quiet neighborhood. 5 new 
appliances, asking $123,900. 
Call 638-0931 after 6 pro. 
TAKEOVER 20 acres in 
prosperous West Texas, 
U.S.A., $9,995/$100 per month. 
Owner will finance. Phone 1- 
800-875-6568. 
THREE BEDROOM home in 
Granisle; ready to move in; new 
carpets; line, bathtub; lots of im- 
provements. Large lot, carport, 
full basement, lovely private 
yard backs onto park with view 
of Babine Lake. At 47 Fulton. 
Call 1-250-697-2373. 
TWO MINUTES from downtown 
on dead-end street. 1130 sq 11, 
3 bedrooms, full deck on back, 
partially covered with 7 person 
hot tub.::~;O~ "cabinetry" in 
kitchen artd:pafitry. Natural gas 
heat and a~pllances. Well treed 
81 x 135 lot with a 19 x 
shop. Asking $134,900. For 
appointment call 638-1524. 
4812 Park Ave. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Refin- 
ishin.q. 1-250-638-6388. 
VENDOR MOTIVATED; 
MOVING OUT OF TOWN, 3 
BEDROOM house on bench, 
full basement (partially fin- 
ished), 2 baths, newly renovat- 
ed, skylight in kitchen, new car- 
pet, newly painted (inside and 
out), 800 sq It patio with at- 
tached gazebo, $157,000 open 
to offers. Phone 638-0463. 
WHY RENT when you can 
own? New and fully recondi- 
tioned units available from H & 
S Homes. Various fioerplans, 
daycares, office units and more. 
Call 1-250-563-1862. 
12X 60 mobile home. Fully ren- 
ovated and decorated. Fridge 
and stove. $15,000 abe. Must 
be moved from Wasa, B.C. La- 
keview Mobile Homes Moose 
Jaw, Seek. Call today...1-306: 
694-5455. 
14 X 70 with expando, and 
large deck, nicely skirted, quali- 
fies for 5% downpayment, ask- 
ing $44,500. Open to offers, 
phone 635-1326 to view. 
14 X 70 with expando, and 
large deck, nicely skirted, quali- 
fies for 5% downpayment, ask- 
ing $44,500. Open to offers. 
Phone 635-1326 to view: 
1982 14 x 70 3 bedroom, 1 
bath, central air, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher. Nice 
price of $25,900. 1985 2 bed- 
room, gyproc walls, $31,900. 14 
x 70 3 bedroom, 2 baths, 
$21,000. 14 x64, $20,000. Free 
Deliverylll Blocked and leveled, 
Lakeview Mobile Homes, 
Moose Jaw, Seek. Call' to-  
day...1-306-694-54551 
19962 bedroom 14 x70 mobile 
home, 1086 sqff, 8x lOaddition 
12 x 29 treated wood sundeck~ 
immaculate condition, 5 brand 
new appliances, included, 
ooo .o .  $76,000. Call 635-9260 must 
"OOO'q 'O~' l - I~ , / IV I  r" se l l~  . . . .  
Kermode Home Sales 
SRI Manufactured Homes 
Singlewides and Modulars 
best Pricing in the North 
Call 635-5350 
Drop in at the Sales Lot 
beside Volkswagon Dealer 
I 
1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available. 1-800-609- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Je W 
or Jeanne. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Je W 
or Jeanne. 
74' 12x68 mobile 3 bedroom 8 
x 10 addition. New fridge and 
stove Woodland Park. Asking 
$27,000 obo. Call 635.7855. 
AFFORDABLE UVING for less 
i : "  than=a used pick up. 1874 
chancellor mobile home. 12 x 
43  with a 12' x 24' addition. Has 
vinyl siding end 1/2 metal roof. 
3 B.R. good condition. Must 
moved. $13,000. Call 1-250- 
: 698-7956 after 6:00 pm. 
i 
• i 
DOUBLE WIDE trailer; 24 x 48 
size. Located at //22, Ambas- 
sador Park in Houston. Fridge 
and stove; washer and dryer, 
big RSF woodstove, Hot tub, 
two bathrooms, one ensuite, 3 
bedroom, many extras. 
$53,000. Call 1-250-845-2388. 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated and as is 14' wide homes. 
Low prices. Will deliver and 
block." Jandel Homes, Edmon- 
ton, Alberta, 1-403-478-1404. 
SHOW HOME, occupy tomor- 
row, 1997 SRI 14x71 2 bdrm, 
#57 Boulderwood MHP, $5,000 
down, $520/month. For details 
phone Gordon 638-1 le2. 
BEDROOM house, large land- 
scaped yard, river frontage, n/s, 
no pets. References required, 
$1000 per month. Call 615- 
9653. 
2 BEDROOM trailer for rent, 
$350 per month and a one 
bedroom cabin, $300 per 
month. Bachelor suites only. 
Call 635-4317. 
2 bedroom unit in 4 plex. 5 ap- 
pliances, n/g fireplace and mini 
storage. No pets. References 
required. Please call 638-2071 
or 635-4954 eveninqs. 
2 SELF contained bachelor 
suites for rent for single person 
only. Appropriate for single 
person. No parties, no pets. 
Phone 635-3191. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1st, 
new, 1340 sq ft deluxe 2 bed. 
room town house. Ceramic tile, 
oak cabinets, fenced yard. 3 ap- 
pliances, w/d hook up. $750 per 
month. Call 638-0661. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 
Newly renovated ,tv~0 bedroom 
4 appliances. Mo~Jl'e home in 
Pine Park. $675 per month. 
References required, call 635- 
2126. 
T 'E R R A C E. 
. :.,i:"': :!~'.,':~ !.::.:.'.:. 
AVAILABLE MAY 1st ground 
level 1 bedroom suite, $450 per 
month plus damage deposit, 
non smoker and no pets. Phone 
635-4270. 
AI"rENDING UNBC or CNC 
this fall? Roommate needed to 
share 2 bedroom basement'su- 
ite. Female student preferred. 
1/2 block from UNBC/CNC bus 
stop in foothills area. Non 
smoker, no pets. Available im- 
mediately. 1-250-614-0881 or 
1-250-992-6684. 
* "WE PAY For Your Heat & 
Hot Water" 
, "WE PROVIDE Mini Binds" 
• ."WE PROVIDE laundry 
Room Fadl~es" 
• "WE ARE PROFESSIONAL 








Tdldng Applications Now 
for i & 2 Bedroom Suites 
* Cleon, quiet renovated suites 
* Ample parking 
* Laundry facilities on each 
floor 
* Close to schools & downtown 
* On bus route 
* Security Entrance 
* On site management 
No pe~ 
* ReFerences required 
To view cog" 
638-1748 
CLEAN 3 bedroom apartment 
in Thornhlll. W/D, heat 
included, not suitable for small 
children, n/s, $700 per month, 
$350 damage deposit, pets 
considered. Available June 15. 
Call 635.2469 leave message. 
CONDO 3 bedrooms, $750 per 
month, available now, close to 
town. Call 635-5348. 
FOR RENT immediately small 
four room house close to town 
and schools no pets. Damage 
deposit required. Call 635-3616. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom trailer, 
in Thornhill, stove, fridge, n/g 
heat, available immediately, no 
pets, call 635-7467. 
FREEPORT MOBILE Home 
Park - pads available for rent, 4 
miles east of Burns Lake on 
Hwy 16, Quiet, family oriented 
park, no doge, references. 1- 
250-692-3826. 
IMMACULATE 1 bedroom 
apartment with natural gas: 
fireplace, large yard, washer & 
dryer included. No smokers, no 
pets, $675/month. Utifitias 
included. Phons: 638-0797 
LARGE 2 bedroom, ground 
floor, private entrance with pa- 
tin, $750 month utilities includ- 
ed, no pets. Phone 635-5154. 
LOOKING FOR a roomate for 3 
bedorom basement suite, $250 
per month including 'utilities. 
Contact Monicle at 638-1376. 
M HOUSE, river front, available 
Aug 1st, $1000 per month and 
utilities and damage deposit. 
References required. Call 638- 
0242. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; CAN 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required, $B75 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace, Call 
1-250-632-66;36. 
ONE AND 2 bedroom apart- 
ment suites for rent. Available 
July lst/97. Phone 635-6428 or 
635-5136. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $500 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
RE/MAX OF Terrace Property 
Management Services. We cur- 
rently have tenants who are 
actively searching for a place to 
rent. If you are a landlord look- 
ing for a tenant, call Gloria Kirk- 
patrick at e38-1400 to discuss 
our Placement Service. 
ROOMATE ~ANTED to share 
a new 2 bedroom mobile home. 
Have own bathroom, non- 
smoker, references required. 
Phone ~ 635-7125 and leave 
message. 
ROOMATE V/ANTED to share 
house at Lakelse Lake. Rent 
$350 plus 1/2 utilities. Damage 
deposit required, non smoker 
preferred. Call Peter at 798-. 
2102.:" ; ;  : ~':": ' l '; '~ 
Thornhill. $370 per month. $185 
damage deposit. Available July 
15. Call Usa 638-8639. 
TWO P, ND three bedroom trail- 
ers for rent. Sorry no parites 
and no dogs. Please leave 
messacle at 635-4315. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 
quiet and clean, security en- 
trance, references required, no 
pets, no smokers. Call 635- 
5653, $575 oer month. 
TWO BEDROOM town house 
fridge and stove included, no 
pets, references required, call 
635-3796 for more information. 
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER for 
rent in Thornhill, pets welcome, 
f/s on own property. $460 per 
month call 638-0157. 
UP TO 900 square feet of office 
space for rent in Terrace. can 
be split for smaller 
requirements, Phone 635-7282 
3 BEDROOIM HOUSE for rent, 
large yard. Washer, dryer, 
stove, freezer included. Refer- 
ences required. Please phone 
-635-4138 ask for Dave or Jean. 
3 BEDROOIM house, on 2 acr- 
es, on Kalum Lake Drive, $750 
per month plus a 1900 sq ft 
shop, 2 bays, infrared heaters. 
Suitable for a truck shop. $850 
per month. Wil rent both togeth- 
er or separately. Available Au- 
gust 1st. References and dam- 




1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
, ~o Pets • 
Call: .635-4478 
FOR LEASE 




Phone: 635-2818 or 635.3367 Evenings 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Sh'angway at 635-3333 
2 BEDROOM house or trailer 
on pmpe.rty. Prefer outside city 
limits. Responsible small pet 
owner. Reasonable rent will do 
work in exchange. Phone 638- 
16825 pmto 10pro. 
2/3 BEDROOM house with yard 
for professional non smoking 
couple for August 1st. Leave 
message for Simon at 635-6511 
local 5244 days. 
2 BEDROOM family townhouse 
$630/month, 3 bedroom family 
townhouse $720/month, 4 
bedroom family townhouss 
$7BS/month. Please call (250) 
625-1996 between 10 a.m. - 4 
p.m. Monday- Fddav. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom upstairs 
or downstairs suite. Available 
after renovations July 1, 1997 
No pets, phone 635-2360. N/G 
heat, 
>, l  ?- -:7. 
SUNDtCK 
KI|CII  H 
i r  i 1~1 
H00~ 
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TOTAL 14.80 SC~ IF'L (137,4 M ~) 
WIDTH: 75'-8" (Z3. I M) 
DEFTH: 31 '.O" (9,5 M) 
House Plans Available Through 
 e ace ]tai]cle  
3207 Munroe, Terrace i t t  
635-6273 
This spot could be yours, 










Igme b ldm'  I 
Ph. (250) 564-4330 
3702 Goheen PI. 
Prince George, B.C, 
V2N 4Z4 
14423 Reilwoy Avenue 
JTerroce, g.cYiG1L9 ~ I 
"Leading the way in F~ I ~: (604) 635280] ~ ~ I 
J Fax: (604) 635.3612 I~[~ ! 
home decorating" ~ " I ~ ~ ~. ~ 
• Window Coverings • Wallpaper • Ceromlc~ile 
• Reprodudi0n Furniture = Mirrors • Lamps 
• Home Accessories and.,.Interi0r Decorating Services J KITCHENS J 
• -~=.-.=,,.,,..--.....r..z,...~...,..,~-,,~635_7466 L~ I'sIG"1uRE~NAccA=N~s J 
WARKENTIN CONSTRUCTION 
Formerly Tip Top Roofing & Constr.uction 
- Rob Warkentin 
' q l ' l [  
Specializing in al! aspects of ;~n~ 
Roofing, Framing., Siding, Renovations 
and Finish Carpentry 
250-638-6177 
Home 250-632-5589 Page # 361 





• Stone I - ' -1  
• Tile F - - ]  F- - ' ]  
• Slucco I I II I 
• Chimney 
Build or Repair 
638-1178 
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on Sunny Lakelse 






per week + tax. 
Marina Boat, Canoe 
& Paddleboat Rentals 
1 -TiO. 
798-2267 
Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems, 
improves air quality, and furnace fficiency and reduces 
allergies. 
We also do Septic Cleaning & Wet & Dry Vacuuming 
Ineured and Bonded, We work weekends. 
Serving the Northwest since 1980. 
P h: 635-1 "-" 
Iormwest Maintenance Plus 
![ SF)e~<~t~ihzi~Or. i . . . . .  1i~:,~oustic Tile Cleaiiing l ~ 
i ~ . Ceiling &'WailS ' 
• Exterior Maintenance 
• Much Mo i 'e  
Commercial & Residential 
Call Kevin Erickson FREE 
Phone #: (250) 635-5529 
Home #: (250)635-27,42 ESTIMATES 
~r"~ ==FRIGIDAIRE 
Panason ic .  
MAY]rAG 
=JENN-~I I : I  
"The Appliance Experts" 
~I~ Totem Countrywide Furniture 
~kelseAve .  638-1158 1-800-813"1158 
For a[l your decorating needs 
• Carpet  ~ ~  • Lighting Fixtures 
• Linoleum ~ • Hardwood 
• Ceramic'files • Window 
• Area Rugs ~ Coverings 
YOUR DECOR 
Fwr '~e Water" IItMtt Con~lt fleet 
1"he Lennox CompleteHeol Syslem is very 
well adjusled. 
II's 0 high-efficiency furnace and a high. 
efficiency woler heater wilh a virhunlly 
unlimited supply of hal water. In fad, it's 
so efficient you'd hove In be crazy not to 
buy it. ~ . . . . . .  , . ,~  
/==b ¢--.- F=,b r-..~ ~/= =~ 
Northwest Mechanical Inc. 
5239 Keith Ave 635-4770 or 635.7158 
Out of To~n 1 -800-566.7156 
Edan Consttmction 
For framing & finishing call Frank Boomars at 
635-1926 Free Estimates 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 2, 1997 
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': 70. FOR'SALE;. i 
~ ' , i L . 
CHRYSLEPv 
'96 Jeep Cherokee 
6 Cyl., Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks 
S26,886 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stere0 & more 
ste,o95 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows 
& Locks 
829,886 
'g5 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
1 VCR multiplier, $30. 1 snow- 
mobile aluminum carrier $30. 1 
cool spray humidifier, $15. 1 
box mirror tiles, $7, 2 hose 
holders, $7. 1 swing set with 
stabilizers, $200. Phone 635. 
3303 after 6 pm. 
30 X 60 metal Quaonset build. 
ing, new, never assembled. 14 
foot high endwall and front. 12 
foot high sliding door. $16,000. 
Call 635-9121. 
16 FT fiat deck trailer tandem 
also 16 ft tri-axle trailer with 
loading ramp $2,000 each. 635- 
.4889 L.M, 
3 BEDROOM condo. Full base- 
ment, carpets, new cupboards, 
$62,900 obo. 1981 17.5 5th 
wheel trailer for small truck, c/w 
shower, toilet, 3 way fridge fur- 
nace, $5750 obo. Call in Tar- 
race 1-250-635-5992. 
CLARION AUTOMOTIVE 
sound system; 18 pack CD 
player, 300 watt amp. deck with 
remote control. Rockford fos- 
gate, speaker box, all equip- 
ment never been used, sacrifice 
sale $1000 firm. Serious Inqui- 
ries only. Call 635-1714. 
BLACK CHERRY BEDROOM 
suite, 6 pieces, brand new, 
must ~ell. Purchased for $6000. 
Asking best offer. AJso misc 
childr~ns furniture. Call 635- 
9011. 
8 X 12 storage/workshed, 110 V 
wiring, lights, 2 windows, and 
solid entry door. Structure ls on 
skids and moveable, $1200. 
Retail service counter, 16 It ar- 
borita blue and grey, 110 V wir- 
ing, and under counter halogen 
liqhts. $500. Call 635-2779. 
GET RID of that dinosaur in 
your basementl Cash paid for 
old Roland, Moog, Oberheim or 
sequential analog synthesizers 
and modules. Also old Roland 
drum machines. Phone Kevin 
eveninqs 1-250-638-1623. 
IT PAYS to lose weight. You 
look good, feel great and are 
healthier. With the Herbalife cal- 
orie controlled plan. Call Man/ 
in Burns Lake 1-250-698-7319 
6 - 9 pm. FREE DELIVERY AN- 
YWHERE. 
KELUINATOR 15 cubic fl fridge 
and stove in good condition. Al- 
mond color. Asking $425 for the 
pair. Call 635-3796. 
DRILL YOUR own well. San- 
derson Cyclone Cable Rig 
mounted on International Tan- 
dem. Will drill 6" or 8" casing 
down to 300'. Open to offers. 
Amly at 847-9748. 
Get  a new lease  
on  a s l i ce  o f  l i fe .  
11~ 1997]~e 61. 
hmim !Sp~ob~ Slmo Cmse~te, Du~ 
No car should ever become your whole life. But it should definitely be engineered 
well enough to move you around in it. True, you may never know where life will take 
you, but you can certainly ensure that getting there's fun. Just make sure to stop by 
your Volkswagen dealer along the way. Drivers wanted. TM 
S299°° / .o" th  =4 Moath Lease 
V-8, Aut0matlc, NC, Cruise, 
lilt, Power Windows & Locks 
~$,~ 
'93 Dodge Spirit 
NC, Automatic, Cruise, Tilt 
$9,985 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
$15,985 
'90 Grand Voyager 
V-6, Auto, NC, & more! 
810,995 
'88 Jeep Cherokee 
Limit~iii~i~ 
6 Cy l in !eT i i ' ,~A/C ,  
Cru Js~~ndows 
~cks ,  Leather 
88,9~ 
:.~ FORD:  
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 now $21,~88 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, 28,000 km 
$17,588 
'94 F0~::E~'~I~ 
'92 Ford Explorer 
6 Cyl., Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette- 1t14,885 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette: $16,695 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,888 
'89.1;grd F-150 4x4 
Extra Cat},~-81 X,LTI Lariat, ~C, 
P0wer win(Jows & Locks, 
Cruise, "llt 
was $11,995 now ~8,1]~ 
'95 Chew Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now ~8,886 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 
Silverado 4x4 
Automatic Stereo/Cassette, 
NC, Power Windows 
& Locks, Cruise 
~1,~ 
'90 Chev Suburban 
Silverado 4x4 
V-8, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Power Windows & Locks 
819,B95 
'90 Chew Extra Cab 
V-8, Automatic, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt - $1§ ,~ 
'89 Chev Celebrity 
6 CyL, Auto., A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Stereo - IN, SU 
Electrical:::; 
' "i . .'.- ":' :', "i " " / "  " ." "" 
; : Vanit es::(: 
IMPORTS 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette, 
$SZ,H6 
'95 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cab, 5 Speed 
821,886 
'95 Nissan 
Extra Cab 4x4 
6 Cyl., 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass./Stereo, Canopy, 
Super Clean - ~1,885 
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette, 
Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
was $24,995 now 8~,~ 
'93 Toyota Ext~;:.~ab 
4~4~!~¥;~ ~ 
V'6, ~ ~ ' w  Kms 
~1B,886 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, SR5, 4x4 - 8L t~,~ 
'91 Toyota 4 Runner 
Auto, NC, Power Windows 
& Locks - 814,995 
'86 Nissan 200 SX Turbo 
4 CyI., 5 Spd., Power Windows 
& Locks, Cruise, Sunroof 
tN,6~ 
100: .TRU.CKS FOR. 
'..:SALE ' '  ~ ' 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 
,, Din. ,5958 
Off=¢ ~ la o 24 m0~ ~ f~ o 1991 Je~ EL 2-~m S~ ~ ~ B ~m~e¢ ~FM $~r=o tm=~ m~l ~t~ ~e~l S1,500.00 o~m 7wm~l, S228.94 fi~ 
Dealer 1 C°lum411 uabAo?tve°= Haus 
#635 " . . 
Add~gS Freight Terrace. =C 635 0997 
DAGGER RESPONSE, Werner KORG M1 synthesizer key- ~ga~o~WH',nXEoeC/ctf~ e' tru~k 
204, Strohlquiet drysuit, sum- board, first $800 dollars takes it. ~ __' _._ ~ . . . . . . . . .  A wormy ~]~ uuu o,~o a.'ou mar too, aloves Predator lesis drum machine $250. Re- ' ' " ' 
shorts, t~elm~, boots, Precep- land 8 pad drumstick, playable 1984 TOYOTA 4x4 1 
lion deck, Extrasport jacket, two drums with built in sounds kms, motor needs wor 
hoods, Floatbags and back- $400. Call Kevin for more Into'. 635-4665 $1000 obo. 
brace. All in L-XL sizes. One 638-1623 evenin.qs. 1985 FORD 4x4 SL 
packaqe $1500. 842-2140. DELICIOUS U-pick autom~ tic, $1400. 198! 
4 TIRES with chrome rims. B'F; strawberries will be ready F250 ;x4 auto, $3700 
Goodrich Radial mud terrain approximately June 28.20kms lu~zF°rd ctc.4X4unev c/c ,~x,~S-ta-nda[d', 
35x12.Sx16.5 Ford 8 bolt rim, east of Terrace on highway 16. 
$1200. Call 638-0640. Follow the signs at $9500. Phone 635-2895. 
• • Chimdemash Loop Phone: 635- 
1770 IIpatflcCotto dy Ret i rement LIONEL TENT trailer g/c, _ - - - . -=  c sleeps 6, 2 burner propane 
uoat  Deta l l ine ;  II .. . =.  .:-. . . .o., ,0., ==.  ,0.= S a l e  stove, furnace, water storsge, 
::l ~ " Evlni~ sink, hand pump and cold box. 
' Ilil ~ ~  • Fairs $1,500 obo. Call 635-2359 
Big R igs  and RV 's  too!  J J : MAC 145B Powarbook, HP 310 
• , ,  ! . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,r iotor = CO =o= =,  ,or 
Cal l  Peggy  $1,100 (250)695-6474. 
I I  :~ Contact: Jeff Town .. SIMS 165 ALL terrain SNOW- 
" "  --" "= "= " ~ ' ~ 3  J"~L~ ''[J 3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace BOARD. Like new, used only4 
J [ ~ Fax: (250) 635-0186 or 5 times. $200. Call 638-1512. 
Proven results. Call Linda at 1- 
888-438-1222. 
1976 WHITE c/o fuel truck 3500 
road 
1984 TOYOTA 4x4 136,000 
kms, motor needs work. Call 
upercab 
t ati , . 9 Ford 
F250 4x4 auto, $3700. 1991 
Ford c/c 4x4 standard, $7500. 
c/c 4x4, auto, 
1987 NISSAN pathfinder, 2 
door auto, V6, 12,900 kms, 
cruise control, power windows 
and doors, sunroof, very good 
condition, $9000 Obo. Call 632- 
5218. 
1988 JEEP 4,.I Laredo 4x4, 
loaded, 85,000 kms, hard top, 4 
inch lift kit, new tires, wheels 
and shocks. 8,000 pound warn 
winch with remote etc. $11,900 
obo. 1988 F150, 2 wheel drive, 
300 6 cyl, 4 speed, 140,000 
kms, Mag wheels, 31 10.50 15 
tires, $4750 obo. Also a 1989 
F250 4 wheel drive, 6 cyl, 5 
speed, 10,000 kms, $5250. Call 
845-7600 evenings: 1-250-845- 
Call Stan's Repairs & Services 
3989 Hagen St.- 638-8318 
i i ! ! iill !( iiiiii 111!1111111 ! i;i i!!ii!':i 
[ i :  , .~ • :; :. : . .  : 





12 Years Experience 
I 
I OFFER, EEl, I + 
:il ~ i ln  .~s~nault, B.Mus. (voi~ cl~l~flui~! *. I
] +' Kel~tSlade, B.Mus., B.Ed. (cleriffef),i~i~ [ 
] for the 1997-1998 school year J 
/ Ph  638-8387 in the evening forinfo J 




First Crone First Served 
All Sales Final 
~* T ,' 
• J PAINT BALL /~M(E YOUR OWN SPARKUNG BEVERAGES RIGHT AT HOME 
Offers  you  I~tY~ing so f t  d inks ,  soda  water ,  f i zz ' / f ru i t  ju ices ,  hea lh  ~ inks .  
~ EVERY SUNDAY AT  NOON • ~ ~ ~k . andevenbee~anosparklingwinesinyourownkitchon, 
(AGES10 & UP) - ] J ,Totallysafeinnormaluse ,Free in home dalivery 
SITE NEAR THEoNEOLDMILERIFLEpAsTRANGEDEEP oNCREEKKALUM IJ~KE DR. J J ,Easy 1o dean and maintain 
Site 9 Comp 225 RR3 FRANCIS DUmB [ [ IHP..~..LI Randy 635-4305 
Kolum Lake drive Phone: 635-1623 ] ] I 1 ~" I IP3 I  A an8 638-1341 
V8G 4R6 Cellular: 615-9087 J [ BONUS: RECEIVE SUPPUES TO MAKE 12L OF POP FREE 
I I i i  I I I  I I i I 
~ - ' - ' - - - - - ~  ........ "::.:j:j:.i::i~i :;!::i::iil i !:.i~il !i[;.il !~;.! ii~ ~i:::::.:.~i:;~i::%::ii::!:.}i}il :ii:!;!;iiiii;~:, :; iil :, i: ;;:~': .......... "i ~ ::; li !~;::::F ' : ' . . . .  :' ~i} :.i!::i~:. ;ii!;i::::!i:iiiii~i:.i:::.~ i:.!i i ' : i l)i!::: ............ 
,* ~ ,: :~:;:: :t:~.~ ===================== ;.;,;.- : . ; ;  ; • . . .  : ,!: ! r. : t:!:: ~;~.t:t[!~j:~:;::~;;~;;~,   ,; 1: : ; ;: ;: . , ~.: .;:;~ .4; :;: 
...::.:~::::;!;~:~.~s<:::;:::~s~::~:ij~i:~i:::i:::!::i'::~:!:: .(:: 11:~:::: :;::;::~;" .......... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ~  :::). .. ~ : . . : : :  
!!; iii~iii :. ! iii;~!i :i:::ii)::!i: ~ !  ~i:.ili i 
.... ,i~:~;i~iii~!i i~;i:iii~! ~ ::~i~ i::#i:~;~i':!i;: :i: :~i: ::~i ,~, :: :(:::: ~:~!iii~: '!::: :i i :~: ' ..... ' :  ::: ~:: 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/ ,~ ~ Desktop Publishing by Lee Burk i t t  
( ~ .~ l  Phone 638-0877 
~/ "% ~L Business Imege Deeign Small Volume Publishing 
/ / )  Computer Tutoring 
L<,  . cO,,,t 
I 
VICTOR R HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
I I I  I 
1989 CHRYSLER Grand 
Caravan low . kin. well 
1957 METEOR Rideau, au- maintained, no rust, standard 
tomatic transmission, 292 cu in, transmission, 7 seater, must be 
VS, power steering and brakes, seen. $7400 obo. Phone 635- 
salmon pink and white, original 95,33 
papers .and. collectors .plates 
exc~ilent;~conditio'.n ,m~'~ seli 1991 F150 4x4, Nite (V8 302) 
$36~0. Cfill'6~J~:00~8". .. .... ' ..... canopy, (new).. a l lo i  wheels; 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlhet- good tires;~+box,v.liner, tool box, 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 100,000 kms. No rust, 635- 
2276. OBO, 635-8200. 
1994 FORD F250 super cab, 
3/4 ton 4x4, automatic 480 ci. 
Full load, undo( 47,000 kms. 
Very clean. For information call 
evenin.qs 1-250-847-5392. 
1983 "TOYOTA Supra", 
immaculate condition, 6 cyl, 5 
spd, a/c, tilt steering, sunroof, 
power windows, power locks, 
and many other features. Only 
driven cne winter. 148,000 kms. 
A must seel $5000. Phone 250- 
392-5966. 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smilhers and Houston) 
I I I I I I  I I 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500.00 obe. Phone 635- 
8200. 
1987 HONDA Civic GL, blue, 4 
door SDN. 6 speed in good 
condition, low miles, asking 
$5200. Phone 635-3018. 
1988 FORD Taurus, 4 door, PS 
PB 5 speed, VGC. Asking 
$3250.00. Call 638-1236. 
1988 PORCHE 944, black ext, 
" ~ l~ l~ l l lm~lB I  black leather interior, fully load- 





www. kermode.net  
:~ i~i!~):: *i .~ • email •internet access 
, .  - . .  . .  
Terrace's only locally owned full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Internet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 emaih sales@kermode.net 
inch tires and wheels. $12,003 
or trade for WHY: Call 1-250- 
7600 or evenings: 1-250.845- 
1995 TOYOTA Tercel DX, im- 
ate, sporty, like 
ne 638-0509 evenings/wee- 
1996 PONTIAC Fiero GT fuel 
injected, rear engine V6, 4 
speed, spoiler, air, pw, pioneer 
disc player. Excellent condition. 
$8995. 847-9119 days or 847- 
4243. 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT 
seized/surplus vehicles. Low as 
$100. BMW's, Cadillacs, Che- 
Ws, Fords, Porsches plus 
trucks and vans. Amazing 
recorded message reveals de- 
tails. Toll Free 1-888-894-2796. 
FOR SALE, 1992 Ford Explorer 
in excellent condition, air condi- 
tion, auto, power windows and 
locks. $15,000 Phone 635- 
9695. 
SALE OR take over lease, 
1995 F150 4x4, V8, 5 speed, 
loaded, dub cab, short box. 
Phone 1-250-398-2113 mes- 
sa.cle. 
1997 TOYOTA Tacoma 4x4, 
V6. Must sell $27,000. 847- 
3180. 
DODGE CUBE van, 12 goot 
box, dual fuel, new tires, new 
brakes, good condition, asking 
$4000. 
FIBRENEW IND ..... We Repair, 
Restore snd Re-dye... leather, 
vinyl, plastic, and fabrics. Auto- 
motive: cigarette burns in 
leather, plastic/vinyl and carpet, 
cracked and split automobile 
dashboards, door posts, mold- 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, 
armrests and door panels, 
cracked and dry leather car- 
seats, faded fabric car seats 
and ca.briolet roofs, broken rub- 
bar and hard plastic bumpers, 
we deodorize all pungent odors, 
rockchips in windows. Com- 
mercial & Residential: homes, 
offices, restaurants, bars, thea- 
tres, transportation companies, 
scuffed and torn leather desk 
tops an dear tops, scratched, 
worn and faded leather furni- 
ture, patio furniture, etc. theatre 
and restaurant seating, doctors 
tables, dentists's chairs, aircraft, 
bus, train, and taxi interiors. 
Marine & Recreational: boat 
tops, seats and covers, snow- 
mobile and motorcycle seats, 
recreational vehicle interiors. R. 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. (We do not use potentially 
harmful lacquers or lacquer- 
based products). Our dyes are 
FAA approved for use in air- 
craft. Flbrenew Technicians lo- 
cated in Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Smithers. Ssrvicing the entire 
Northwest. Call for free es- 
timate; in Terrace 638-6197 or 
call toll free 1-888-624-6214, 
'89 SUPERCAB Ford F250 4x4 
XLT Lariat diesel 5 spee~l, 
VGC, asking $16.500. Call 638- 
1236. 
'91 JEEP Cherokee Sport 4x4 
excellent condition, well main- 
tained $11,000 obo. Call 638- 
7770. 
24 HR. CREDIT HOTLINE 
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 5 0 - 7 5 0 5  
USA teAS= Down pa)qment may be required DL#79Sl 
;. 120 .1  ~,_  
, , ~"  . . . .  . 
RECREATION 
VEHICLES::' .~: 
:i 50: :BOATS. AND. :: 
" MARINE::.: : 
: /170 , :FARM :/. 
MACHINERY 
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17 1/2 Prowler travel trailer, 
sleeps 6, fridga, stove, oven fur- 
nace full bathroom. Good condi- 
tion, single axel, $5000 abe. 
Call after 6 pm, 63B-0527. 
1976 FORD Scamper motor- 
home- 460 on propane, dual 
wheels, sleeps 8, good running 
condition, must sell, $6500. 
1986 Honda 4 wheeler with re- 
verse, also spare bike for parts, 
$1500 abe. Call 635-0028. 
1981 DODGE MINIHOME - 19 
foot sleeps four, 4 burner stove 
and oven, 3 way fridge, furnace, 
flush toilet, awning, no rust, in 
vary good shape. $7500, Call 1- 
250-845-7744 Houston. 
180.: PETS: :.:~ ::: 
1984 MAPLE Leaf camper, 
8'6". bathroom, 3 burner pro- 
pane stove, 3 way fridge, 
sleeps 4, lights, plug-ins, hook- 
ups. In excellent condition. 
$5900. 847-3797 eves or leave 
message. 
1988 FORD E350 XLT, 15 
passenger ext. van V8, 10s, pb, 
rear heater, air, am/fm cassette, 
good condition. $6500. 847- 
4715 evenings. 
1969 BIGFOOT camper. 9 1/2' 
loaded with air conditioner, 3 
way fridge, 4 burner stove, 
oven, furnace, bathroom/show- 
er. In excellent condition. 847- 
9726. 
1991 25' Corsair 5th wheel trail- 
er. Excellent condition asking 
$18,000 firm. 1-250-692-3682. 
1991 27 foot class C Royal 
Classie Metorhome, fully load- 
ed, roof air, dash, air, cruise, tilt, 
hardwood floors. Awning, mi- 
crowave. $29,000. Many extras, 
Call 1-250-845-7600 or even- 
inqs: 1-250-845-3719. 
1993 24 fi Prowler travel trailer, 
exc. condition, fridge, oven, mi- 
cro, stareo, full awning. Raised 
axles for better clearance 
$16,000 with stabilizer hitch 
847-9104 after 5 pm or wee- 
kends. 
220,: LOST AND: : 
: FOUND: .  , 
':":: 7::: . : : : ' ,  : .. ' 
19949 tt Timberline camper ex- 
tended cab. Many extras, sky- 
light, awning and more. Show- 
room condition, $14,500 abe. 
Save GST. 635-9626. 
8' SOMERSET camper, fibre- 
glass c/w bathroom. Double Ea- 
gle boats in stock 17 1/2' and 
18 1/2' with cuddy. Both c/w 
trailers. Phone Vanderhoof. 1- 
250-567-2937 or 567-2820. 
9.6 FT camper, full bath, queen- 
size bed, hydraulic jacks. EC 
$2750.00 Call 638-1236. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Internet wwv.voya- 
¢ler-RV.com. . ~, 
FOR SALE Newdune buggy. 
New price $2000. Never used. 
Phone 635-3866 and leave 
message. 
1991 KAWASAKI KLR650 En- 
dure, mint condition, 18,000 
kms, new rubber, with accesso- 
ries, $3800 abe. 847-4285. 
UIP BOW RIDER ski/fish boat, 
1990. 115 hp Mariner motor 
$6500. Call 632-7154. 
FOR SALE 
1981 Campion Beat, 26.5' 
long, 9'3' beam. Totally redone 
inside. Hew 460 Cobra rebuilt 
leg, large swimming grill, self 
draining aluminum deck. New 
trailer, 20 HE kkker molar leg 
only 30 running hours 
Reduced to $33,000. 
Call 635-4564 & 
635-9523 
1990 KOMATSU 300 - HD hoe, 
elevated cab, grapple with live 
heel, quick change, with digging 
bucket and thumb $155,000. 
842-5434. 
1992, 1995 4300 linkbelts. 1993 
4300 linkbelt excavator. 1994 
Timberjeck grapple skidder 
1980 TD15. 1991 744E John 
Deere. 1985 968C laoders 847- 
2144. 
1993 KOMATSU WA380 wheel 
loader, S/c, L-5 rubber with 
chains, log, grapple, slip o'1 
bucket available, 4300 hours, 
$165,000. B42-5434. 
1996 D&H Semi U blade clw 
freespool winch and integral 
arch. 9000 hours. Running gear 
80%. Open to offers. 842-5434. 
CERTIFIED TANDEM DUMP 
truck $10,500 or trades; log bull 
board, 5 speed tranny, 83 41-4 
speed auxilary with power tow- 
er; 3500 gallon water tank, 
Phone 1-250-836-2490. 
ONE EL200 Processor, Dennis 
3300 head, comes with measur- 
ing and many extra parts. 
Ready to go to work, For more 
information cel l :  1-250-996- 
8916 after 8 pm or fax 1-250- 
996-8047, 
SALE OR trade: IGC TD 8C 
with 6 way blade & winch. 65% 
under carriage. Dresser TD 83 
LT 6 way blade. New under car- 
riage. Logging package, JD 5~ 
6 way blade. New under car- 
riage. Brush rakes for all crawl- 
er tractors. Call 1-250-374- 
5054, 1-250-851.8530,1-250- 
579-9791. 
TIMERJACK SKIDDERS 480B 
Weldco grapple 30.5 x 32 tires 
$45,000. 520 Esco grapple dual 
arch 30.5 x 32 tires $42,500. 
450t line skidder turbo $25,000 
996-8304 or 996-7094. 
WANTED TO dry lease 3 yd 
cubic front end loader for 2 
months. Call 624-1090. 
WOODCRAFT PORTABLE 
Loggers, Rancfi~r's, ' ' I.:ur~:~['- 
men.' Break up special, original 
Woodcraft portable sawmill, 
rancher special, $12,799. Gas, 
fully loaded, $22,600 and yes, 
we have Diesel power fully 
loaded, $24,950. Order nowl 
Current prices extended - will 
increase after July 1, 1997. 
Make Money, Save Money Toll 
Free: 1-888-339-0121. 
230. PERSONALS 
17' FIBERGLASS boat c/w 90 
horse Yamaha and trailer. Very 
fast. $4400. Phone 635-0117. 
1978 19' Rinelle 305 Met cruis- 
er, depth sounder, down riggers 
water skis, lifa jackets, c/w 
trailer. $10,000 firm. 1-250-692- 
7892. 
20 FT Ski Centurion Bow Rider, 
Low hours, 454 K drive, new 
upholstery, stereo, tandem axle 
trailer, Mags etc. $12,500 abe. 
Call 1-250-845-7600 evenings: 
1-250-845-3719. 
23' SANTANA Sailaboat, cabin 
sleeps 4-5, furling Jib and main 
sail, 12 volt elec. system, water 
ballast, includes trailer, $9000 
abe. Call 635-2256 evenings 
29 1/2' (2950) Bayliner - wide 
beam (11.5') - 1980. Repow- 
ered twin 225 HP gas (low 
hours). 2 Extra aluminum tanks 
for Long Range (separate 
switches). Many extras 
including new carpet, new can- 
vas, couch, new fridge, new wa- 
tar system, F'WC, hot water 
shower, hot water from motor or 
electric, or alcohol stove, ES- 
P,~=I diesel furnace and duct- 
ing. Anchor winch, loaded. Re- 
duced - Bargain @ $39,000. 
Call 635-5888 or fax 635-5614. 
40 Fr steel hulled houseboat. 
Luxudes of home, can be seen 
at Reynolds Recreation Kltimat, 
Just refurbished, ready to go as 
fishing camp. Phone 1-250-422- 
3597 for details.., owner must 
sell. 
SACRIFICE SALE! 35 - 10 
semi displ, boat. Must be seen 
to be appreciated. Lots of ex- 
tras. Mahogany interior, Cruis- 
ing 8 knots at 1.7 gall. Radar 
electronics, depth sounder, 
large aft deck, inquire 635- 
7378. Ask for Lou or leave mes- 
,s, aqe, 
1085 MASSEY tractor 80 hp 
diesel, excellent condition, bale 
elevator, milking machine, 2 
planers for planing rough lum- 
ber, 6 sets of log bunks for 
highboy or B-train trailer, larga 
variety of steel tanks and used 
steel 847-4083. 
240 HP 2870 case tractor. 12' 
Towner breaking disc. Low 
hours excellent shape. $32,000. 
1-250-690-8262 or 1-250-690- 
7218. 
DISTRIBUTORSHIP, WiLL not 
interfere with present employ- 
ment. No selling required. Just 
restock established locations 
handling a one OF a kind pro- 
duct, Incredible demand, prov- 
en product, and tremendous 
profits, Over 1500 locations am- 
ready secured. BEST one per- 
son business ever. Just ask our 
dealars. Min. Investment $8500. 
Work full or partime. For free 
color brochure call 1-800-336- 
4296. 
JD COMBINE w/14 foot Header 
$3200. 1 HC 620 drill press 
$1800, Buy both for $4000 Ca~l 
Dave 1-250-567-4179, 
MASSEY FERGUSON 288 
DieselTractor, one owner, 3700 
hrs. Real good shape, roll over 
protection, dual hydraulics. Call 
early or slier supper 1-250-694- 
3377. 
TRACTOR FORDSON Dextra 
36 hp. diesel 3 point hitch and 
PTO. Tractor international Far- 
mat comes with sickle mower 
and front blade. Weed control 
sprayer.lO0 gallon tank gas en- 
gine on trailer. Post driver, ca- 
ment mixer, hydraulic service 
truck crane, blades (3 point). JD 
Mower 8' trail type, new & used 
hay rake, 1978 GMC 1 ton truck 
with car carrier deck and winch 
on propan(~, very nice condition 
S.I.T. Vlewmount Rd., Smlthers, 
B.C. phone or fax (weekdays) 
(250) 847-2519. 
Coast Mountain Trail Bike 
  d enture Tours 
& Motorcycles& 
Equipment Supplied 
l Phone: (250) 635-6429 Fax: (250] 635.6345 
Email: yleblanc~kemode.nat 
JOHN DEERE 112H garden 
tractor with hydraulic lift, com- 
plete with mower, tiller and 
snowblower. Engine needs re- 
pair otherwise good condition. 
Asking $1250. Phone Smithers 
1-250-847-9677 or Fax 1-250- 
847-9632. 
CKC REG. German Shepherd 
puppies, Excellent pedigree, 
bred for intelligence and loyalty. 
$550 and up. Phone 1-250-392- 
6504. 
CKC REG. Lab pups, Parents 
hips/eyes, clear/certified. Pups 
hips/eyes guaranteed, Just a 
few left. Must gel Chocolate yel- 
low/fox red yellow. Reduced to 
$450. Phone 1-250-392-3871. 
HYBRID WOLF pups. Very in- 
telligent. A faithful partner, Truly 
a friend for life. $250 each, call 
847-4959. 
SIBERIAN HUSKY Puppies, 
red/whites, blue eyes. Parents 
CKC, AKC, to view on compu- 
ter, go to http:www.ker- 
mode.net/petlove, or call 1-250- 
635-3772. $300 and up. 
4 BEDROOM, Houston. Quiet 
residential close to schools, 
sundeck, fenced yard, garage. 
Open house June 14th, 21st. 10 
am - 4 pm. $138,900. Call 845- 
2815. 
HI-TECH appaloosas, good 
quality registered horses for 
sale, all ages, sizes, and stages 
of training, lots of colour, and 
good disposition. Call evenings 
842-5928. 
HORSES TRAINED. Sue AJlen 
and Will Lehman of New south 
Wales, Australia, have tamed 
up to provide an excellent horse 
training duo. They are now ac- 
cepting horses to break and 
train, to a maximum, OF ten per 
month. $450 per month you 
provide feed, $500 per month 
feed provided. For information 
phone Sue at 842-6287. 
ONE TEAM CLYDE PERCH; 
ERON cross horses 4 & 6 years 
old. 3600 Ibs team of Clyde 
Percheron cross work horses, 
collars, harness, neck yolk, 
double tree. Good for logging or 
farm work. Good with feet, very 
gentle $5000 or will trade for 
hay, cows. Can deliver. 842- 
6302. 
POWERFUL 9 yr old 15.2 Illl 
dark bay Thoroughbred gelding. 
Goes English/Western/bush 
wiee/packs, $2500. 1-250-894- 
3376. 
PROFESSIONAL HORSE 
training. Colts to show ready, 
dressage, jumping, western, 
drMng, quality care. Bo x stalls, 
indoor~ arena~ roundPen,. P, rob~ 
a' cell:', aft, .1'250-694;3521 .:
problem. Saddletramp Training 
Stables. 
QUARTERHORSE/AM 
STAND. Well trained trail rider, 
9 ycer old with saddle and bd- 
die $2250 abe. Antique Surrey 
with the fringe on top (restored) 
$2500 firm. Phone or fax (week- 
days) (250) 847-2519. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Spring orders nowl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Plaase call 847-9863. 
WELL BROKE trail horses for 
sale. For information call 846- 
5159. 
FOUND: A small brown female 
dog with blonde between ears, 
long hair and long tail. Friendly! 
Phone 635-5541. 
LOST IN THE wind last week 
navy blue tent in the South Ka- 
lure St. area. Call 635-5541. 
LOST IN Thornhill. Hunting 
knife. "Parker Edwards" 
Rosewood handle in custom 
"Van Gorkhum sheath. Reward. 
Phone 798-2410 (message) 
LOST ONE brown wallet with 
shoulder strap, All identification 
in it, if found, drop off at McDon- 
aids Restaurant or call 798- 
2480. 
DID YOU know that.....? Within 
three weeks of conception - be- 
fore the mother even knows she 
is pregnant - the tiny heart of 
her preborn child is already 
beating, circulating blood 
throughout a system separate 
from tha mother's. Terrace Pro- 
Life, Box 852, Terrace 635- 
9552. 
DIET CENTER: Still the Bestll 
"Success to gel" Inexpensive, 
easy long distance program. 
Lose weight for NOWII Call 1- 
800-431-9446. 
FOR FREE Information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jaho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5788 for recorded 
massa!:le. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
veh's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
message, 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
S/W/M, N/S. s/d, 41, tall, good 
looking. Just your ordinary gain- 
fully employed guy, likes hock- 
my, hiking, camping, diving, din- 
log out, travel. Seeking s/w fe- 
male with similar Interests for 
Itiendshlp and possible relation- 
ship. Respond to File #62 at the 
Terrace Standard. 
Coagmilullo|ioa  
Jody Lee McMurray 
congratulations on your 
Bachelor of 
Science, Ag. and 
Dean's List 
Love Mum and Dad 
The angels came and took 
Morn home July 3,1996. 
In loving memory of Alma 
Loraine Scott. 
Sorrow fills our hearts today. 
ill has'been one year since you 
~phssedaway. : ~, ~ 
An emptiness {ames Over me. 
As I recall your memory 
We know your in a pe0ceful 
place 
gut we miss your smiling face. 
M0m is at rest in God's Garden 
Sadly missed and fondly 
remembered 
Elaine, Garry & family 
"%, ~,  
Holmes, 
Cheryl Darlene 
Four years have passed 
since that sad day. 
When the one we loved 
was called away. 
God took her home 
• it was his will. 
Within our heads she liveth 
,,,~ still. 
~;~ '" ,~'_~1 Dale, Shelley, 
~ ~  Sherry & 
~" i "~. Family 
! 
R,. 
In memory of our 
beloved mother 
&grandmother 
Alma L. Scott 
who left us a year ago 
July 3, 1996 
It broke our hearts to let 
you go 
One year ago today 
And missing you is 
° someth/ng Morn, 
, That Just won'tgo away. 
) 
,/n our hearts your memory 
~ , lingers 
, .Your presence ever near 
Surrounded by the love 
you gave us 
Reminders oh so clear. 
Rest/n peace dear Mother 
From this life you've gone 
away 
As you taught us all our 
fives. 
We'll meet aEaln some day 
Love mid Memories 
#ora dt of 
Beryl, Elaine, Pat, 
Michael & 
All Our Families. 
• -= ,t" 
Dear Grandma, 
[ am so blessed to have 
known and loved my Grandma 
Margaret Gair. She had a kind 
head, warm smile, and eyes that 
were full of flair. I remember the 
weekends as a kid, I would stay 
overnight and play Yathzee and 
stuff, but at that game, Grandpa 
was the whiz. In the morning 
when I woke, there would be 
oatmeal raisin cereal for me to 
eat, and the smiles and laughter 
in that house made it all so 
sweet. 
As Ihe years passed and we 
all have grown, my Grandma 
was still the same lady as a kid I 
had known: 
So I am happy and proud thai 
I can say, she was my Grandma 
day after day, Now that rll never 
see you again and that hurls so 
much, I have se many great 
memories of you and your warm 
gentle touchl Oh sweel 
Grandma, now that you've gone 
to that specisl place in the sky, I 
want you to know that you are 
the sparkle in my eye. 
You will never be forgotten as 
the days go by, for this little note 
is not goodbye, because one 
day I'll see you at that special 
place in the sky. 
I love you always, 
, Nlkki , 
_ =,, 
"~ ~dar, qarel 
Born Od. 7, 1921 
Saulhbank, BC 
Passed away June 6, 1997 
Terrace, BC 
Maggie was born in Southbank Oct 7 
1921. She lhen lived with her family on 
the homeslead at Tchesinkut Lake. She 
married Lou June 25 1940.11lay resid- 
ed al Piachn eke, Forestdale and their 
logging camp at Day Lake before cam- 
II ing Io Terrace with their three daughlars 
II in 1948. Two more daughlers were bern 
l] while living here, and Maggie lived the 
II rest of her/ire surrounded by her loving 
II family and exlended family in Terrace. 
I I .  S!e is survived by her laving hue- 
ACME PEST control, ants, oth- 
er insects, rodents, regular 
sarvice to (Terrace). Gov't li- 
cansed, guaranteed results, 1- 
250-563-9971. 
ATrENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, prates- 
sional bookkeeping sarvice. 
Manual or Computer call 635- 
9592. 
CARPENTER AVAILABLE. 30 
years experience, new con- 
struction, renovations, finishing, 
siding, concrete work, Call 
Frank 635-1926. 
COMING TO Smithers? Walk 
With An Angel", Clairvoyant - 
Cindy LaRose, 12 years exped- 
ence. By appointment only 847- 
9155. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or s ink-  reglaze itl Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-regtaze itl Color chang- 
ee and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-9766 or 567-4171. 
HAVE YOU got projects to 
complete that you just can't 
seem to find time for? Call San 
Del Construction for a free es- 
timate. Construction, home ren- 
ovations, cabinets, landscaping, 
fencing, sidewalks, siding, roof- 
ing, drainage, Phone 635-2828, 
635-2297 cr Emai cdelvvo 
@kermode.net 
I * WE FINANCE * 
EVERYONE 
Iio lure clowns, |irsl time buyers, loons 
available for bankrupt, bad credit, no 
credit. Ifyou work, you ride. 
Call ferd (250) 55e-0807 
DL1~841 




HOME AND Pet care. Going 
out of town? Call "Keep Them 
Aliva." One visit/day $7.00, Two 
visit/day $10.00. Lawns and 
gardens $10/watering day. Ref- 
erences available, 638-6069. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your' choice OF 






"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 




• Assessments ~t~ - )] 
• ,,o,uo,,on, 
Terrace, Kifimot, ,/~'ff/ 
P~nce Rupe~ ~ 
Tog Free 1-800-66S-7998 
FH/FAX 635-7532_ 
FOR SALE: Tanning salon. Call 
635-3071. Serious inquiries 
only. 
HAIR STYUSTS DREAM in 
Huckleberry country, Houston, 
B.C. Complete salon. Equip- 
ment; ~o  stations; styling chair; 
all stock & supplies and small 
retail clothing business. Serious 
enquiries only. Fax: 1-256-845- 
2535. Phone 845-7035. 
SMALL RESTAURANT for 
sale, eat in or take out. 241-Piz- 
za in Hazelton area, 22 seats. 
For more into call 842-5011. 
AM IMPORT. Small storefront 
business Asian giftware and 
food, 3 years in business. Lo- 
cated in City Centre Mall, Kill- 
mat. Phone evening only 1-250- 
632-4797 or 1-250-632-7758. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Wantedl People who are tired. 
of just getting by. This is not a 
get-rich-quick program, but 
many who have answered our 
ad are making a comfortable in- 
come selling a product that b 
needed and, quite literally, sells 
itself. We specialize in only a 
few products, and we offer 
training and support. Call this 
number for more information. 
250-627-1550. 
ADD TO the family income with 
Avon! No quotes, flexible hours, 
frea trainincll Call 638-0068. 
APPUCATIONS ARE being ac- 
cepted for casual positions: 
Long Term Cars Aides and Ac- 
tivity Aides at "The Pines" multi 
level care facility in Burns Lake. 
Reply to: C. Nicholson, Director 
of Resident Care, The Pines, 
8ox 479, Burns Lake, BC V0J 
1E0. 
ARBOL INDUSTRIES Is look- 
ing for experienced and non ex- 
perience brushers and weeders 
girdlers and first aid, for Nass 
Valley and Terrace area... Must 
have own equipment. Contact 
Trevor Reynolds at 638-8831. 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED ~ tO 
show Princess House Crystal, 
cookware, gifhvare and ceramic 
dinner ware at home parties. 
Earn $80 • $200 for 4 yours 
work. No inventory to buy, no 
experience necessary. Must 
have car and phone. Cal l  1- 
604-513-1976. 
THE LAKES District. Nm'vs, 
Burns Lake, has an immedlata 
opening for a Publisher/AdVer: 
tieing Manager. The successful 
candidate will have previous ad- 
vertising sales experience, be a 
team player with strong atten- 
tion to detail. Fax resume to Vic 
Swan at 1-250-847-2995. 
I Terrace Needs Foster Parents 
For Teensl 
Experience as a parent is 
greatly valuedl 




We are'an i6te'gr'aied:{o'res I ;)~ucts'company ~] th , '  
, principal qpe[a~i.OOs in B/.itff hPI.~oJd~'~'a' rid ~',o,~th'er"rq '~,' 
" Alberti~/'~e 6u(rently have ~ ~n' ope:nin'g=f6f;~ .... ..... ' / '  
Maintenance Superintendent in our Polar Division a t  
Bear Lake, 65 kin.north of Prince George, B.C. 
The successful candidate will have tradesmen 
certification with a strong electrical background, and 
preferably a post secondary education in a related field. 
Supervisory experience, Ideally in lumber manufacturing, 
is a requirement along with strong computer and 
interpersonal skills. 
If you meet these requirements and are interested in 
pursuing a challenging career opportunity please 
submit your resume by mail or fax before July 14, 1997, 
to Monty Manahan at the address listed below. 
Canad ian  Fores t  P roducts  L td .  
Po lar  D iv i s ion  ,, 
General Delivery Bear Lake, BC V0J 3G0 Fax: (250) 9"/2-4323 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre Society 
is seeking applications for the position of 
Coordinator 
The Terrace Women's Resource offers a drop-in supportive nvi- 
ronment for women and children, The centre also lobbies and 
advocates for the economic, social and legal equality of women, 
This position is a 25 hour a week unionized job working with 
members of the Women's Centre Collective. 
The successful applicant will be responsible for: 
. developing and; initialing pr0grams/strategies which will 
address racism and human rights issues. 
, developing a plan which will make the Women's Centre more 
accessible to young women. 
• organizing and participating in community events to increase 
the visibility of Ihe Women's Centre. 
, providing supporting andcrisis managementforwomen 
• assisting women in accessing community agencies and 
resources 
Applicants hould possess: 
• a knowledge and understanding of First Nations communities 
and First Nations women's issues 
• the ability to work independently aswell as collectively 
, strong interpersonal skills 
• a feminist perspective on the issues relevant to women 
• good written and oral communications skills 
° an understanding of lhe global issues facing women and the 
ability to relate those issues to local community needs. 
° good organizing skills plus word processing experience 
First Nations Women are encouraged to apply, 
Closing date for applications i July 18, 1997 
Cover letters and resumes to: 
Selection Committee 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre Society 
4542 ParkAvenue, Terrace, B,C. VSG tV4 
Quality work at reasonable rates 
PAYROLL " WCB • GST a AND MORE 
(250) 845-3051 






Apply In Person 
4553 Grelg Avno, Team 
B10 - The Terrace Standar"d. Wednesdav. July 2, 1997 
~L XZXXZXZZZZXXZXX: . o~king for 
~ Ch=ld Care? 
HSkeena child care support 
program can help you make the 
right choice for your child. For 
Intonation on choosing care and 
available options, call 
Ej co©o at 638-1113. 
A free service provided by the 
Torrace Women's Resource Centre 
and funded by the Ministry of 
H women's Equality. 
tYj~zr,~r'-x:::,::::-z=.~J. 
Employment Opportunity 
We are currently seeking energetic, dependable 
individuals to Join our team. 
We offer: 
, Competitive start rates with regular increases 
, permanent part time positions 
, flexible work schedules 
o excellent opportunities for advancement 
Interested candidates should fax resumes by July 7 to: 
Senior Staffing Co-ordinator (604) 439-4465. 
Please note that 0nly suilable applicants will be contacted for inter- 
views and all applications are kept on file for a pedod of three months, 
!!~ _ m 
BC 
ountant  
Interfor Is one of Western Canada's largest logging and sawmllllng 
eompanlea with operations throughout the province. 
The scope of your responsibilities covers all operational ccounting 
!i:.lncludlng financial statements, contractor payments, preparing 
:. llnanclal forecasts and hudgets, fixed asset ledger maintenance, 
iiy.arlous reconolllatlons, Internal oontrol systeme, as well ae supervising 
~ii:support staff Io the areas of NP, MR and IWA-Canada payroll, et¢, 
Your professional ccounting designation should be supported by several 
years' bread-based xperlenco, a strong backgr~:md In computerized 
accounting systems and preflclency with Lotus 1-2-3 and Exeel. Your 
superior Interpersonal skills at all levels are complemented by good 
supervlsoryand organizational abilities. Exposure to the forest 
Industry 18 highly desirable. 
Salary la eompetlth'e and Is accompanied bycomprehensive 
benefits. Please fax or mall a r~sum~ to: Human Resources, 
International Forest Products Umited, P.O. Box 491 ! 4, Four 
Bentall Centre, Vancouver, B.C. VTX 1117: fax (604) 681-2092. 
We thank all candidates for their interest and advise that only 
those indi~Muala selected roT Interview vdll be contacted. 
Assistant Employment 
Counsellor 
Job Description: Assisl the Employment Training Coordinator In the delivery 
of program curriculum and in the daily operating functions of Ihe office, This 
position is part-time full.time as required. 
Quaflflcatlons: Minimum post.secondary degree or academic grade 12 with 
pusl experiences in cn office environment required. This position requires 
good wdling and reading skills. Computer knowledge isessential Mud pesso~ 
good interpersonnl skills and be o loom player. Candidotss mud undergo  
criminal record check. 
Snlary: Dependent on qualifications 
Closl~J Date: July 11/97 
Please forward resumes lo: Manager 
InterConned Training 
205- 4650 Lazdle Ave. 
To.ace, 8.C V8G 1S8 
Triton Environmental Comulting Ud. is currently Io~king to fill the following 
position for their Terrace Office: 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
The successful candidate must be experienced wilh Microsoft Dffica programs 
and have excellent communication a d organiz¢ional skills. Experience in the 
consulting induslry, and some educalion or experience in the Nalural 
Resourtes field are an asset as the position may induda some technkol work. 
You will reporl to the Office Manager and supped a full time staff of eight and 
a va,4ahle seasonal staff. 
The po~ition ispert-time (afternoons] ts start and may wozk into full time for 
the right person. Wage depending on qualitkolions. Please submil your 
resume nd hand written cover loller to: 
Michele Fdesen 
Office Manager 
Triton Environmentsl Consdlanls Ud. 
Box 88 Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4A2 
Deadline for applications i Friday July 11,1997 
TI ITON 
Environmental Consultants Ltd, 
River Induetdes (Terrace) Ltd. requires a clerk for 
accounts payable and general office duties. Tuesday 
through Saturday - 35 hours per week 
Mail resume with hand written cover letter to: 
A. Venema 
River Induslries (Terrace) Led 
4602 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4K1 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 87 (STIKINE) 
Competition #9/-22 
EMPLOYMEltT OPPORTUHITY 
Accounts P~yable Clerk 
School goad Office in Douse Lake, B.C. 
(225 km south of the Yukon/6.C) 
Tha Accounts Payable Clerk shall be ~ asponsibla tar Account Payable, pneral 
ledger and bank re conc!llalions, jot rna entry i~reparation, balancing the 
mouth.end reports plus other ossigne( due es including payroll. 
The qualified, personable applicant will: 
• have grade 12 education or equivalent 
• have experience with a computerized financial system;. . . 
• bookkeeping and accounting knowledge (1st and 2nd year of o 
pr ram); 
• abi~'~ f.o work independendy wilh a high degree of occulacy cnd allen- 
lion to deloil; 
• good inlelpersonol and communication skills 
This full;time.permanent pesil on is 35 hours per week @ S18.D4/hour offer 
3 mnnlh probol[on. Salary ,and benefits are as provided in the Collective 
Agreement induding travel ohowance. 
ApL)licatiuns c onlo!aing deloils of education, experience and references are 
welcome until Wednesday, July 09,1997. the expeded dart dole is us soon 
as possible. 
Mr. Don Rodin 
Assistant Secretarylreusurer 
School Dish'ict No.~7 (Stikine) 
P.O. Box 190 
Deose Lake, B.C VOC 1LO 
Phone: (250) 771-4440 
Fax: (250) 7714441 
S i lv i cu l tu re  Fores ter  I Required 
~ ~  ~ ~ I / I . ,~ l  HumanResourcea 06veloppementdes / I  I 
" / I " r l  Development Canada ressources humalnos Canada I"  
! /  Got a lillle too much on the go? | !  Position: Silviculture Forester 
I/ Students Deliver... /II Qualifications: Preparation of silviculture 
I prescriptions, planning and administration Ii/ /:1 of planting programs, survey administra- .-,BRITISH I tz°n'tracking°fallsilviculture°bligati°ns" LOLUMBI~ 
MINISTR, YOFLABOUR :/ ] : l  L°catl°n: Queen charlotte' Bc 
• Employers , ,  , ,  i T~is is an excellent career opportunity 
, -  v ,  yCm"to"ers '  Adv iser  :/ /l i offering full professional involvement in the 
I silviculture operations of three forest licens- 
/ / Ies :with a c°mbined AAC °f 308'000 m3" 
Prince George I I Intermittent camp time is required amount- 
I nthisvariedpositionyouwillaetasageneralist preferably in an industrial setting such as I ...lhey also type, serve,  fix, operole, and I I ing to approximately 40% of  job  description. 
I resource on the Workers' Compensation Act and construction, mining, logging or manufacturing 
wil~provjde independent advice and assistance/ . e  knowledge, o(,and experience in assessments,. I[ much more .  Th is  summer, h i re  a stHdenfl It Remainder  .o f  t ime is in the  Queen 
educaUon,to.employers or.their, assoclatlo'~/on: ' WCB t:laimsid'alla~emeilt/ficeidcnt pregEntibf~nd ' ' I I  '~ ~;::;," ,';..e:'_ ~'(/!~"_' n-__:. : r_-_~'~ 1"~" - : / l  I : ;bhar i~e ' ;o f f i ce . '  ' ' ' 
WCB~'ela't'ed: e claims and. assessments* health -tia.!n[ng, P~,rtielpat[on in appeal {ribunals is I I ~.'cOmoame' numan Kesource temremr./' 
B 
and safety issues • statutory requirements and ' p~'eferred, | /  Students 635-7134 1 '.1303 / !  I . . . . .  ' ,eg~, r,,ht,. ~ou w,,, a,so ad,,so omp,o~ers ~, ,  ,o , , .  . ,  , , ,  , oo , , ,  , . , _ .  . . . .  ,~,.o j J a t lOCal ~i I P~eas~ app,y to: coast F=e~t Management- 
regarding the interpretation and administration "~,~"  ~; ",,',,,' ~. ~I '~T ~,~,.;,~ , ' .~ '1~ ~ g ] ~  ~l]g 
"f 'h" s,-, and re,,ulafio . . . .  wet' ~= I;a=se yo . . . . . . . . . . . .  a . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . --~. I Ltd., Box 940, Queen Charlotte, B.C. VOT 
:,i ,~, ~/o,~k'¢rs ' Com~,,©nsafi"o " :~,,,,'ol'*r'~,u',,als at {604.} 660-7253 for a complete list of duties 
~rave, will be Jnv;lved'a;d';~;s;o'r~a~Jon nnd..qaal l f lcat!o~:. #~/e~lel~o;dt: ~v~;(~, I I I ,so Fax =o, 559-8605.  
arrangements must meet the operat ional  quotln.g ¢omp.ezl! n _ : , .  . . . .  ry 
requirements of the Ministry. 6~;~:;eUrrlo?sUtrmea;, ;~s;::e;sl~18~t;t:'~r~rv 
Requirements:ca university degree or equivalent Oov't Victoria, BC VBW 9H1: fax (250) - L  a s t U d e n t .  Ca-ad / 
education/experience t management experience, 356-1520. Closing date: July 1601997. B I- ~ ~-~ ~ ~'~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~_l ~ ~  
The Prow'nee of British Columbia ~ COMPANY LTD. 
The Province of British Columbln is committed to employment equity and encourages has a rewarding opportunity  for an: 
applieations from qualified womenand men, including aboriginal peoples, persons with " ASSISTANT F O R E S T E R  
disabilities end visible minorities. M~o 
The Pas Lumber Company Ltd. is an integrated forest 
products company located in Prince George, B.C. with 
HIRE A LOGGER CONSULTING Forest LicenceoperationstribatarytotheBearLakearea Prince George, BC 70 kilom tres n rth of Pri ce George, 
The College of New Caledonia, headquartered in Pdnce George, isa The position of Assistant Forester will involve both field comprehensive community college with alarge, modem co plex and and office work focusing on: 
T~AIN ING AGEN~r  separate satellite campuses serving the educational needs of a regional 
A ~  ~ ~ I ~ T I ~  population fapproximately 145,000, • Forest engineering including road c n ruct iOn ,mainten nce  and dea t vation 
These positions are available from September 1997 to June 1998 and 
call for individuals who: • have an lnterprovineinl Mi lwright Trade • Pre-harvest planning, including the preparation 
~ ~ ~  qualification • have 5 years' related experience ina number of of silviculture prescriptions, cutting permits, 
industrial settings •are familiar with Mechanical PowerTransnfission road permits and other plans necessary for 
JUST LAID OFF?? systems as well as Fluid Power and Predictive Maintenance continued operations, 
_ . procedures • have machine shop skills • ideally have supervisory The ideal candidate will be a self-motivated individual with 
Take some training to improve employment opportunities. 
ii!i  
A Little Low on Cash? 
Human Resources Development Canada may assist with the cost of dl the courses listed below. 
LEVEL 1 FIRST A ID (WCB)  
Saturday, July 5 
Thursday, July 10 
Saturday, July 12 
Saturday, July 26 
8:00am. 4:00pro ............. $75 
8:00am. d:OOpm ............. $75 
8:00am. 4:00pro ............. $75 
8:00am. 4:00pro ............. $75 
TRANSPORTA' r ION Et lOORSEMEITT (WCB} 
Friday, July 11 8:00am. ,4:00pro..: ......... $75 
Sunday, July 13 
Sunday, July 27 
LEVEL Z FIRST AID [WEB) 
Man., July 14. Fri., July 25 
Man., Aug. 18. Fri., Aug. 29 
FIRE SUPPRESSION 
Thurs., July 10 & Fri., July 11 
Sat., July 19 & Sun., July 20 
WNHIS  
Monday, July 7 
8:00am. 4:00pro ............. $75 
8:00am- 4:00pro ............. $75 
8:OOam . 4:00pro ........... $595 
8:00am. 4:00pm ........... $595 
8:00am. 4:00pm ........... 5200 
8:00am. 4:00pm ........... $200 
hOOpm - 5:00pm ............. $40 
Monday, July 14 8:00am. 12:00pro ........... $40 
TRANSPORTATION of DANGEROUS GOODS 
Tuesday, July 8 8:00am. ,4:00pro ............. $80 
Wednesday, July 16 8:00am. 4:00pro ............. $80 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
Wed., Aug. 20 & Thu., Aug. 21 8:00am. 4:00pro ........... $150 
• Forest Practices 
Codes 
• Chainsaw Safety 
• Falling & Backing 
Can be scheduled 
on demand. 
CHECK OUT our com- 
plete line of quality first 
aid and emergency kits. 
We can also customize 
kitstosuityour 
requirements. 
We have all the 
supplies to restock 
your 1st aid kit to 
WCB standards. 
I$ YOUR ANNUAL 
HEARIHG TEST 
OVERDUE??? 
Any time is hearing 
time/Justdrop in, no 
appointment eeded. 
experience and current hands-on knowledge of the mechanical 
components of a large industrial operation. 
Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and relevant 
experience. 
The College would like to thank all candidates in advance for their 
Interest. Only those candidates selected for an Interview ill be 
contacted within two weeks of the competition closing. Please 
forward a r~sum~ by 4:00 p.m., July 11, 1997 to the Human 
Resources Department a the address below. 
Z 
a post-secondary education in Forestry, preferably a 
Registered Professional Forester or a Forester-in-Training, 
and possess everal years of harvesting and road related 
experience. Computer skills are essential and working 
experience with Microsoft Office is preferred. 
The Pas Lumber Company Ltd. offers a full benefit 
package with salary and compensation commensurate to 
experience and performance. All applications will be 
treated in confidence and should be forwarded by July 15, 
1997 to: 
The Pas Lumber Company Ltd. 
1850 River Road 
EO, Box 879 
Prince George, B,C, 
V2L 4T8 
Attention: John I~lmslie, Woodlands Manager. 
The University of Northern British Columbia is a new Canadian 
university which opened in September, 1994, UNBC has a regional mandate 
to serve the northern two thirds of the Province, with regional offlcee in 
Prince Rupert, Fort St. John, and Quesnel, and a main campus located in 
Prince George, (population 75,000). 
This term appointmsnt is a one year sabbatical replacement in 
Terrace for an academic appointment in one of the following disciplines: 
Education, English, History and Psychology (other disciplines will be 
considered), You will teach up to two courses per term, counsel and assist 
graduate and undergraduate students assist faculty teaching in the 
northwest region, respond to inquiries, maintain community contacts and 
assist the Director of Regional Operations in planning and delivery of future 
programs, Some travel will be required to Prince George on a regular basis. 
You should possess a PhD and some teaching experience at the 
post-secondary level. Previous exl~rience In an administrative position is 
an asset. Strong communications skills are essential, 
Please forward your letter of application, resume and the names, 
addresses and phone/fax numbers of threa references to: Office of Reglonal 
Operations, University of Nodhem British Columbia, 3333 University 
Way, Prince George, BC V2N 4Z9. Fax: (250) 9CO-5695. Preference will 
be given to those applications received prior to July 9,1997, UNBC offers a 
comprehensive benefits package and competitive salary, While we greatly 
appreciate all the replies we receive, we regret hat we are only able to 
reply to applicants of immediate interest. 
IN ACCORO~:E WITH ~ 14MCdIAnON ~Q~tREMENTS, Pi~Ol~t WlU. eE Gf~u TO CANADL~ 
CITIZENS ANO PERMANENT RESIOENTS OF ~ THE U ~  OF NO~P~ B~ COU~B~ s COWTTEO 
TO EMPLOYMENT EQUIW AND F.KCOU~ ~pLICATIONS FROM WOMEN, AB~I61~ PEOPLES, p[RSONS WITH 
OtS~31UTES AND MEMeBL~ OF VlSIN.E MNORff~. 
How are 
we doing?. 
When u~ fall short of  your 
£Rt~ctatlon, please tell v.~ 
When a newspaper story does 
not seem to reflect fairly wbat 
was uzid, let our edltorx knou~ 
f~R are unable to soh~ 
your complatn~ we encourage 
)~u to submit t to the: 
B.C Pre~s Counctl 
0(20. 1281 W.Georgla St. 
Yancouuer B.C VtE 3J7 
Tel/Fau¢ (604) 683.2571 
B.C Pre~ Council was 
treated In 1983 as an 
indeJ~wldent reutew board to 
protect be publlc fram press 
Inaccuracy or unfalrneu and to 
l~omot¢ quality 
Rizccziwz a 10% discountwhcn ydu pay in ful l  Z wR~zl :Ivunce.. 
EASY PHONE sales. National 
Marketing company requires 
mature phone raps. days 9- 3 
pm Monday to Friday or even- 
ings 5 -9 Monday to Thursday 
plus 10 - 3 Saturdays. Must be 
aggressive and have sales abili- 
ty, Guaranteed hourly salary 
and bonuses $8- $t5 per hour. 
Company in business 35 years 
licensed bonded members of 
BBB, Call 635.6630 starting 
June 26. 
FULLY QUALIFIED stylist 
wanted immediately full or part 
time. 1-250-847-4441 Patty or 
send resume to box 62, 
Slithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. 
UCENSED HAIRDRESSER b 
required at L,A. Looks in Hous- 
ton, B.C, Hours and salary ne- 
gotiable, Previous experience 
an asset. Apply in person, L.A• 
Looks; 2380 Poulton Ave. or fax 
resume to; 1-250-845-3466. 
PAINTER HELPER needed 
part time, must he experienced 
with vehicle. 635-3763. 
REQUIRED AN authentic East 
Indian cook, Must be certified, 
references required. Please 
reply to Vines Henslenfald, Hu- 
man Resource Development, 
4630 Lazelle Ave, Terrace B.C. 
VSG 1S6. Fax 1-250-635-4073 
or phone 635-7134 local 222• 
WORKING COUPLE seeks 
non-smoking long term babysit- 
ter for 9 month old infant from 
Sept 97 on. Monday to Friday 
employment, Prefer col- 
lege/bench location. Please 
reply with references to File #61 
cJo Terrace Standard 3210 Clin- 
ton St. Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2. 
'91 JEEP Cherokee Sport 4x4 
excellent condition, well main- 
tained, $11,000 obo. Call 638- 
7770. 
WANTED - a nurse to carry a 
pager on weekends and re- 
spond on call to provide in 
home care to convalescing cli- 
ents. Phone Terrace Home 
Support Services. Call 635- 
5135. 
WANTED CARING, depend- 
able people who enjoy working 
with people and who have the 
home support worker certificate 
or 1st year nurse's training ap- 
ply at Terrace Home Support #1 
- 3215 Eby Street. Call 635- 
5135. 
WANTED: FIELD LABOUR for 
the setup and maintenance of a 
camp and other exploration ac- 
tivities. We qeod a cook with 
Level 1 first aid ticket for the 
month of JtJly, and 2 labourers 
with experience in linecut- 
ting/grid installation, and soil 
and stream sediment sampling, 
Preference given to those that 
can supply equipment (is. 
chainsaws, compasses, chains, 
etc.). Compensation based on 
experience. Fax. a. resume ~.~ 
Jim Weick at 1-403-205-3763 in
Cal.qarv. 
WANTED: PROFESSIONAL 
cook with unrestricted industrial 
first aid, to work in remote area. 
Fax resume to (604) 687-5995. 
320.:WORK 
WANTED: -+ 
- - : .  
CARPENTER FOR hire hourly 
or contractual. Hold Provincial 
and I.P Certificate of Qualifica- 
tion. Have class 3 with Air En- 
dorsement Drivers license. Ex- 
perienced on single and tandem 
axle units. Experienced on fork- 
lift operation-Hiab, AI Crier En- 
• terprises. 635-3905. 
EXPERIENCED PROFES- 
SIONAL cleaning lady for home 
or office cleaning, references 
available. Call Marsha 635- 
4286. 
UNDA'S HOME Care Service• 
We will watch your pets, water 
your plants, make your house 
look llve(l in when your not able 
to do so yourself• Reasonable 
rates, references available, 
bondable. Call now to book for 
your holidays 632-6421 ask for 
Unda, 
MOTHER OF two wishes to 
babysit in my own home 'days' 
Monday to Friday, Uplands 
school area, starting this fall, 
excellent reference, call 635- 
6350• 
NEED A handy person? 
Specialized in yard 
maintenance and small 
construction, Lawns, fences, 
sheds, sundecks, concrete. 
Experienced and reliable, C, all 
635-3790, 
PAINTER 15 years experience, 
For professional work, low 
rates, interior/exterior. Special 
rates for seniors and free 
estimates. Call 635-3783. 
SMm-IERS BASED company 
looking for fulJ or partial Iowbed 
loads from any point in Alberta 
or Saskatchewan to any point 
form Prince George to Terrace. 
Very reasonable rates 1-250- 




Fuffy expedenced carponter available 
for constm~o~, renovations or repairs. 
Call 638.8526 
PIANO LESSONSI Taking reg- 
Istration for September semes- 
ter piano lessons, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6, 
adults or children. Call 638- 
1512. 
SHAMES MT1N TEA BAR will 
be opening July 6th through 
September 1st on Sundays & 
holidays. 1 pm to 5 pro. Check 
paper for up coming events, 
rHO, l~m[Z.L  
~t', E~ 
T, ! 
3011eg/~ & ?.~mera : 





i Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 




The Rev. Michael 
Hare, 
- -  i 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE 1RANSmON HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call• Even Just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o•k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places., . 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: ,  
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
, ( ~ ]  MinlstW of En~ronment, Lar~s and parks 
CROWN LAND FOR SALE 
RESIDENTIAL SUBDIVISION 
PROPERTY IN SMITRERS 
The Crown Lands Branch of the Ministry 
of Environment Lands and Parks Invites 
Interested rand developers to submit 
sealed Offers to Purchase for the follow- 
ing property: 
LOCATION-" Willowvele, Town of Smtthers 
LEGAL: Blocks A. B, C, D of District Lot 
1053. and Section 30. TO, 4 of 
Range 5 Coast District, Plan 
PRPZ4921; 
SIZE: 1.564 ha (3.87 acres) 
DETAILS= The subject parcel is partially 
serviced (Is: Storm Sewer 
;ii] ~,V~aterjSt/p.p~Sanlt~7..~ ~ ~r 
• r~E)b6tl~O'~b'~16 ~d 
into 24 ms. lots (consistent 
with Master Plan). 
Information packages containing Offer 
to Purchase forms are available from: 
Ministry of Environment. Lands and Parks 
Ed Opal, Crown Lands Branch 
Bag 5000, ell(hem 
V0J 2NO (phone: 847.7359) 
All offem must be submitted on the 
Offer to Purchase forms provided and 
must be dellve,ed tothe Slithers 
Crown L,~nds Stanch Office on or before 
July 30, 1997. 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Invitation to Bid 
Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
Ceiling 
Description: New lighUng and ceil- 
ing. New bulkheads to enclose 
mechanical due(work and repa]nt- 
ing of space, 
Drawings are available to General 
Contractors f om: 
Dan CendonArchitect 




Drawings will be available for 
inspection at: 
Terrace Pla~ Room 
Tendesr ~11 be received up to 
4 p,m, Monday, July 14,1997. 
INVITATION 
===~ TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS for the work or 
services listed below ill be received 
by:. 
THE MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
Pdnce Rupert Forest Region 
Bag 5000 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Until .the specified closing date and 
t~me at which lime the lenders will be 
opened In public. 
PROJECT 
Project No. 11250-85/4985-02 
Nature of Work ~lultlplste Pipe Arch 
Construction 
Locetedat: Km 18 GailCrsek I~sptox 
Forest District 
RECEIPT OF TENDERS WILL CLOSE 
AT: 
Date: July le, 1997 TIme: 2:00 p.m. 
Location: 372e Alfred Avenue, 
Smithers, BC. 
VIEWING OF 81TE: 
Tender documents with envelopes• 
Plan epeclflcellons and conditions of 
tender are ava~f~le at the above noted 
office between the hours of 8:30 s.m. 
end 4:30 p.m. Monday to Fdday. 
except holidays. 
PLAN AND SPECIRCATION 
DEPOSm $34.2O 
The lowest Or any (under not neceuar- 
l~' accepted, 
For further Informatlon' or quedn 
~aso ¢or~,¢t 
"11fi¢ Raad~ Enainoer Phene: 847- 
7449 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 2, 1997 - Bl l  
IN THE MAT~JI Of IHE 
BAHKitUPTCY OF 
MKHAIEL I~HR BISHOP 
|OR~l~ff A PARTHER IN ~HUNDER 
MOUHTAIN ~II~ING" F.O.k °IlSHOP 
CONTRACTIH6" 
=dim~ mIb it!i ~ d J~ Ifl/, ,J ~ tb ~ 
Ik=~ I00 Jd=d,l ft=~, it b O~ W ~ t=p~, ~ b 
JOEl( S. I=EVERiLY & 
ASSOQATES IN(. 
A INVITATION , 
TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS for the work or 
services listed below ill be received 
by:. 
THE MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
Pdnce Rupert Forest Region 
Bag 5000 
Smiths(s, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Until the specified closing date and 
time at which time the lendem will be 
opened in public. 
PROJECT 
Preject No. 11250-85/7495-01 
Nature of Work Multiplate Pipe Arch 
Construction 
Locatedat: Km 10 Binta Bleckpoin! 
FSR 
RECEIPT OF TENDERS WILL CLOSE 
AT: 
Date:July15,1997 Time: 2:00 p.m, 
Location: 3726 Alfred Avenue, 
Smithem, B.C, 
VIEWING OF SITE: 
Tender documents with envelopes. 
Plan specifications and conditions of
tender are avail.hie at the above noted 
office between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, 
except holidays. 
PLAN AND SPECIFICATION 
DEPOSI"E $34.20 
The lowest or any tender not necessar- 
Ily accepted. 
For further Infonnt~ 
or queries please contactT~e: 
Name LM, Kelly. P. Eno, 
T~e:Roeds Eneineer Phone: 847.7449 
Bring the world home by hosting an AFS 
high school exchange student from one 
of 30countries. By hosting a studentfor 
a full year, your family will help make this 
world a warmer place to live. 
GLOBAL WARMING 
AFS STYLE 
c,. @A .FS 
1.800.361-7248 
HEAVY DUTY, JANOME SCHOOL MODEL 
SEW & SERGE SEWlNO J LtlkCHInm 
Oar E,h.,ati,m.I ]),,I,artment iduc,.d order, io antirilmtion f large m'h,,o] 
Slid ImmP ash,s, Dil l '  tl, I,mlget ,'at. and rurrPnt eon,litimzs, they were umh,r- 
s.l,l• 
THEY MUST BE SOLO! 
T lwse  nlat 'hines are t i ,e most n, . ih ,  rn  ill the J anon ,e  tin,.. 
All nlachines are new in farhwy-s,,ah.d eartans• Jan.,m.,', lT-yPar warranty 
is io<'ludPd. 
WX~T ~s A S~W & S~.RG~. SEW]NO M~cms~? 
FIRST - IT'S A SOPIIISTICATED SEWING MACIIINE that does 
buuonholes (any size), stretcb stitches, blind betas, free-motion 
embr~{dery aed monograms, ribbing, double seams, zippers, sews on 
buttons, hems, darning, applique, zig-zag basting, q,ihing ond more. 
JUST TURN TIlE DIAL TO SEW MAGIC, 
SECOND - IT  IIAS A SERGING STITCIit Tiffs allows ym. to sew 
the seam a l l  overlook tim later,at in one operation. 
THIRD-  TItEY'RE DESIGNED TO SEW ALL FAIIRICS without 
tension adjustments, .uch as denim, canvas, upholstery, nylon, 
stretch materials, ilk percale, organdy, AND. . .  
THEY EVEN SEW LEATHER 
No~ you  have  it a]] in  one  mach ine .  
T i l l s  IS AN AUTilORIZED FACTORY SALE 
Authorized Janomc Dealer 
Now s288 S E*550 
This is the f'mal notification of school sale. LIMITED STOCK. 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
$1.99 per minute, 
To listen to these area  singles descr ibe 
themselves and to leave them a message. 
You must be 18 years or older to use fills remus. 
FAST TALKER TAKE A CHANCE 
SF, 18, toll, long halr, eosy- Humorous SWM; 20, 5'6", 
going, humorous, enjoys 
swimming, working out, blond hair, blue eyes, 
movies, fishing, ~,alks, hobbles Include 
seeks SM, with similar rollerblodlng, walks on 
Interests. Ad#.7665 the beach, picnics, seeks 
ANTICIPATION? ' attractive, long-halted 
SNC mum, 29, full-fig- SF. Ad#.60z10 
urcd, brown hair/eyes, 
honest, sincere, enjoys I PLAYGUITAR 
Bingo, movies, seeking Blond SWM, 26, 5'. 
kind, mature, falthful SM. 
Ad#.4(X53 medium build, ," 
ACTIVE eyes, outgolngl 
East Indian SM, 23, 5'8", employed, enjoys wolks, 
slim, muscular, humorous, country drives, hockey, 
outgoing, likes fishing, seeks lively, upbeat, self- 
hiking, the outdoors, supporflveSF, Ad#.2370 
seeks understanding, 
funny SF. Ad#.1124 WHERE ARE YOU? 
HAPPY-GO-LUCKY SWM, 35, 5'10', slim, 
SNCF, 25, 5'3", dark brown hair, grey eyes, 
brown hair, amusing, shy, easygolng, enjoys 
people-person, likes the outdoors, seeks hon- 
sewlng, readlng, looking 
for honest, fun, effortless est, laid-back SF. 
SM. Ad#.9174 Ad#.1111 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad In Touch Tone Permnol=, 
a dating column for today's successful angles. 
QuesHons? Call customer service at 1-800-647-3782 
 COM sUNm=TYN SPIAPo Net  work  C mass) fieds '1go  
These ads appear in approximately 100 I ( ~  ~ To place an ad call 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon ~,1,~ .,, ~-J U this paper or the BCY- 
and reach more than 3 mill on readers, additional word CNA at (604) 669.9222 
AUTO , BUSINESS CAREER TRAINING FOR SALE MISC. PERSONALS 
OPPORTUNITIES HELI-LOGGINGI Men and SATELLITE DISH, 20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
women - train for an exclt- 18"X24"X33" still in box, ESI Safe, rapid non-surgi- 
Ing, high-paying career in never opened, c/w smart cal, permanent restoration 
the forest industryl card over 200 channels, ca- in 6-8 weeks, Airline pilot 
Qualified instruction in rig- bias, dish, receiver, remote 
NEW & USED car/truck fi- 
nancing. No turn downsl 
Good credit, bad credit, no 
credit, even bankrupt, No 
one walks away, everyone 
drives awayl Minimum 
$,1500,,.dow0. Laura 1.888- 
,. ~.1 - -  $ ~ .. % " ~"  "r + - ('l 
O ;DOWN~b;a~c~; Or~wbabs, 
4X4's, Diesels, Minivans, 
Sport Utilities, Lease 
Returns, Free delivery for 
pre-approval. Call Mike 
671-7775, Toll-free 1-888- 
514-1293. 
TRUCKS - 4X4'S - CARS, 
Lease or Purchase, All 
makes and models, new or 
used• Free delivery in B.C. 
Access Leasing Corp. 
D#10387. 1-800-330-0299, 
(604)821-1118, 
TRUCKSII 4X4',s from 
$349/month o down. GM, 
Ford, Dodge, Jimmys, 
Pass. Vans, Diesels, 
Duallys, Ext. Cabs. You 






programs information wall- 
able. For your new or exist- 
ing business. Take advan- 
tage of the government 
grants and loans. Call 1- 
800-505-8866, 
KWIK KERB- Own your 
own business, Part-time or 
full-time, Installing on-site, 
continuous concrete, land- 
scape edging, Total equip- 
ment, proven system, train- 
ing, 1-800-667-KERB. 
PREMIUM VENDING 
Routes,.,RIval the best 
RRSP. Ask us to prove it. 
Gary Rawlins. Eagle Profit 
Systems (604)597-3532 or 
1-800-387-2274. 
48 YR. OLD Ex President 
Large Corporation gives up 
18 hrs/day career to work 
18 hrs/week, Having fun 
and maintaining high 6 fig- 
ure income. How? Doing 
what? Details call: Run 
BIdewell (604)951-2524. 
CANADIAN LAUNCHI 
USA's fastest growing 
Internet company now In 
Canada. Expand your busi- 
ness & earn powerful In- 




$150,000 PER YEAR 
Potential as Fnformation 
Broker, No Inventory, low 
overhead, cash business. 
Canada's fastest growing 
franchlse, Join others earn- 
Ingup to $1,000 per day. 
Home-based option avail- 
able 1-888-689.1010, 
BOOM BUST & Echo. Anti- 
Aging is a huge growth In- 
dustry and Aging Solutions 
Inc. a Canadian MLM com- 
pany Is prelaunching a 6B% 
payout plan with excellent 
p.r0duct. ;!Ins, Beith.e .first In- 
volw~, spp~k With t~s prlr!- 
ct~als at ;1-800.820-5317.; ; 
LEADING CANADIAN Long 
Distance Company is look- 
ing for business partners on 
Vancouver Island and BC 
Interior. Companies or indi- 
viduals already marketing 
products to businesses pre- 
ferred. For more Informa- 
tion call 1-600-661-2260, 
Extension 5575. 
GREAT OPPORTUNITY 
for qualified person, 
Established automatic 
transmission repair shop In 
Campbell River, good loca- 
tion, Stock & equipment 
$19,500. Phone: (250)923- 
3408. 
IN  EEDHELP ,  
Overwhelmedl Will help get 
started( Earn 5-10K per 
month part.ritual Fantastic 
supportl No selling, not 
MLM. 2 MIn message 1- 
888-735-4685. 
INDEPENDENT REPS 
needed to market exclusive 
and "FIItedess" portable air 
purification products, Our 
associates earn up to 
$10,000+ per month. 
Information 1-888-538- 
3957, 
CHARTER BUS Company 
assets & licences, 2 mud- 
ern coaches, 3 school 
buses. All equipment, su- 
perb shape with current In- 
spections. Grandfather I1- 
csnses for Vancouver 
Island. Reply to: File 509, 
c lo the  Pictorial, 2742 
James Street, Duncan B.C, 
VgL 2J4. 
CANADIAN 2 FOR 1 Pizza 
Franchise opportunity avail- 
able In your area. Looking 
for people to become part 
owners or Franchisees, For 
into call Toll-free 1-800- 
518-5699. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
PRETTY BLONDES have 
exciting personal photos 
and fantasies to share, 
Discreet Into toll-free: 1- 
800-93.KAREN, Or write', 
Karen, Box 670, Kelowna, 
B,C, V1Y 7P8, (Adults 
only), 
QUESTIONS ABOUT Life? 
Relatlonshlpsl Careerl 
Moneyl Lovel Talk to pay- 
chips live, 1-900-451-3555, 
Ext, 2880, $3,99/mln. Must 
bs 18+ years, Prooall Co, 
1-602.954-7420, 
CANADA'S BEST Meeting 
Place for singles[ Talk 
openly to other adults for 
Romance & morel Meet 
someone In the next 5 min- 
utes. 011-592-588-758, LD 
only 24 hrs. 
ging practices, level 1 first $789. Phone: 1-403-262- developed, doctor ap- 
old, fire su,~nresslon etc 3953, 1-403-488-2046. proved, Free Information by 
H L ~'~ ' +'' .... ; :,, ..... ~ . . . . .  ;,,mail;: 1-406-961.6570;,, ~. 
(250)897-1188. Jc~l and 24,;d]aital satellite, ~:,'... ,?: L "  : "  ~u~L~ 
CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
CONSOLIDATE ONE easy 
payment. No more stress, 
No equity-security. Good or 
bad credit. Immediate ap- 
proval. Immediate relief. 
National Credit Counsellors 
of Canada. 1-888-777- 
0747. Licensed and bonded 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Canada offers 
on-campus and correspon- 
dence courses toward a 
Diploma In Counselling 
Practice, to begin this 
month, Free catalogue, call 
24hrs 1-800.665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas, we can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For Infor- 




BUSY AUTOBODY Shop in 
Slave Lake Alberta requires 
a journeyman autobody 
mechanic. Full-time, great 
wages. Contact Brad 1- 
403-849-2199, Fax resume 
1-403-849.6700. Slave 
Lake Collision, Must be ex- 
perienced. 
EQUIPMENT 
systems. RCA from $599• 
Echostar from $499. Call 1- 
800-600-9755 or sea 
http://www.smalldlsh.com 
to order, 
FREE FASHION Fabric 
Swatches. Quality selected 
natura fibres & blends. 
Shop at home savings & 
convenience, For swatches 
and Information send 
L.S.A.S.E. Fabrics, Box 
18074, Delta, B.C. V4L 
2M4. 
HEALTH 
TIRED? WORN Out? How 
would you like to Feel 
Vibrant & Energetic again? 
Announcing a 
Breakthrough in Natural 
Solutions to Optimum 
Health. Call for 30 Day, No 




N.VAN.ISLD Co. Requires 
a Payroll Administrator with 
Union Payroll Experience, •
Salary 30K-32K & Benefits, 
Resume, references & 
hand written cover letter c/o 
951 Fitzgerald Ave., 
Coudenay, B.C.. V9 N 2R6. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
CONTESTING WILLS and 
Estates, Major ICBC Injury 
claims. Joel A. Wener trial 
lawyer for 28 years• Call 
free 1-800-665-1138. 
• Contingency fees. Simon, 
PLOUGHTRUCKS,  Wener&Adler, ,:.-:' 
SANDERS, D-6 Cat, Four MOBILE HOMES 
Hlab Trucks, Six Grappl'e QUALITY MANUFAC- 
Loaders Six Lowbeds T" -ED Ho' es'L 'd A~k ' ,  UH m t . o 
T.T.pree y°-r~..L°ad~rs'cT~.:' about our used single and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  double wldes. "We Serve. 
and Water trucks. Seven We. Dellve'r". 1-800-667- 
Backhoes, FIretrucks, Call 
VIc (250)493-6791, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
TRAMPOLINES FACTORY 
Direct, Splash, Bounce, 
Mega Bounds. Parts, re- 
pairs, All makes. Dealer in- 
quiries. 1-800-663.2261. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
Logs Into Boards, planks, 
beams. Large capacity, 
Best sawmill value any- 
where, Free Information 1- 
800-566-6999. Norwood 
Sawmills, R,R,2, KIIworlhy, 
Ontario POE 1GO, 
RIVERDANCE TICKETS 
for all Vancouver, Calgary 
& Edmonton Saturday night 
shows. Main Floor Top 
Priced tickets & all suite 
downtown Hotel accommo- 
datlons included, Call Dash 
Tours 1-800.265-0000, 
1533 w DL#6813. 
PERSONALS , 
1997, FORECASTI NEW 
Lover, "New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Accurate, honest 
predictions. Free,calendar, 
1-900.451-3778, 24hrs 18+ 
$2.99 rain I,C.C: 
MALE IMPOTENCE pre- 
vented and corrected at, 
any age~ even with medical 
• problems like medications, 
surgery, dlabeteb and In- 
jury. Free Informatlon/ad. 
vice; Performance Medical 
Ltd,, Box 418, Valemount, 
B,C. VOE 2Z0. 1-800.663. 
0121. 1 
TRY US absolutely freel 
Instant live phone conver- 
satlons, 24 hours a dayl 
1000's of single B.C, 
women call every day, Call 





CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Psychics have answers to 
your problems or questions 
about Health, Love, 
Relationships, Money, 
Lucky Numbers, 
$2,99/mlnute. 18+. 24 
hours. 1-900-451-4336. 
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE: Lakes(de lot all 
serviced in secured subdivi- 
sion on Lake Okanagan In 
Vernon B.C, For further in- 
formation write: Box 759, 
Falrvisw AB, TOH 1LO. 
SCENIC GRANISLE, B,C, 
View Townhouses over- 
looking Bablne Lake 
$39,500 Full Prlcel 3 Bdrm, 








STEEL BUILDINGS:.  
=Cheaper Than Wood'. 
Quonset-Strelghtwall quon- 
set, Structural Steel 
Buildings, B,C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western Steel 
Buildings 1-800-565-9800. 
STEEL BUILDINGS from 
one of B.C,'s largest steel 
companies, Arched rib end 
pre-englneered buildings. 
Erecting and foundation' 
servipss available. Phone; 
Norsteel Building Systems 
Etd, 1-800-773-3977, 
F.UTURE STEEL Buildings. 
Durable, Dependable, Pre- 
engineered, All-Steel 
Structures. Custom.made 
to suit your needs and re- 
qulrements, Fact0ry-Dlrect 
affordable prices. Ca11.1- 
'800-668-5111 ext.132 for 
free brochure, ', 
VACATION SPOTS 
FORT BABINE Lodge on 
the lake, at the headwaters 
of the Bablne River, Fully 
equipped log cabins; see. 
viced RV sites0 boat  + 
rentals, PhorlSlFixt'  •~:"  
(250)847-2841, + . , r  
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Retnhardt rocks First ho le - in -one ,  • 
s-- ee 'way p o or-" super season "" ° at  the  Terrace at 
DEBBIE REINHARDT, driving two different cars, 
proved to be the biggest winner at the Terrace Speed- 
way June 22. 
Reinhardt rocked the C Street category, winning the 
Dash and Heat in car #003, then swtiching to car #919 
to take the Main. Meanwhile #92 Gary MaeCarthy 
snagged the A Hobby Dash and Heat, while #76 John 
Cloakey took the Main. 
In the B Hobby Dash and Main, it was #97 Jules 
LaFrance tearing up the track with #114 Paul Fleming 
winning the Heat. 
Back in the Street category, #288 John Alger took the 
A Dash aud Main, and #869 Jason King won the Heat, 
In the B Street, #003 Bob Barnett won the Dash, 
#919 Russ Robertson took thc Main and #351 Rick 
Meyer (not to be confused with Russ Meyer, who made 
those great movies like Faster Pussycat Kill, Kill) took 
the Heat. 
Finally, in the Spousors Race, #92 Ron Lewis won 
the Hobby Stock aud #227 Derails Fisher raced to vic- 
tory in the Street Stock. 
Sport Scope 
Fastbail finals here 
THE BANTAM GIRLS fastball Provincial Championships 
will be held h~ Terrace July 4-6. 
This high-calibre ball will take place at Elks, Riverside 
and Rotary Ballfields from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. each day of 
the tourney. Come on out and see some of the best girls 
fastball teams in B.C. compete for the Championships 
For more info, call Nolan Beaudry at 635-7144. 
Basketball camp coming 
TERRACE'S MICHELLE Hendry is back in town this 
summer to host a basketball camp for teens. 
The camp is open to both boys and girls aged 12-15 
years a,d runs for three days, July 7-9 for girls and July 9- 
11 for boys, The camp will focus on the basics of basket- 
ball both on offense and defense, 
Hendry now plays professional ball in Germany where 
she ranked third in rebounding and scoring during the 96- 
97 season. 
For more information call the recreation office at 615- 
3000. 
Ski team chosen 
TEN TERRACE waterskiers are heading to the BC Sum- 
mer Games, It's the first time this zone has ever sent a 
team to the games, which will be in Burnaby, July 24-26. 
Dirk Classen, Luke Houlden, Rod McMym~, Scan Braid, 
Pat Link and Travis Mercy, along with wakeboarders Chris 
Thomas, Jerry Miller and Bruce Mullin are set to go. 
Coach Mark Poppleton will also compete at the eveut. 
JOE MALINOWSKI 
TERRACE 
Is pleased to announce that 
Joe Mal l~ow~ is now ready 
to tend to all your Auto needs. 
With 15 years experience 
Joe can service all your 
Auto requirements. 
Drop in and/et Joe service your 
vehicle from bumper to bumper. 
with special guests RUMOUR RED 
FRIDAY, JULY 4TH 
Terrace Civic Arena 
Doom 8 pm,  Dancing 9:15 pm- 1:45 am, No Minors 
Tickeb $2t.00 in advance only at Sight & Sound In the Skeena Mall 
IT TOOK a couple of months, but someone finally potted 
the first hole-in-erie of the season at the Skeena Valley 
Gel f CIub. 
Selden hands Linda Hamiltou scored the eagle on the 
par three, hole number four two Saturdays back. 
Kevin Jeffries of the club says he was surprised it took so 
long to get the first hole-in-one this season, especially 
given how busy the club's been. 
"Last year we must have had three by this time," he 
says. 
And last year wasn't as busy either. In 1996, the club's 
revenue frem green fees and memberships was dewn al- 
most $40,000 from 1995. 
But Jeffries says this season looks to be a banner one for 
the club, which continues work on expanding to 18 holes. 
"This year is looking great," he says. " Tee sheets are 
full every day. We're even having te turn people away." 
July 5 ~Draw I July 6 
T ime Trials Proceeds T ime Trials 
For Both Days 
6 :00  p .m.  vtitl be donated to 7i :OO p .m.  
Rac ing  special 01~mpics, 0m Rac ing  
/ out and help Terrace ~ 2:00 p.m. 
7:00  p .m.  .I gnAodwav support our 
Sponsored by: ~ ~ponsored by: 
Northern Motor ~,-= ~ Thornhill 
& Bear Country Inn ,,,, Pub 
Saturday's Races ;~  & 
Include Sportsman # BC 
Class ~ Automotive 
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2.4 Lltrs Twin Cam, 4 Sp, Automatic, 
Air Conditioning, "all Steering, Cruise 
Control, AM/FM Cassette, Rear Spoiler, 
24hr, Roadside Ase]stance, 4 Wheel 
Anti Lock Brakes. STOCK#9~f02 
3.9% 
F inanc ing  
fo r  up  to  




2,2 Litre Multi Port Fuel Injection, 5 Sp. 
Transmission, AMIFM Cassette, Rear 
Spoiler, Remote Hatch Release, 
Reclining Front Buckets, 4 Wheel Anti 
Lock Brakes, 24hr. Roadside Assistance. 
STOCK# 97123 
I o rLeaee  fo r  [i;i:! !~!;! I ........... orLeaee  fo r  
Ann iversary  Spec ia l  i , l i l f~=i ~00 I::!il !71:::]| | An.lveraary special *1990o 
S per  Month  • ::r :!!!::::i S per  Month  
ilii~ 
Fiaancing I l ln l~  1M~ 7 I ~,;a;cf,,~ 
,e ra .  to e wzwsa  . zwzw.  I fo rap  to New 1887 
="" BLAZER ~ ~"°" GMC 1/2TON 
4dr  4x4  . . . . . .  *:'::::: . . . .  :,~,'~ ..,~::,~.~ ,':'::':::~'~, PiCK UP 
4.3  Ut r .  EFI V-S, Automat ic  with ' ~ ~ . ~ : : ~ " { ~ , :  ..... . 
Overdrive, Air Conditioning, Shift on the ~ ~ ~ . ~ } { i ~ . ~ : : ! : { , ~ . i {  
Fly 4x4, AM/FM Cassette. Smooth Ride ~ ~ ' ~ : ' . , = ~ ' . ~ . ~  
),Suspension, 4 Wheel Anti Lock Brakes, . .... 
=60/40 Split Bench Seat, P205175R 15 All 
Season Tiros, 24ftr. Roadside 
Assistance, STOCK # 972r4 
or  Lease  fo r  
s29,988 Sl 8,988 
New 1887 ,..,oc. 
,~~,~,~,~,~ GMC SAFARI 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'i~}:,, ,'~ • :::i" ::' ?i~:!:!:i:i:::::: {i ~Fi!;!!i!;:i!i~hi~ . ~  
, ,  8 PASSENGER 
=================================================== :,:~~~_.. VAN ~a~i~!! 
4.3 LiVe V-6 EFI, 4 Sp. Automatic with 
Overdrive, Air Conditioning, AM/FM 
Cassette, Deluxe Grill, 4 Wheel Anti 
Lock Brakes, 5gSOlb GVWR, 24hr. 
Roadside Assistance, STOCK # 97r55 
or  Lease  fo r  
" " ' " ° - " " ' ° "  I *27300 Iql AnnIversarySpec Ia l  
s20,988 ii!!H 817,988 
W~/IIWII': IUU ~IV~ 
L~sE 060r~S ~ W,T, S~0~ 00Wi 
I~P, $11,828.001 TRACKER T.PI Sil,et;',0~ 
GM SALES CONSULTANT FOR DETAIL8, 
Leas ing  
. • : ::! i i,:<.:,i:~ 
4,3 Lltre V-6 2OOHP, 5 Sp. with 
Overdrive, AMIFM Cassette, Cloth 
Bench Seat, 6100 GVWR, P235/76R 16 
=,All Season Tires, 4 Wheel Anti Lock 
Brakes, Wheel Trim Rings, 3,42 Rear 
Axle Ratio, ~'4hr. Roadside Assistance. 
STOCK # 97088 
or  Leaee  fo r  
'207 oo 




1.6 L-MFI L4 5sp. Transmission, Power 
Steering. Spilt Folding Back Seat, 4 
Wheel Drive, Electric Rear Defroster, 
24hr. Roadside Assistance. 
or  Lease  Yer  
*273" 
per  Month  
._, IlOldsrnobile 
. . . .  CHBfflRUCKS mON'na,¢ 
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